
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 

Phyllis Wise 
Tuesday, September 23, 2014 10:05 PM 
Ilesanmi Adesida; Normand Paquin 
Fw: Per our conversation 
Scanned from a Xerox multifunction deviceOOl.pdf 

On Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:09 PM, James. Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Per our conversation-please forward to Normand and others. 
jcl 

James C. Leonard, MD 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient care and research 

----Original Message----
From: u41f@carle.com [mailto:u41f@carle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:07 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox multifunction device 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox multifunction 
device. 

Attachment Fi le Type: pdf 

multifunction device Location: Administration NC8 - B 1914 
Device Name: U41 F 

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, September 23, 2014 10:06 PM 
James. Leonard; Stephanie. Beever 
Re: Per our conversation 

WOW!!! I just sent this to Ade and Normand. 

On Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:09 PM, James. Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Per our conversation-please forward to Normand and others. 
jcl 

James C. Leonard, MD 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient care and research 

-----Original Message-----
From: u41f@carle.com [mailto:u41f@carle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:07 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox multifunction device 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox multifunction 
device. 

Attachment Fi le Type: pdf 

multifunction device Location: Administration NC8 - B 1914 
Device Name: U41 F 

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Adesida, Ilesanmi <iadesida@illinois.edu> 
Wednesday, September 24, 2014 12:34 AM 
Phyllis Wise; Paquin, Normand 
RE: Per our conversation 

Amazing! We need to get there to line up for Illinois! 
Thanks. 

From: Phyllis Wise [ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 10:05 PM 
To: Adesida, llesanmi; Paquin, Normand 
Subject: Fw: Per our conversation 

FYI 

On Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:09 PM, James. Leonard <.James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Per our conversation-please forward to Normand and others. 
jcl 

James C. Leonard, MD 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient care and research 

-----Original Message-----
From: u41f@carle.com<mailto:u41f@carle.com> [mailto:u41f@carle.com<mailto:u41f@carle.com>J 
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2014 2:07 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox multifunction device 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox multifunction device. 

Attachment File Type: pdf 

multifunction device Location: Administration NC8 - B1914 Device Name: U41F 

For more informat ion on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com<http://www.xerox.com/> 
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From: Ilesanmi Adesid 
Sent: Wednesday, September 24, 2014 1:53 AM 
To: -Cc: Ilesanmi Adesida 
Subject: Re: Greetings 

-I hope all is well and that your Please extend our warmest regards to her. 

On our visit to Taipei, the Chancellor and I will be sending our detailed itinerary to you. We will arrive in 
Taipei on the evening/night ofNovember 1st. I will leave on the afternoon of November 4th for Singapore 
while the Chancellor will depart on November 5th.We have the whole of November 2nd free. There are some 
events surrounding a joint conference on the theme of "Sma1t Cities, Healthy Cities" at the National Taiwan 
University NTU) on November 3rd and 4th. There are many Illinois Professors and administrators coming for 
the conference. I would like to talk to you to make arrangements for the visit. The Chancellor and I would like 
to meet you and .o be able to share our vision of the Medical School that we are contemplating. I sent an 
email to you and We are at the beginning of the journey and we need partners around the world to make 
this happen. 

Your assistance is very much valued and appreciated. Your generosity and service to Illinois is phenomenal! 
We need more great and grateful alumni and friends like you to make Illinois a great and enduring institution 
competing with the world's best! 
Thanks. 

Ade 

llmlSep 1, 2014 at 1:34 AM, Ilesanmi Adesida•••••••tn> wrote: 

Our best wishes to your Greetings to all. 

Ade 

On Sun, Aug 31, 2014 at 7:46 PM, wrote: 

Dear Ade, 
I have enciled in the date. Sorry for the late reply. My-as in th 

She i years old. So, We all keep a very close eye on her 

Best wishes to you and your families. -
ilJ:;$:pJ>:J! : llesanmi Adesida <. 
iti4 A : llesanmi Adesida 
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8 WI : 2014/08/28 l' lf 02:48:26 EST 
± '!§' : Greetings 
Dear-
How Sorry for not staying on touch for the past few months. We are still planning on being 
in Taipei in November. Specifically, there is an event at National Taiwan University on November 3rd 
and 4th that the Chancellor and I will attend. We are trying to fix out trip so that we can arrive on 
Saturday, November 1st and have all day free on the 2nd to meet with you. Hopefully, that will be a 
good time for you. We are working on the calendar and keep trying to move things around. I will send 
an email next week to confirm all these and also call as necessary. 

Please extend my greetings to the fami ly. 
Ade 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Normand, 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, September 24, 2014 12:01 PM 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Fwd: Report input 

I don't mind not including the names of the other potential institutions in this document. It is clearly a sensitive point for Carle. We need 
to continue to work with them to emphasize that additional partners, particularly if they do not adequately fund the partnership. I would 
let it go for now. 

Phyllis 

On Wednesday, September 24, 2014 7:27 AM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

Phyll is, 

Take a look at the email exchange here and let me know if you have any strong position on the 
matter. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin .------.----. 

Tel: 

---------- Forwarded mess 
From: Normand Paquin 

0· 

Date: Wed, Sep 24, 2014 at 7:23 AM 
Subject: Re: Report input 
To: Beth Paul <BPaul@trippumbach.com> 

Thank you Beth. We had included the language to signal openness to working with others including 
UIC and local partners that have some political constituencies but I know Carle is particularly 
concerned about the practices of one of those named. I'll seek some guidance on how to respond to 
this. In the mean time, I would certainly remove "-' since that opens the door to not including 
any. 

Best, Normand 
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Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 
Tel: +1-217-819-8964 

On Wed, Sep 24, 2014 at 6:50 AM, Beth Paul <BPaul@trippumbach.com> wrote: 
Hi, Normand. 

I am starting to go through Steph's input to the business plan and came across the following 
paragraph just now. The report which includes Steph's input is also in the eroom, so you can review 
the whole report, but I thought I would give you a heads-up in case the following requires some follow 
up. I wasn't sure if the highlighted part below was included in your input to the report because you 
feel strongly it should be included or/and if it is there because of specific direction from Phyllis, but 
Steph has deleted it from the latest version of the business plan (which is still in track changes, so it is 
not permanently deleted). Also copied below are her comments that she added into the report. Let me 
know how you would like me to proceed--if this requires follow up or if you think it is fine to leave it as 
Steph wants it to read. 

Steph's comments: I am not comfortable explicitly stating other institutions names within the business 
plan as we have not yet determined who are appropriate partners to further the intent of the COM. 

Beth Paul 
Tripp Umbach 
2359 Railroad St. #3701 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 
Corporate Headquarters: 412.281.2313 
Cell Number: 412.759.9769 
Fax Number: 412.281 .9946 
www.trippumbach.com 

"Turning ideas into action for 25 years" 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Wednesday, Sep 
Phyllis Wise 

I I : 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Per our conversation 
Attachments: Scanned from a Xerox mu lt ifunction deviceOOl.pdf 

FYI. I am waiting for the reply. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ilesanmi Adesida > 
Date: Wed, Sep 24, 2014 at 1:38 AM 
Sub· ect: Fwd: FW: Per our conversat ion 
To: 
Cc· , Ilesanmi Adesida•••••••mn> Hi-
I had been looking for a date for us to visit Hong Kong. We have had some challenging issues on our campus 
which delayed my reply. Is it possible for us to come and visit on December 15 and 16th. We will leave here on 
December 12 and get to HK on the 13th or 14th. We would have liked to come earl ier but it has been difficult 
with our ongoing challenges. 

Notwithstanding, we have begun seeking the approval processes for an Engineering-Driven College of 
Medicine that we would like to create on our campus. This will be a new type of medical school at the 
intersection of engineering, technology, big data, biomedical sciences, and healthcare. No school has done this 
in the US or in the world! We have the intellectual depth to realize this! We would not be owning a hospital but 
partner with Carle Health System which has a 400-bed hospital in town. We need to raise some funding on our 
side to establish the College which is now our main focus. We should raise $200M in the next few years to 
make this a reality! if we could do this, it will transform the future of the campus and we believe that it will 
transform the future of health care. Prevention, Predictive, Participatory are our watchwords in trying to bring 
better healthcare to more people at lower cost! 

of our efforts! We would like to present our vision to 
nd see whether we can persuade them to lead or participate in this vision and 

I am attaching a document that I found about some other foundations funding initiatives in the US. 

Please let me know what you think about the dates. 

Thanks. 

Ade 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I'll be please to take part. 

Normand 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Thursday, September 25, 2014 7:07 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: FYI 

On Sep 24, 2014 10:52 PM, "Phyllis Wise" wrote: 
FANTASTIC. I have scheduled meeting with Walt Knorr, and assuming that goes well , I hope to schedule a meeting with Bob right after 
that, and then with Kennedy, then Koritz. I hope you can be at all of them. 

On Wednesday, September 24, 2014 10:20 PM, Normand Paquin 
wrote: 

Just as an FYI: I think I have a budget that works. Requires green light on some things but I think we 
are there. Meeting with Vicky early, then Mike D. then Mike Bass (with Vicky and Mike D.) and 
then Carle. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 

Te-
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Phyllis, Ade 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Saturday, September 27, 2014 9:06 PM 
Phyllis Wise; Adesida, Ilesanmi 
Fwd: Revisions 
20140926 Carle UIUC COM Draft Financial Model_v25.xls 

This is what I sent to Stephanie. The total for the facilities is $46 Min this revised budget ($17 M before). 

We'll have to see what the reaction is. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 

.. ---------- Forwarded messa 
From: Normand Paquin "' 
Date: Sat, Sep 27, 2014 at 8: 12 PM 
Subject: Revisions 
To: Stephanie Beever <Stephanie.Beever@carle.com> 

Steph, 

Thanks for the chat earlier today. I had a go at revising the budget as discussed. 

I thought it might be best to simply exchange this with you instead of posting it. I figure we should post it when 
we are both OK 

You'll see that I basically try to get to about $1 OM as quickly as possible (i.e. getting to about half-teach-out 
(- 22M - conservative calculation)) and also having capital reserves of decent size) and then flattening the 
curve. Also make sure we stay about $0 with a reasonable margin. 

Just to put some context to it: 
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Have this notion that we might have two spurts of growth in space: one around yr 7-8 and one around year 9-10 
as we get set for years 11 onwards and growth still to come in student numbers. 

And I also added to the IT line below that one. Initially it was with idea to restore what had been cut from 
original budget but then I realized that all that additional space would need new IT as well. So I think notion 
that this could also be based on assumption that this had to be adjusted if we now worked on basis that all UIC 
students and staff would remain on both our sites can be source of this. 

vVith respect to teach-out, I think we can expect to have gift money we can tap to help cover it 

Let me know as soon as possible if this is OK fro presentation. 

Normand. 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky-
Tel:-
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From: 
Sent: I I ::ii • ; • :.; 

To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis M Wise 
Saturday, Septe 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Budget 

My own sense is that we would need to figure that later. It is better not to have too much in reserve than to have 
enough in case of a teach-out. Having too large a reserve will make people really wonder whether we have a 
practical view of budgeting. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 27, 2014, at 7:42 PM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

The teach-out was estimated to cost $22M. Ifwe have only $10.8 Min the surplus (where I am 
now), do we risk having people say that we will have to go to the state for new GRF or raid other 
colleges to cover gap should the teach-out occur? Mind you, it might not be the case if we have 
some unrestricted cash gifts we can tap into. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 

Tel:-

On Sat, Sep 27, 2014 at 4:26 PM, Phyllis Wise••••••••mn•> wrote: 
Normand, 

I am fine with stating the additional capital funding is needed for addition of new space and additional renovations. I 
don't know what you mean by "too low" is the $1 OM alright. I think that making it as high as it is now makes everyone 
wonder how realistically we are thinking. 

I will send you the letters and also correspond with Jim. 

Phyllis 

Spoke to Stephanie, 
Very concerned about allocating new money for new building. This will raise all sorts of 
questions and red flags with their BOT. Suggest instead to put money towards addition 
of new space and additional renovations based on assumption current UIC students 
and current COM personnel will still occupy space they currently have. Actually true for 
Carle. Also concerned that if we make surplus too low, UIUC then opens itself to claim 
that we will have to go to the state for GRF funds if teach-out is required and Carle 
versus their bot. Suggestion is not to go too low. Told her I would get your opinion. 
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Plan to get a budget to Steph tonite with her OK sometime tomorrow ( not too late). 
I think telling Jim Roth that we would like 7 AM meeting to go through budget on 
Monday would be best with our goal to get him the budget by 7 PM tomorrow as we 
work on last touches with Carle. 
Thoughts? 
Normand 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Sunday, September 28, 2014 2:30 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
Re: Revisions 

I am happy to say every worksheet is labeled as draft and confidential. I did send it out. I have not had any 
feedback from Stephanie or anyone from Carle at this point. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skyg n • • < ••• 

Tel: 

On Sun, Sep 28, 2014 at 1:20 PM, Phyllis Wis 
Normand, 

I may be too late: Just be sure to mark it draft and confidential. 

Phyllis 

On Sunday, September 28, 2014 12:00 PM, Normand Paquin 

I have not heard from Stephanie. 

rote: 

rote: 

I will send out the version to Jim Roth at - 1 :30 PM even if I don't hear from her (with the caveats 
Phyll is has already communicated to Jim Roth). 

I'm also removing some worksheets from TU that contain financial numbers and many 
initial assumptions that are no longer applicable. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 

Tel-

On Sun, Sep 28, 2014 at 8:29 AM, llesanmi Adesid wrote: 
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Thanks, Normand. Hopefully, she wi ll agree with the new outline of the budget. I have a feeling that 
she will want to share it first with their CFO before making the final call. 

Ade 

On Sat, Sep 27, 2014 at 9:06 PM, Normand Paquin 
Phyll is, Ade 

>wrote: 

This is what I sent to Stephanie. The total for the faci lities is $46 M in this revised budget ($17 M 
before). 

We'll have to see what the reaction is. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
SkyRe: normand 
Tel: 

-------- Forwarded mess 
From: Normand Paquin 
Date: Sat, Sep 27, 2014 at 8:12 PM 
Subject: Revisions 
To: Stephanie Seever <Stephanie.Beever@carle.com> 

Steph, 

Thanks for the chat earlier today. I had a go at revising the budget as discussed. 

I thought it might be best to simply exchange this with you instead of posting it. I figure we should 
post it when we are both OK. 

You'll see that I basically try to get to about $10M as quickly as possible (i.e. getting to about half-
teach-out (-22M - conservative calculation)) and also having capital reserves of decent size) and then 
f lattening the curve. Also make sure we stay about $0 with a reasonable margin. 

Just to put some context to it: 
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Have this notion that we might have two spurts of growth in space: one around yr 7-8 and one around 
year 9-10 as we get set for years 11 onwards and growth still to come in student numbers. 

Changes are on line 249 and 250 of the long operating statement 

And I also added to the IT line below that one. Initially it was with idea to restore what had been cut 
from original budget but then I realized that all that additional space would need new IT as well. So I 
think notion that this could also be based on assumption that this had to be adjusted if we now 
worked on basis that all UIC students and staff would remain on both our sites can be source of this. 

With respect to teach-out, I think we can expect to have gift money we can tap to help cover it 

Let me know as soon as possible if this is OK fro presentation. 

Normand. 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky 
Tel: 

1- II 11.11 1.1 I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

FYI 

Phyllis Wise 
Monday, Sep 
Normand Paquin 

• • I ' I • 1'I 

Fw: Carle-UIUC partnership 

On Monday, September 29, 2014 10:50 PM, Phyllis Wise 

Dear J im, 

wrote: 

I called your cell phone this evening but could not leave a message. I know you are away, so I want to email you so that you have this 
message as quickly as possible. 

I talked with Steph this evening and realized that some of our actions make it appear that we do not consider Carle as true partners in 
our goal of establishing a College of Medicine. Let me assure you that we consider our partnership with you as one of equals. I am 
very sorry if we have not conveyed this and we will do everything we can to correct that impression. Please be assured that I/we have 
the greatest respect for you and Carle Health Systems. 

I hope you and I can meet when you and I get home. Perhaps we should set up regular weekly phone or person to person meetings to 
be sure that are aware of each others thinking. 

Best. 
Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Steph, 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, September 30, 2014 4:46 AM 
Beever Stephanie 
Normand Paquin 
Yesterday 

Thanks for the frank and candid discussion last night. As I said, we will try harder to demonstrate that we truly believe 
that the partnership with Carle is one of equal partners. Even with the different constituencies, political and academic, 
and dates that we are t rying to accommodate, we will certainly be alert to the fact that you too have people that need 
to be reassured of the importance of this vision and long term value of our partnership. 

We will keep the budget as it was last week for our discussions this week w ith the President, Walt Knorr etc. I do hope 
we will have a chance to review it before it goes too much farther. I am still concerned that the size of the surplus at the 
end is more than is needed for the LCME teach out. And it gives the wrong impression to your and our board about the 
real costs. I would hate for anyone to think that this amount will really be left at the end of the 10 years and that further 
investment will not be required or even that the initial investment of $100m from Carle or our investment in 
philanthropic efforts as well as our other components are not requ ired. 

I am off to NY right now and would love to talk again when I return. In the meantime, I know that you (plural) and 
Normand and our people have additional meetings. I hope they reflect the fact that we respect the partnership and the 
importance of all your/our planning. 

Best, 
Phyllis 

PS I wrote an email to Jim last night. I did not get through to him on his cell phone. 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Tuesday, September 30, 2014 6:39 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Response to your text 

No worries. I certainly don't plan to bring this up. I just wanted you to be informed. 

Normand 

On Sep 30, 2014 3:47 AM, "Phyllis Wise" wrote: 
Normand, 

I am not sure it is worth arguing about now. They are really upset that we changed the budget at the last minute. 
Steph said it was symbolic bout the way we tell them at the last minute or after the fact. You know the nature of 
the conversations better than I do. Ifwe can get the surplus down to $20m it would be great. But I am afraid that 
if we try to do that, they will still be angry about the principle and may want to go back and look at all the 
previous cuts. I don't think I got my point across that such a large surplus will make people wonder about our 
ability to create a budget. I think they understand that this budget is our best estimate for now. 

I am worried about what you said that their BOT will like the surplus because they will think that they don't 
have to put in more. 

I guess I wish I had caught the large surplus earlier. a lot earlier. We have some fences to mend. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sounds very good. 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, cto er 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Update 

On Tuesday, September 30, 2014 9:03 PM, Normand Paquin < 

Phyll is, 

We are set to use last Thursday's budget for our near term meetings but we'll take the next couple of 
weeks to review the budget and get to a -12M surplus by year 10. Apart from revisions in expenses, 
we agreed to move excess into an endowment. 

Terms attached will work in my opinion. Dan and Molly contributed. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Tel: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Phyllis, 

James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com > 
Wednesday, October 01, 2014 7:52 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Your Note 

Thank you for your note and comments on our partnership around the COM. I have delayed my response because I have 
been very busy with this meeting and frankly because I needed to put my thoughts in order. The unilateral decisions 
over the weekend around the budget were a surprise that had the potential to totally reframe the project and 
partnership in the direction that Carle has with UIC COM today. I point out that connection because I know it is in the 
mind of the Carle people from years of interaction and that fear has been the source of much of the internal resistance. 
It may not be fair to UIUC but that has been the reality. You, Normand and others have done much to build trust and a 
new connection but it remains fragile and there are gaps in our understanding (as there are gaps in your understanding 
of us). No one has doubted the integrity or intent of you or your team but it is easy to fall back on established habits and 
approaches- particularly when we are trying to reach a goal with a tight timeframe. I agree that as we enter this phase 
we should be closer than ever in our meetings and conversation. I look forward to bringing the prize home- together. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Current draft. 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Wednesday, October 01, 2014 12:50 PM 
Phyllis Wise; Laura Frerichs; Adesida, Ilesanmi 
Fwd: Draft Report 
Final Draft Carle UIUC COM Business Plan October 1 2014.docx 

Sections highlighted are sections that will be reviewed when financials and MOU are finalized. 

Please review and provide comments to me by Sunday morning (except for Laura who is on vacation). 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Beth Paul <BPaul@trippumbach.com> 
Date: Wed, Oct 1, 2014 at 12:31 PM 
Subject: Draft Report 
To: "'Normand Paquin' 

Hi, Normand, let me know if you have questions or revisions. 

Betli Paul 

Tripp Umbach 

2359 Railroad St. #3701 

Pittsburgh, PA 15222 

Corporate Headquarters: 412.281.2313 

Cell Number: 

Fax Number: 412.281.9946 

www. trippurn bach. com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Thursday, October 02, 2014 4:06 PM 
Phyllis M Wise; James Leonard 

Subject: Fwd: Introductions 

fyi ... 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Date: October 2, 2014 at 4:03:38 PM CDT 
To: "Ghosh, Avijit" <ghosha@UIC.EDU> 
Cc: Jim Roth <jrot h@huronconsultinggroup.com>, "Marsh, Teresa" <Teresa.Marsh@busey.com> 
Subject: Re: Introductions 

Jim and Avijit, 

Thank you for the email .. I am in .returning this weekend. I will have my assistant, Teresa Marsh 
work to schedule a t ime to visit. 

Thank you .. all the best and have a great weekend, 

Greg 

Gregory B. Lykins, Chairman 
First Busey Corporation 
100 W. University 
Champaign, IL 61821 
greg.lykins@busey.com 
Office: 217.351.6535 
Cell: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 2, 2014, at 3:55 PM, "Ghosh, Avijit" <ghosha@UIC.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Greg and Jim, 

Please pardon the informality of email introduction-but I wanted 
to connect the two of you. 

Greg, as I have mentioned in my earlier email to you Jim is helping 
President and I and the Board to understand all the facets of 
proposals regarding medical school in Urbana. He would like to 
speak to you to learn more about the community perspective on 
this. And of course your personal thoughts are important to us. 
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Jim, as you know Greg is one of the most respected community 
leaders of Champaign-Urbana. 

Hope both of you can connect soon. 

Regards, Avijit 

Avijit Ghosh 
CEO 
University of Illinois Hospital 
1740 W. Taylor Street Suite 1400 
Chicago, IL 60612 

*********************El\1AILDISCLAIMER********************* 
This email and any files transmitted with it may be confidential and are 
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the individual 
responsible for delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be 
taken in reliance on it, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
e-mail in error, please delete it and notify the sender or contact Health 
Information l\1anagement 312.413.4947. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious 
from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http ://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Friday, October 03, 2014 7:06 AM 
Phyllis Wise 

Subject: 
Lykins, Greg; James Leonard 
Re: Greeting and request 

Greg I am going by to see jim personally monday. \Ve only spoke on phone. Call me when you're back and I'll 
brief you 

Sent from my iPhone .._ 
Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 3, 2014, at 6 :19 AM, Phyllis Wise >wrote: 

Greg, 

Bob Easter has said that he will depend upon Jim Roth's advice more than either Tripp-Umbach or Manatt (the UIC 
consultant) because he believes that Huron will be objective. Peter has spoken with him and given the perspective of 
the community and how important this would be for Urbana-Champaign/central Illinois, and the rest of the state. I 
have copied him here. We have emphasized that this critical to the future of UIUC and Carle and will not harm, and in 
fact, will help UIC. 

As a respected community leader, I am sure that Jim will pay attention to the perspective that you provide. 

Thanks so much for taking the time, 
Phyllis 

PS Hopes your travels have gone well! 

On Thursday, October 2, 2014 4:05 PM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

FYI .. Any "coaching" is invited ... 

Greg 

Sent from my i Pad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ghosh, Avijit" <ghosha@UIC.EDU> 
Date: October 2, 2014 at 7:41 :09 AM CDT 
To: "'Gregory. Lykins@busey.com"' <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Subject: Greeting and request 

Dear Greg, 

I am writing to ask for a favor. You may be aware that Jim Roth, CEO of 
Huron Consulting, has been advising Bob Easter and me (and the 
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trustees) on how best to consider the two medical school proposals. Both 
Bob and I have suggested to Jim that he should have a conversation with 
you to get your perspectives. He has also spoken to Peter Fox for the 
same purpose. 

Later today I plan to send an electronic introduction to both of you. I hope 
that is ok. 

As you may already know Huron is one of the leading consultants in both 
the higher education and healthcare domains. 

Thanks so much for your help. 

Avijit 
\ 
PS. I am sorry I missed the foundation meeting this year. Last minute 
issues in Chicago kept me from driving to Urbana on Friday morning. 

Avijit Ghosh 
CEO 
University of Illinois Hospital 
17 40 W. Taylor Street Suite 1400 
Chicago, IL 60612 

*********************EMAIL DISCLAIMER********************* 
This email and any files transmitted with it may be confidential and are 
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the individual 
responsible for delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be 
taken in reliance on it, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
e-mail in error, please delete it and notify the sender or contact Health 
Information Management 312.413.4947. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise 
indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed 
above. Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

thanks for getting to Steph so quickly. 

Phyllis Wis 
Friday, October 03, 2014 10:45 PM 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Updated Stephanie 

On Friday, October 3, 2014 3:09 PM, Nonnand Paquin < 

Phyll is, 

I updated Steph at a high level about our discussion with Bob. 

wrote: 

There is no resolution from their BOT to show but the MOU will convey commitment. 

She will go back to ask if they can insert binding clause even if acquired. 

Also told her about his interest in MD-PhDs. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Tel: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Phyllis Wis 
Saturday, October 04, 2014 10:34 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Fw: Modern Healthcare 
10.3.14 Modern Healthcare - Univ. of Illinois campsuses debate dueling medical 
college needs.pdf 

On Friday, October 3, 2014 10:43 PM, Phyllis Wise 

On Friday, October 3, 2014 8:41 AM, James. Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Phyll is 
Here is the latest article prompted after the Tribune article - a variation of this may appear in Crain's 
since the organizations are connected. Looks like Dmitri's total strategy is to hi-jack the idea rather 
than any other offer or detail. 
Modern Healthcare is a national magazine distributed to healthcare and located in Chicago. 
Jim 

1'-tV 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient care and research 

From: Jennifer. Hendricks-Kaufmann 
Sent: Friday, October 03, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Stephanie.Seever; Joseph.Barkmeier; James.Leonard; Mike.Billimack 
Subject: FW: Modern Healthcare 

Good morning, 
The online version of the Modern Healthcare article is attached. Please note this publication always 
uses a portion of the bed composite listed by IDPH and has CFH at 322 which we have argued 
against for years. 

I hope the print version for Monday's publication will go into greater depth. This will distributed for 
We're in the News, which will be out late this morning - wanted you all to see this first. 
Thank you, 
Jennifer 
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Univ. of Illinois campuses debate dueling medical college needs 
By Andis Robeznieks 
Posted: October 2, 2014 - 6:45 pm ET 
Tags: Education, Illinois, Physicians 

Two branches of the University of Illinois are wrangling over whether to establish a new medical college in the state. 

The University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign campus has proposed opening a 25-student college where the 
university's well-known College of Engineering is located. University officials are touting the school as the first in the 
country to combine engineering and medical education, to prepare students for a future in which healthcare and 
technology are increasingly inter-related. The school would grow to 50 students per graduating class over six years. 

But the University of Illinois at Chicago, where the university's existing medical school is headquartered, has 
responded with its own plan to create a new "translational bioengineering institute" based in Chicago but including 
the University of Illinois' three other College of Medicine campuses in Peoria, Rockford and Urbana-Champaign. 

Further discussions are expected at a Nov. 3 meeting of the University Healthcare System Committee and at a Nov. 
13 meeting of the University Board of Trustees. 

Dr. James Leonard, president and CEO of the 322-bed Carle Foundation Hospital in Urbana, said Carle has 
committed to contributing $100 million over 10 years to support the downstate project. Leonard said his institution is 
"all in on the idea." 

The concept was first discussed last summer when the hospital and the university, which represent the area's two 
largest employers, discussed economic development strategies. 

"The state of Illinois has struggled in its economic recovery and Champaign-Urbana is not immune to that," Leonard 
said. "We have one of the top engineering campuses in the world, and that led to the discussion of how nobody in the 
world has a medical campus that begins and ends with engineering." 

The proposal differs from the Harvard University-Massachusetts Institute of Technology Health Sciences and 
Technology program which is a collaboration rather than a hybrid institution, Leonard noted. 

Dr. Dimitri Azar, dean of the University of Illinois College of Medicine in Chicago, argued that resources would be 
better spent building on the school's existing infrastructure rather than on a startup. 

"The future of medicine and the college of medicine of the future will be a convergence of medicine and technology-
tempered by the humanistic aspects of medicine," Azar said, noting that the university's existing college of medicine 
already has 190 students pursuing dual M.D.-PhD. degrees. 

Despite the dispute, Azar referred to the Urbana-Champaign campus and Carle Foundation Hospital as partners of 
the College of Medicine. 

"I prefer not to criticize-that's not my style," he said. "In the end, I'd rather talk about the future of medicine rather 
than whether we have one medical school or two." 

The University of Illinois College of Medicine had an active enrollment of 1,327 for the 2013-14 academic year, losing 
its former title as the nation's largest medical school to Indiana University School of Medicine which had 1,350 
students. 
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A new downstate engineering-medical college would be a boon to recruitment efforts, Leonard said. Carle is an 
integrated system with its own health plan and more than 400 employed physicians. Short-term plans call for adding 
130 to 150 more doctors, but seeking further growth five to 10 years down the road could be a struggle. 

The new Urbana-Champaign medical school "would become a bright light to attract physician-scientists," Leonard 
said. "Even if they're not interested in research, they would be attracted by an environment of innovation." 

Azar predicts the same future for his Chicago plan, describing it as a major economic benefit for the state. 

"The journey from the lab to the clinic will be shortened," he said. "Engineers will come up with ideas that doctors will 
find ways to apply. Doctors will start to think 'What is the engineering solution to the problem I'm facing?' instead of 
just accepting that this is the way things are." 

Follow Andis Robeznieks on Twitter: @MHARobeznieks 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Ade, please see attached. 

let's talk tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Andreas 

Cangellaris, Andreas C <cangella@illinois.edu > 
Sunday, October 05, 2014 11:22 PM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
Possible article 
Possible article.pdf; A TTOOOOl.txt 
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Somewhere in Avalon Park a woman is post-op, waiting for pathology to determine if she is 
cancer free. In Mt. Prospect, a family is weighing the side effects their son will suffer when he 
begins taking medicine to treat his epilepsy. For a family in Decatur, end-of-life decisions 
become financial decisions. 

There is a future in which those things don't have to happen. 

Inventions that merge engineering and medicine are in the works that will allow surgeons to 
make sure they've gotten the entire tumor before they close up the patient. An electrode array, 
smaller than a postage stamp, is being developed that will mold to your brain's folds and treat 
seizures. An app will use your smart phone's camera to test for allergens in your kid's lunch. 

And they're all being invented right here in Illinois. Students and professors at the Urbana-
Champaign campus of the University of Illinois are tackling healthcare's runaway costs with 
systems engineering thinking and are pushing hard to make sure that better medical treatment 
and hope reaches more and more people. 

Urbana-Champaign is ready to transform the future of medicine and healthcare by building the 
world's first engineering-based college of medicine -- at no additional cost to taxpayers. And 
their health care provider neighbor in Urbana, the Carle Foundation, is committing $100 million 
as their partner to get the ball rolling with this gutsy endeavor. They hope to have it approved by 
the end of the year and start admitting students in 2017. 

The university's chancellor, Phyllis Wise, is confident that this is a game changer. She told the 
Tribune that by bringing the university's world-renowned college of engineering to bear on 
challenges in medicine and healthcare the university can up its overall prestige, attract tens of 
millions of new research dollars from the NIH, bolster economic growth in the state, and keep 
many more of our talented university graduates at Illinois. 

She's is right. But it was clear in the Trib last week that not everyone agrees. 

The dean of the University of Illinois at Chicago's medical school wants to keep the entire 
system's healthcare education activities under UIC's control. University of Illinois Board of 
Trustees' Chair Christopher Kennedy says he's open to UIUC's proposal but wants to prolong 
the decision-making process and see if they can just tweak things around the edges 

Illinois -- the state and its flagship university -- cannot drag their feet on this. 

Technology is revolutionizing healthcare and medicine and the associated educational 
ecosystem needs to be shaken up and reinvented to take advantage and fuel the success of 
this revolution. The new breed of medical college that UIUC proposes to build is going to 
happen. It's going to educate and train a new generation of doctors who will combine 
compassion with a quantitative outlook. These will be the inventors of pacemakers that are 
powered by the beating of one's own heart, the adopters of nanobots that swim in one's 
bloodstream and deliver medicine right to its target, while providing real-time monitoring of the 
health of the circulatory system. 
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It might sound counter-intuitive, but they'll be technologists with a human touch, physicians with 
much more time dedicated to engaging with the patient, while sophisticated computer systems 
behind the scenes take care of the diagnosis with unprecedented accuracy. 

Those doctors and the amazing technologies they'll inspire, invent and employ will benefit all of 
us personally. More people will be much healthier, and we'll start to contain out-of-control 
medical costs. 

The economic benefits for Illinois will be vast, too. We have had our chances before. The web 
browser, the visible LED, the PLATO computer system for computer-aided education and social 
networking -- they were all invented by Illinois engineers. Let's capitalize on this opportunity in a 
way we didn't in those. 

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and its engineering college are uniquely 
positioned to undertake this ambitious task, but the new landscape it creates will be a huge win 
not for Urbana-Champaign but for Chicago and the entire state. 

A Silicon Valley for Medicine 2.0 will be built somewhere -- San Francisco, Boston, New York, 
Seoul, Singapore, Shanghai. Let's make it Chicago, and let's start building it right now on the 
shoulders of one of the most influential engineering college in the world. 
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Message 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jenni fer, 

PhyllisWise-
10/7/2014 9:56:16 PM 
Woodard Jennifer 
Ed 

I t hought I should answer your text thru email since I wanted to write more than just a few sentences . Ed 
is just amazing ! !! He had spent t he whole day with us (I was not with them for any part of it). Peter had 
put t ogether a spectacul ar iti nerary to show him the power if our research that he/we di d not think he 
knew about . I was not wi th them, but from all reports Ed really enjoyed all the information and asked 
i mportant questi ons . Apparently Paula found out about thi s and told Mi tra to gi ve Ed a tour of UIC . .. . 

He had dinner with Peter, Jennifer Eardley, Neal Cohen , Jim Leonard (who he met once before a long time 
ago), Ade, Molly , and me . The conversation was great. At the end Jim asked him some pretty direct 
questions and Ed was totally f rank and direct. Jim said that he could be doing something else wi th his 
$100m but he thought that our project was more important . I told t hem that I would be meet ing with Chris 
tomor row and he sa i d that i f Chri s tri es t o keep t hi s off t he November agenda that there would be a f ew 
trustees who woul d be unhappy (himself, Kori tz, and Strobel - I did not know I could count on her). 

Anyway it was a great di nner and Ed was magnificent. 

Wish me l uck tomorrow . 
Phyllis 

Sent f rom my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 

Stephanie.Beever < Stephanie.Beever@carle.com > 
Wednesday, October 08, 2014 8:11 PM 

To: Phyllis M Wise 
Cc: James.Leonard 
Subject: Re: Progress 

That's great news!!! ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 8, 2014, at 7:47 PM, "Phyllis M Wise' 
> 

wrote: 

> Kennedy is allowing is t o discuss the business plan and the MOU at the Health Committee meeting on November 3. We 
will not be presenting at the full BOT. 
> 
> Bob told m e after the meeting he thought we made real progress. 
> 
> Step by step ... 
> Phyllis 
> 
>Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Jim, 

Phyllis Wis 
Thursday, Octo 
James.Leonard 
Stephanie.Beever 
Re: Progress 

I'll know more for sure after Friday. But I think this means it will go to the full board at the January 15th BOT meeting. Ed 
McMillan and Tim Koritz may try to get it onto the full board in November, but I was urged not to push Kennedy any 
further. I'll talk with you at the end of the week. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Oct 8, 2014, at 8:25 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 
> 
>Great. Does that mean the project isn't going to the board at all in November? If that is correct what t ime frame does 
t hat put us on? 
>Jim 
> 
>Sent from my iPad 
> 
»On Oct 8, 2014, at 20:47, Phyllis M Wis wrote: 
>> 
» Kennedy is allowing is to discuss the business plan and the MOU at the Health Committee meeting on November 3. 
We will not be presenting at the full BOT. 
>> 
» Bob told me after the meeting he thought we made real progress. 
>> 
» Step by step ... 
»Phyllis 
>> 
>>Sent from my iPhone 
> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Just one more: 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Friday, October 10, 2014 7:12 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Questions from CK 

Provide examples of College P&L. (In my notes I had "College solvency report" and it took me a while to 
realize what that was). 

Normand 

On Thu, Oct 9, 2014 at 7:05 PM, Normand Paquin < 
Phyllis, 

These are the points are noted from the discussion. Did I miss any? 

What is percentage of in-state students at UIC? Susan Kies: - 70% in-state 

wrote: 

Is there a need for an additional 50 doctors in Illinois? Irony here is that Manatt report suggests there definitely 
is a shortage of physician scientists. 

Are the research estimates credible? (quite confident they are low if anything but will dig up data in research-
intensive COM). 

Can we get P&L from Carle? Steph took note of that today and will share what she can. 

\Vilt Carle guarantee their $100M by putting aside a reserve from their foundation? I am highly reluctant to ask 
for anything along these lines since Carle has been upset that we have not been willing to back any of our 
commitments. I do wonder if we might ask Bob if he would be willing to guarantee our fundraising draws if 
Carle guaranteed its amounts. 

Need to clarify Carle contributions to clinical practice. Steph clarified this for me this morning. I was in 
error. Basically, for the 20% time the faculty are teaching, Carle assumes much of this will be having its 
doctors teaching students as they deal with real patients - the clinical pract ice revenues corresponds to the 
revenues generated during these interactions. Hence the estimates are based on the 20% they will spend with the 
COM, not the other 80%. 

Provide a descriptive chart of accounts and indicate the growth drivers behind the numbers. 

Validate that Carle (and potential partners) will be able to take on the extra students. Where can we expect 
them to go? (To ask Steph to detail out). 
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List at least six projects with UIC and convey how this is good for UIC. 

Indicate why we think the fundraising is realistic. 

Do let me know if I missed anything. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sk 
T .. 

1· II ll•ll 1.1 I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thank you Phyllis. 

Normand Paquin •••••••••••• 
Friday, October 10, 2014 7:20 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Questions from CK 

Item 3 is something Vicky and I can easily handle. But it does remind me that we need to be sure to provide the 
latest budget to Walt and his team (Mike Bass already has it). 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky 
Tel: 

1· It 1,11 1,1 I 

On Fri, Oct 10, 2014 at 7:14 AM, Phyllis Wise••••••••mn•> wrote: 
Normand, 

The only additional points that I had written down are: 

1. Can Carle absorb the additional 3rd and 4th year students? I assume that Jim/Steph will say yes. They will be hiring more 
physicians to cover this. 
2. Are there residency spaces (presumably at Carle and at other universities) for the additional students. This has been the choke 
point for the nation in training new physicians. Adding this small number is not going to make any difference. We assume that the kinds 
of students we will be training will be in great demand. 
3. Have Walt look over and provide a "descriptive chart of accounts" and "growth drivers - inflation, students". I am not fami liar with 
these terms, so I don't know what we need to provide. 
4. What is the NSF budget with and without counting the Blue Waters. Peter should be able to provide this. 

I have already asked Jennifer to provide examples of collaboration. I agree with you about asking Carle for more demonstration that 
their commitment is rock solid any more than is already in the MOU. We just have to let this go. It will be interesting to see what the 
other trustees say. 

Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis Wis 
Friday, October 10, 2014 3:27 PM 
Lykins, Greg; Meyer, Chris 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Peterson, Dan C; Peter B. Fox; Rick Stephens; James Leonard 
Re: Visit with Chris Kennedy with Jim Leonard 

Dear Greg and all, 

I wrote an email to Chris Kennedy last night and will forward that to you. Jim - a heads up - I offered that you would be willing to meet 
with Chris because Steph said in the meeting that you would be willing. I mentioned that you would likely be bringing 1-2 others and 
mentioned Greg's name, but no one else because I wasn't sure exactly who might be able to go. 

Phyllis 

On Friday, October 10, 2014 3:03 PM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lvkins@busey.com> wrote: 

Just a thought ... 

It would be potentially even more effective (?) if we used the same group as previously met with Bob 
Easter .. including Peter, Chris, Jim, Rick and Greg .. 

GBL 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 9, 2014, at 4:32 PM, "Phyll is W ise" 

I'd be happy to do that. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

wrote: 

On Oct 9, 2014, at 4:09 PM, "Peterson, Dan C" <dcpeters@illinois.edu> wrote: 

Phyllis, 
I believe you should reach out to CK, perhaps thru Susan, to offer this meeting based on his question 
about CARLE. 

Dan 

From: Phyllis M Wise [mailt-
Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 3:13 PM 
To: Peterson, Dan C 
Cc: Peter B. Fox; Lykins, Greg 
Subject: Re: Visit with Chris Kennedy with Jim Leonard 
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I agree. Fantastic strategy! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2014, at 12:23 PM, "Peterson, Dan C" <dcpeters@illinois.edu> wrote: 

Excellent strategy! 

Dan 

From: Peter B. Fox [mailto:peteri@fox-companies.com) 
Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 11 :51 AM 
To: L kins Gre 
Cc: eterson, Dan C 
Subject: Re: Visit with Chris Kennedy with Jim Leonard 

I agree!! 

Sent from my i Phone 
Peter fox 

Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 9, 2014, at 11 :44 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Folks, 

If we do try to visit with Chris Kennedy with Jim Leonard .. I think it would be good to 
possibly include Rick Stephens and me .. with our history with Carle .. Rick's 
acknowledged significant philanthropy helping others -----·. and our 
interest irwworting the whole university including have a long 

Ill in-an organization that Chris belonged to .. Also, we might try to encourage 
o join us. The purpose can include giving Chris support for the financial strength 

ommitment of Carle. Rick and I can support Jim's leadership and credibility .. Just 
thinking .. . 

GBL 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. 
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended 
only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear J im, 

Phyllis Wis 
Sunday, October 12, 2014 10:58 AM 
James. Leonard 
time to talk? 

I know you have been out of town. I'd like to talk with you today or sometime soon to catch you up on my conversation with Chris 
Kennedy and a bit of follow-up since then. Let me know a good time, and I will call you. I am free until 3 and then again late this 
evening. Tomorrow is crazy. But I am free from 12:30-2 on Tuesday and we could talk on the phone or I could come to your office. 

Best, 
Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Phyllis, 

White, B Joseph <bjwhite@illinois.edu> 
Sunday, October 12, 2014 12:15 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: time to continue our conversation? 

Yes, -nd I really enjoyed the time with you and Dick. Thank you. 

I'm working at my 
me on my 

Call any time. lfl happen to be up and out, please call 

BTW, I'm happy not to communicate with Tom if that's preferable. I'm fired up about your COM initiative 
and would like to help if there's a way. 

Best, 

Joe 

James F. Towey Professor of Business and Leadership 
President Emeritus 
University of Illinois 

On Oct 12, 2014, at 7:49 AM, Phyllis Wise••••••••9n> wrote: 

Dear Joe, 

Dick and I talked through the rest of the evening and yesterday about how much we enjoyed dinner with you an .. our advice is 
invaluable because you are a role model of how to lead and how to handle challenges. You really live the principles of "Keep calm and 
carry on". 

I wonder whether we could find a time to talk before you contact Tom Siebel. I want to tel l you more about current discussions with him, 
which I did not go into at dinner, before you have any conversation with him about the College of Medicine. I would like to give you this 
information before you talk with him and also to seek your advice. 

If you give me the phone number that is best to use and give me a few time options, I'll call you. I am relatively free today, if this works 
for you. 

Warm wishes, 
Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, October 14, 2014 1:14 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Fw: Carle/UIUC Medical School 

On Monday, October 13, 2014 8:12 AM, James. Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Chairman Kennedy, 
My name is Dr. Jim Leonard and I am the CEO of Carle Health System in Champaign- Urbana. As 
you are aware Carle is the major clinical and f inancial partner in the proposal. I understand from the 
Chancel lor that you have a number of specific questions regarding our obligations and capabilities. I 
will be happy to meet and address those issues and would hope that we could also touch on the 
broader and strategic opportunities imbedded in the plan. I have asked that my assistant connect with 
your Board's secretary to find a date, time and location. 
Respectfully, 
Jim Leonard 

] CVWLe1r C. Leorta¥d,, lvfV 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient care and research 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Saturday, October 18, 2014 10:13 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Regarding your remark 

I'm actually leaning on differentiating between MOU "highlights" and an MOU summary (more 
comprehensive). Perhaps we can discuss tomorrow at some point. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Tel 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ed, 

Phyllis M Wise 
Sunday, October 19, 2014 1:55 PM 
McMillan Ed; Wise Phyllis 
Paquin Normand 
Re: Time to review the budget plan 

Somehow this got sent from m 
myself at the right address. 

mail. I meant to send it from my Il linois email address, so I am sending it to 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

>On Oct 19, 2014, at 2:45 PM, Phyllis M Wis 
> 
>Dear Ed, 
> 

>wrote: 

> I hope you had a good week away from the office. Normand and I st and ready to review the budget plan for our COM 
with you. I am particularly flexible on Tuesday morning before 11:30am. I have copied Normand since I am not sure 
w hat his calendar looks like. He w ill send you all the tables and other information before we talk. 
> 
> Please let us know when you are free. If Tuesday does not work, we'll find another day. 
> 
>Best, 
>Phyllis 
> 
>Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Sunday, October 19, 2014 4:33 PM 
Phyllis M Wise 

Subject: 
Lykins, Greg; Meyer, Chris; Ann.Beyers; Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net) 
Re: Meeting with University of Illinois Trustee Chris Kennedy 

I'm flexible. Whatever is best 

Sent from my iPhone 
I - a • A 

Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 19, 2014, at 4:56 PM, Phyllis M Wis wrote: 

All, 

I'll ask Susan Kies whether they can set up a phone in Kennedy's office, if you would like. But I 
think that just Greg and Jim will be great. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 19, 2014, at 2:57 PM, "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

Whatever is best 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter fox 

Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 19, 2014, at 3:52 PM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
wrote: 

I will be with Jim .. any other ideas who might join us ? .. or is two ok .. 
with the possibility of Peter on phone enough? 

I would suggest Habeeb, but since Habeeb has been Chair of Champaign 
County Republicans .. that may not be perfect. 

GBL 

From: Peter B. Fox [peterf@fox-companies.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 7:42 PM 
To: Meyer, Chris; Ann.Beyers; 'Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net)'; 
Lykins, Greg 
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Cc: 'Phyllis Wise (pmwise@illinois.edu)' 
Subject: RE: Meeting with University of Illinois Trustee Chris Kennedy 

I will be in nc 
I could join by phone? 
I don't want to have jim abandoned 
I could do act 22 23 24 or nov 10-15 

From: Chris Meyer [mailto:cmeyer@oktocom.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: Ann.Beyers; 'Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net)'; 'Lykins, Greg'; 
Peter B. Fox 
Cc: 'Phyllis Wise (pmwise@illinois.edu)' 
Subject: Re: Meeting with University of Illinois Trustee Chris Kennedy 

Ann, Unfortunately, I will be in London on the 28th. Chris 
Meyer 

From: "Ann.Beyers" <Ann.Beyers@Carle.com> 
Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014 at 11:25 AM 
To: Chris Meyer <cmeyer@oktocom.com>, Rick 
Stephens <rick@investres.net>, Greg Lykins 
<greg.lykins@busey.com>, Peter Fox <peterf@fox-
companies.com> 
Cc: Phyllis Wise <pmwise@illinois.edu> 
Subject: FW: Meeting with University of Illinois Trustee 
Chris Kennedy 

Gentlemen, 
You are invited to join Dr. Leonard at his meeting with University of 
Illinois Board Chairman Chris Kennedy. Please let me know as soon as 
possible if you are available. If so, please also send the requested bias. 

Best, 
Ann 

Ann Beyers, CAP-OM I Assistant to the President 
Executive Assistant to EVP Chief Legal and Human Resources Officer 
The Carle Foundation I Administration 

I 217-326-0300 
c>:2:l ann.beyers@carle.com I carle.org 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or 
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the information contained in or attached to 
this message is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender of the delivery error by 
replying to this message, and then delete it from your system. 

From: Foran, Ellen [mailto:cforan@uillinois.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 5:07 PM 
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To: Ann.Beyers 
Subject: Meeting with University of Illinois Trustee Chris Kennedy 

Hi Ann, 

I am writing to confirm the arrangements we made today for Dr. Leonard to 
meet with the University of Illinois Board Chairman Chris Kennedy. 

The meeting will be on Wednesday, October 29, 2014, at 10:30 a.m. 

Here are directions that Dr. Leonard will need to find Mr. Kennedy's office: 
Chris' office is at The Merchandise Mart at 222 Merchandise Mart 

Plaza. As his office is inaccessible to the public, please proceed to the 
second floor of the building, and at the east end of the building on the 
second floor you will find the food court and the CTA "L" stop. Across 
from them is an Au Bon Pain cafe. Please call Ike at (312) 527-7503 
from out in front of the Au Bon Pain, and he will meet you to bring you 
back to the office. 
If you could, I would like to share a bio of Dr. Leonard with Mr. Kennedy 

prior to this meeting. Would you have one that I could share? 

And will Dr. Leonard have anyone else with him for this meeting? If 
so, could you share their names bios for them too? 

Please let me know if you or Dr. Leonard have questions or concerns about 
this meeting. 

Thank you for working through scheduling this meeting. Mr. Kennedy and 
Dr. Leonard are both very busy people! 

Ellen 

C. Ellen Foran 
Assistant Seer eta ry 
Board of Trustees 
352 Henry Administration Building, mc-350 
506 South Wright Street 
Urbana, IL 61801 
217-333-1921 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and 
confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the 
message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. 
Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

thank you! 

-
•• - • • - • 'I' 

Phyllis Wis 
Monday, 0 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Should be OK on MOU 

On Monday, October 20, 2014 10:29 AM, Normand Paquin < wrote: 

Spoke to Steph. She thinks the change should be fine. She will get back to me later. 

She is anxious that the MOU be considered final ASAP. 

I did tell her I was hoping to meet with Prof. Bill Maher this week but with the confidence that our 
Faculty executive Committee members that have been engaged in this effort are confident MOU is 
consistent with University Statutes. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Tel: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Phyllis, 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Tuesday, October 21. 2014 8:37 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Resolution 
SCANOOOl.PDF 

This is the resolut ion. Please keep this to yourself You may want to talk to Susan Keis about the resolution and 
see whether they can change some of the language. 

Ade 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Wednesday, cto 
Normand Paquin 
Adesida, Ilesanmi 
Re: MOU next steps 

Please do. I have not contacted him yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2014, at 9:52 AM, Normand Paquin < rote: 

Thank you, 

On a different note, is it OK for me to contact Walt Knorr and refer to our meeting with Ed in 
requesting his projections on the benefits issue? 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky e: normand a uin 
Tel. 

On Wed, Oct 22, 2014 at 9:49 AM, Phyllis Wise••••••••mn> wrote: 
Normand, 

I really don't know the answers to your questions. This will require Walt Knorr's signature on behalf of the BOT. But I 
don't know whether he will be willing to sign. Let me check with him. 

Phyllis 

October 22 2014 8:52 AM, Normand Paquin 
wrote: 

Phyllis, Ade, 

Can I ask you to give some thought as to what are the next steps with the MOU? 

In particular, 

1) Carle hopes that we can view it as final at this point. In this regard, I'm pleased to 
say that guidance I got from Roy Campbell suggests that we don't need to give Bill 
Maher opportunity to change the MOU. 
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2) When would we proceed to request the MOU be signed? Steph has indicated there 
is some reluctance to begin work on the Definitive Agreements before the MOU has 
been signed. So what is the best thing to do here? 

a) Do we get the MOU into the process? Is that by going through OSPRA? 
b) Do we need to wait until after Nov. 3rd? Or after the Nov. 13 BOT meeting? 
c) Do we need to wait until after the Nov. 17 when we hope the faculty Senate will pass 
its resolution to move forward? 

I think it is possible that we can do some ground work towards the Definitive 
Agreements as long as Carle is convinced that we have a plan for getting the MOU 
signed. 

Please give this some thought and consult as appropriate but I think I need to give Carle 
some indication this week as to what we are thinking about. 

Thank you, Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

r----r------i 

Te 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Phyllis, 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Wednesday, October 22, 2014 2:36 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Observation 
Medicine Tuition Rates Summary.docx 

When I came up with suggestions on appropriate tuition rates, I had taken some tuition rated from other schools 
and applied an inflation factor to see what they might be in the fall of 2017. The group had raised the figure in 
recognition of the added value of this special degree. 

As a result of Ed's questioning yesterday, I looked at the budget details and found that the tuition rates had been 
viewed by the budget group as Year 1 (20 l 5) rates. They applied a 2% annual inflation factor twice in 
calculating the 2017 (Year 3) rate. Its' not a big difference but we need to be aware of that. 

To refresh your memory, I attach tuition data gathered from other Colleges of Medicines. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 
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Institution Year 0 ut-of-state In-state Other fees of note 
U. of Washington 2013-14 Yrs. 1-2: $59,175 Yrs. 1-2: $30,186 

Yrs. 3-4: $78,203 Yrs. 3-4: $39,267 
UCLA 2014-2015 $47,802 $35,557 
UCSD 2013-2014 Spring $15,936 $11,854 

semester 
U of Michigan 2014-2015 Ml-M2: $49,215 Ml-M2: $30,899 

M3-M4: $48, 772 M3-M4: $30,590 
U of Wisc 2013-2014 $37,060 $27,164 
UNC-Chapel Hill 2014-2015 $48,232 $21,354 
UVA 2014-2015 Yrs. 1-2: $57,726 Yrs. 1-2: $47,118 

Yr. 3: $57,326 Yr. 3: $46, 718 
Yr. 4: $57,076 Yr. 4: $46,468 

UT-Austin NA NA 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Greg and Jim, 

··-:. 1:. 11:.-:y: 

Phyllis Wis 
Friday, Oct 
James.Leonard 
Lykins, Greg 
Re: A question .. 

Let me check with Ade about how he feels about Andreas joining you. Andreas is certainly impressive and could carry 
the message with you very well. I don't know whether it would be more effective to have non-university people arguing 
for the COM( I.e. our partner and a highly respected community leader) without one of us. Ade will provide good advice. 
I would also need to check with Andreas to see whether he is free on October 29. 

Thanks for the suggestion. 
Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Oct 24, 2014, at 10:02 AM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 
> 
> i will leave the decision to t hose of you who know the parties better. 
> jcl 
> 
>Sent from my iPad 
> 
»On Oct 24, 2014, at 09:46, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 
>> 
» Hi Phyllis and Jim, 
>> 
» I had a brief conference call with Peter Fox and Rick Stephens this morning bringing them up to date on our process. 
During that call Rick suggested that perhaps we could have Andreas Cangellaris join us to express how important t he 
medical school idea is to the future of the Engineering College. That sounded like a good idea to us .. in t hat we would 
t hen represent Carle, the Community and Engineering .. However, you folks know best .. and there could be political 
ramifications of that idea. 
>> 
»What do you think? 
>> 
>>Greg 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPad 
»The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from 
the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Not ices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Greg, 

Phyllis Wis 
Friday, October 24, 2014 10:11 PM 
Lykins, Greg; James Leonard; rick@investres.net; 'Peter B. Fox' 
Re: Reporting in .. 

It sounds like you had a very fine conversation. I hope that Jim Roth understands that all of the financials are in place except the 
philanthropy ($135M over 8 years). We raised $182M in cash during the last fiscal year. So $135M should be doable. Obviously we are 
aiming for a higher amount to insure that we can do this in the manner that we intend to. But $135M is sufficient to make the budget 
balance. 

Phyllis 

On Friday, October 24, 2014 10:47 AM, "Lykins. Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi Folks, 

Just reporting in. I had a very pleasant talk with Jim Roth and Avijit. Jim was forthcoming that his charge is effectively 
how to frame the issue .. and to "assure that the chances for success for the medical school will extremely high". He 
seemed to concur with our arguments and reflections .. but of course, is trying to articulate a position that all will be 
satisfied. 

Thinking about the conversation .. brings me to some concern of a comment he made about "taking the time to assure this 
plan is financially viable". I wonder if his recommendation would entail some sort of recommendation to do so .. I 
indicated our thought that "time is of the essence" for all sorts of reasons. He also seemed to concur with this as well from 
his perspective of consulting with many research institutions. 

Avijit didn't say much .. but what he did say seemed supportive. 

Not anything particularly new .. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Gregory B. Lykins 
Chairman of the Board 
First Busey Corporation 
JOO W. University Ave. 
Champaign, IL 61820 
P: 217.351.6535 E>..1:56535 
C: 
F: 

Busey 
The information contained in this e-mai l is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Saturday, October 25, 2014 10:28 AM 
Phyllis Wise 

Subject: 
Greg Lykins; James. Leonard; Ilesanmi Adesida 
Re: A question .. 

I am available 

Sent from my iPhone .... 
Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 25, 20 14, at 9:39 AM, Phyllis Wis wrote: 

Greg, Jim, and I am adding Peter, 

I am forwarding Ade's email so that you can read it in its entirety. I think his advice is wise. If Peter is really available, 
I am happy to contact Chris Kennedy's assistant , Ike, and ask whether a phone can be hooked up into his office to 
allow Peter to participate. 

Thanks so much for taking the time to have this meeting with Kennedy. I am sure it will be immensely helpful. 
Phyllis 

On Saturday, October 25, 2014 4:23 AM, llesanmi Adesida < wrote: 

Phyllis, 

I will not encourage it. Politically, Chris will believe that we planted this if Andreas were 
present and may feel constrained in his deliberations. I believe that Greg and Peter can 
make the case especially with Peter being a tech investor. He can stress the 
importance of the preeminence COE to the DMDI, 1871 , IMO and tech in Chicago as 
well as to the Research Park and economic development here in Central Illinois. Chris 
has heard all these from us, we should let the community now help us make the case. 
Jim will of course make the case for the benefits to Carle and for engineering in health 
care advances and impact on cost and for under served. 

Ade 

On Friday, October 24, 2014, Phyll is Wise 
Ade, 

wrote: 

What do you think about asking Andreas to join Greg and Jim to visit with Chris Kennedy on October 29? 

Phyllis 

On Friday, October 24, 2014 10:02 AM, James. Leonard 
<James. Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 
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i will leave the decision to those of you who know the parties better. 
jcl 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Oct 24, 2014, at 09:46, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 
> 
> Hi Phyllis and Jim, 
> 
> I had a brief conference call with Peter Fox and Rick Stephens this morning bringing 
them up to date on our process. During that call Rick suggested that perhaps we could 
have Andreas Cangellaris join us to express how important the medical school idea is 
to the future of the Engineering College. That sounded like a good idea to us .. in that 
we would then represent Carle, the Community and Engineering .. However, you folks 
know best .. and there could be political ramifications of that idea. 
> 
> What do you think? 
> 
>Greg 
> 
>Sent from my iPad 
>The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless 
otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Let me know how I can help 

From: llesanmi Adesida mailt 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Monday, October 27, 2014 8:19 AM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
RE: A question .. 

Sent: Monday, October 27, 2014 12:01 AM 
To: Peter B. Fox 
Subject: Re: A question .. 

Thanks, Peter, for all your support. 
Ade 

On Sun, Oct 26, 2014 at 4:34 PM, Peter B.Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 
I agree. I would be happy to go and see in a week or so 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter fox 

On Oct 26, 20 14, at 5:30 PM, Phyllis M Wise 

Jim, Peter and Greg, 

wrote: 

Ok. It would be great if Greg and Jim let you, Peter, know if you need to follow up with any 
further conversation. For now it sounds that it is best to have Jim and Greg carry the message. 

Thanks again for all the time you have put into this. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 26, 2014, at 3:56 PM, "Peter B.Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

I agree. Better to be face to face. 

Sent from my iPhone ... 
Peterf@fox-companies.com 

On Oct 26, 2014, at 2:56 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> 
wrote: 
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Seems to me that if he is not going to participate in person that 
either a limited time for him to input or skip it since it will add a 
dimension that may make the chair cautious. I would prefer to be 
able to try and read the environment and react accordingly and 
that is hard to do with someone not in the room. 
I will bow to the will of the group. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 

wrote: 

Greg, Jim, and I am adding Peter, 

I am forwarding Ade's email so that you can read it in its 
entirety. I think his advice is wise. If Peter is really available, I 
am happy to contact Chris Kennedy's assistant, Ike, and ask 
whether a phone can be hooked up into his office to allow 
Peter to participate. 

Thanks so much for taking the time to have this meeting with 
Kennedy. I am sure it will be immensely helpful. 
Phyllis 

On Saturday, October 25 2014 4:23 AM 
llesanmi Adesida 
wrote: 

Phyllis, 

I will not encourage it. Politically, Chris will 
believe that we planted this if Andreas were 
present and may feel constrained in his 
deliberations. I believe that Greg and Peter 
can make the case especially with Peter 
being a tech investor. He can stress the 
importance of the preeminence COE to the 
DMDI, 1871 , IMO and tech in Chicago as well 
as to the Research Park and economic 
development here in Central Illinois. Chris has 
heard all these from us, we should let the 
community now help us make the case. Jim 
will of course make the case for the benefits to 
Carle and for engineering in health care 
advances and impact on cost and for under 
served. 

Ade 

•• •- • ••- I 

Ade, 

A, Phyllis Wise 
wrote: 
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What do you think about asking Andreas to join Greg and 
Jim to visit with Chris Kennedy on October 29? 

Phyllis 

On Friday, October 24, 2014 10:02 AM, 
James. Leonard 
<James. Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

i will leave the decision to those of you who 
know the parties better. 
jcl 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Oct 24, 2014, at 09:46, Lykins, Greg 
<Gregory. Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 
> 
> Hi Phyllis and Jim, 
> 
> I had a brief conference call with Peter Fox 
and Rick Stephens this morning bringing 
them up to date on our process. During that 
call Rick suggested that perhaps we could 
have Andreas Cangellaris join us to express 
how important the medical school idea is to 
the future of the Engineering College. That 
sounded like a good idea to us .. in that we 
would then represent Carle, the Community 
and Engineering .. However, you folks know 
best .. and there could be political 
ramifications of that idea. 
> 
> What do you think? 
> 
>Greg 
> 
>Sent from my iPad 
>The information contained in this e-mail is 
privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise 
indicated or obvious from the message, this 
is intended only for the individual(s) listed 
above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www. busey. com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Joyce Tolliver 

Joyce Tolliver 
Tuesday, October 28, 2014 3:27 PM 
Joyce Tolliver 
draft 
CoM res draftJT.docx 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Wednesday, October 29, 2014 4:35 PM 
Lykins, Greg 
Phyllis Wise; James. Leonard; Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net); Meyer, Chris; Habeeb 
Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com) 

Subject: RE: Chairman Kennedy- confidential 

I understand 

From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Peter B. Fox 
Cc: Phyllis Wise; James. Leonard; Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net); Meyer, Chris; Habeeb Habeeb 
(habeeb@bpcinc.com) 
Subject: Re: Chairman Kennedy- confidential 

Best discussed verbally ... 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

Seems like a slow road to?? 

From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Cc: James. Leonard; Peter B. Fox; Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net); Meyer, Chris; Habeeb Habeeb 
(habeeb@bpcinc.com) 
Subject: Re: Chairman Kennedy- confidential 

Jim's summary is accurate .. Just to reinforce .. We believe that Chris is not opposed to the 
medical school concept but desires to understand the specific issues that give rise to particular 
groups' objections and the pragmatics of the potential political ramifications. It was a very 
transparent visit .. Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 4: 11 PM, "Phyllis Wise' 

Dear Jim and Greg, 

Thank you for the summary of your meeting. I continue to hope that we will be able to proceed. It will be a 
question of whether the resolution will allow us to have the university evaluate and sign the MOU, which will 
allow us to begin to write the definitive agreement. 

A great deal will depend on the election. 

Than.ks again for ta.king the time. I cam1ot help to believe that he must be impressed with Carle, your 
leadership, the community leadership that Greg represents. 
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Best wishes, 
Phyllis 

On Wednesday, October 29, 2014 3:46 PM, James. Leonard 
<James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Summary: 
Greg and I met with the chairman today in Chicago. This was the first time I had 
met him. Greg and I debriefed after the meeting so I could send this summary. 
The meeting lasted a little over an hour. He was very forthcoming and open in his 
comments. 
He is not opposed to the project but has expectations as Board Chair about 
process and the template that he wants the board to use as a governance body. 
Specific to COM-He wants to see a broader business plan for the university and a 
subset of that plan would be how this COM would fit. He has an expectation that 
internal opponents of this or any project will be specific about their concerns and 
not just general as they have been to date. What he described is a business plan 
that notes the support and objections (if any) of each campus and that interfaces 
with a broader university plan. It was not specifically stated but implied that this 
would come from the President's office. 
I anticipate that based on his focus that the project will be delayed beyond this 
November meeting which is consistent with the last resolution that I saw and that 
he will charge administration to develop a recommendation. 
We did present the Carle story and our level of support and expertise - he took 
notes, asked some general questions, and was attentive and engaged throughout. 
Jim 

Leoncvvcl, lv!V 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

<imageOO 1. png> We will be a world class innovator providing exceptional patient 
care and research 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Wednesday, October 29, 2014 6:15 PM 
Lykins, Greg 

Subject: Re: Chairman Kennedy- confidential 

I'll call ifl get done with this dinner at a decent hour. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 5:34 PM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Best discussed verbally ... 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

Seems like a slow road to?? 

From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 29, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Cc: James. Leonard; Peter B. Fox; Rick Stephens (rick@investres.net); Meyer, Chris; 
Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com) 
Subject: Re: Chairman Kennedy- confidential 

Jim's summary is accurate .. Just to reinforce .. We believe that Chris is not 
opposed to the medical school concept but desires to understand the specific 
issues that give rise to particular groups' objections and the pragmatics of the 
potential political ramifications. It was a very transparent visit .. Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 4: 11 PM, "Phyllis Wise" 

Dear Jim and Greg, 

Thank you for the summary of your meeting. I continue to hope that we will be able to 
proceed. It will be a question of whether the resolution will allow us to have the 
university evaltuite and sign the MOU, which will allow us to begin to write the definitive 
agreement. 

A great deal will depend on the election. 

Thanks again for taking the time. I carmot help to believe that he must be impressed with 
Carle, your leadership, the community leadership that Greg represents. 

Best wishes, 
Phyllis 

wrote: 
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On Wednesday, October 29, 2014 3:46 PM, James. Leonard 
<James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Summary: 
Greg and I met with the chairman today in Chicago. This was the 
first time I had met him. Greg and I debriefed after the meeting so 
I could send this summary. 
The meeting lasted a little over an hour. He was very forthcoming 
and open in his comments. 
He is not opposed to the project but has expectations as Board 
Chair about process and the template that he wants the board to use 
as a governance body. Specific to COM-He wants to see a broader 
business plan for the university and a subset of that plan would be 
how this COM would fit. He has an expectation that internal 
opponents of this or any project will be specific about their 
concerns and not just general as they have been to date. What he 
described is a business plan that notes the support and objections 
(if any) of each campus and that interfaces with a broader 
university plan. It was not specifically stated but implied that this 
would come from the President's office. 
I anticipate that based on his focus that the project will be delayed 
beyond this November meeting which is consistent with the last 
resolution that I saw and that he will charge administration to 
develop a recommendation. 
We did present the Carle story and our level of support and 
expertise - he took notes, asked some general questions, and was 
attentive and engaged throughout. 
Jim 

Leoncvvcl, lv!V 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

<imageOO 1. png> We will be a world class innovator providing 
exceptional patient care and research 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Wednesday, cto 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Thoughts 

I'm at a dinner right now. Will call if it is over before too long. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 29, 2014, at 7:48 PM, Normand Paquin 

Phyllis, 

One thought would be to call Jim to find out how his meeting with CK went today. 

Perhaps that might impact whether to add the MOU statement I suggested this morning. 

Discussions with budget people proving to be difficult. Not sure what best steps are. Adam 
carved out 30 ruins for us to talk tomorrow. Happy to discuss this evening if you decide to call . 

Normand 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wise 
Thursday, October 30, 2014 5:55 AM 
Normand Paquin 
Re: insight on thinking from budget folks 

Geez ... All of the concerns can be addressed. Don't have time to go item by item, but we can talk about it today. 

On Wednesday, October 29, 2014 10:12 PM, Normand Paquin 

Phyllis, 

wrote: 

To add to discussion this evening, copying text that was sent to us after Vicky, Molly, and I met with Nolan 
Miller and Mike Sandretto. 

Normand 

Mike, 

Please see the letter below dealing with the lack of attention to risk management in the BP and feasibility 
study. I suspect you agree with much of it. I wanted to run it by you first. I believe we should send it to 
Normand and Vicky before our meeting today. If you agree w ith it, we should possibly send it to Roy as well to 
give him a sense of where we're heading. I only had about 20 minutes to write it, so excuse any lack of 
eloquence. I need to teach in a few minutes and I wanted to get this out in time for them to review before our 
meeting. Hopefully, they can provide a response, at least in principle. 

If you would like to ed it it and send it as a joint letter, I'm happy to go that route as well. I don't want to 
present it as the opinion of the whole SBC, though, obviously. 

Best, 

nm 

In my opinion, the fundamental issue with the business plan as it now stands is that there is almost no 
attention paid to risk management. The only risk that the consultants identify in either the feasibility study or 
the business plan is the r isk of not moving fast enough. There is some sensitivity analysis on page 85 of the 
business plan, but it is not explained anywhere in the business plan that I could find . Interestingly, it shows 
cumulative losses over the planning hor izon of between $62M and $100M. (In my opinion, someone should 
be prepared to explain these numbers, as well as the $80M cumulative loss in the baseline case.) 

Broadly speaking, the major revenue streams for the COM include tuition and fees, research grants, clinical 
practice revenue and fundraising. The numbers in the financials are point estimates. Actually numbers could 
be higher or lower. In particular, there is significant like lihood that tuition revenue and fund raising revenue 
could fall below these targets. In the case of tuition revenue, there is significant uncertainty about whether 
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we will be able to attract enough students at the proposed tuition rates. In the case of fund raising, the 
fund raising targets are extremely ambitious. Fund raising must come from either existing sources (e.g., donors 
to other colleges) or new sources. If the former, have we accounted for cannibalization? If the latter, how 
certain are we of our ability to raise funds from donors who have never given to the university before? The 
contribution of fundraising to revenues depends on earning a return of 5.5%. What happens if returns on 
investments are lower? 

In the case of research grants, the primary source of grants is likely to be NIH. In recent years, NIH funding has 
been cut. What happens if there are further cuts to NIH funding in the future? What happens if we are not as 
successful in getting grants as we had hoped? 

For clinical practice, presumably Carle has reasonably good information. Of the revenue sources, I have the 
most confidence in the clinical practice revenue. But, Carle is a major provider of health benefits to state 
employees. What happens of Health Alliance gets left out of the state insurance options again? 

In short, there is a non-zero, possibly significant chance that revenues will fall significantly below projections. 

On the cost side, there are also risks. Here, however, we at least have information on relevant costs from the 
college of engineering to go by. Given what we know about financial management at the university (e.g., Uni 
High), there are questions about how accurate our cost numbers are. But, I believe the risk here is less than in 
the case of, say, fundraising. 

One of the main features of the cost side of the equation is that we are making long-term commitments to 
hire faculty and staff. In particular, the salaries of tenured faculty must be paid for the foreseeable 
future. These are costs that will be difficult to avoid. 

In short, we face significant risk on the revenue side, and expenses that are difficult to avoid. This raises the 
question of what we will do in the case where revenues are not large enough to support the activities of the 
COM. Where is the money going to come from? Since we can't avoid the costs, it is going to have to come 
from somewhere. 

The charge to the SBC asks us to weigh in on three questions: 

1) Is the attached Business Plan thorough in identifying projected expense items and potential 
sources of revenue for the proposed new College of Medicine? 

2) Is the financial plan consistent with commitments made to (i) not request any new General 
Revenue Funds be directed to the operation of the new College of Medicine, and (ii) not require the 
diversion of resources from other colleges? 

3) Understanding that a final budget will be developed by the founding dean of the college and the 
initial college faculty and understanding that this budget will be subject to appropriate reviews at that 
time, does the financial plan provide for reasonable and sufficient revenues and investments to 
address the expenses that can be anticipated for the College? 

With respect to (1), I am inclined to answer that the Plan does a reasonably thorough job of identifying 
expense items and potential revenue sources in the sense that it lists them. The particular estimates that are 
used deserve more scrutiny and justification, but they are probably reasonably good estimates of averages, 
given that we are operating in "unknown territory." However, there is significant risk that financial 
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performance will fall short of expectations, and the BP does not sufficiently address how these risks will be 
managed should they arise. 

With respect to (2i). The "plan" is consistent with these commitments. However, it is unclear how credible 
we can be on this point. If the COM is successful, the state may respond by reducing GRF in other areas 
(similar to the clawbacks of cash balances that have occurred at other institutions). This is a potential risk. 

With respect to (2ii), while the plan as written does not take resources from other colleges, the plan as written 
does not address what will happen if revenue falls short of projections. In this case, unavoidable costs will 
have to be paid, and this money is going to have to come from somewhere. I don't see how this cannot 
involve the diversion of resources from other parts of the campus. 

With respect to (3), while the BP, on average, seems reasonable, it does not provide sufficient discussion of 
risk management in the event that revenues fall short of projections or costs exceed projections. 

I want to be clear that, while I believe the BP does not contain sufficient attention to risk management in its 
current form, that should not be interpreted as saying I do not believe there is any way to manage the risks 
associated with this venture. I am broadly supportive of the idea of a COM on this campus. However, we 
need to do it with our eyes open, and with real plans in place for what we will do if financial performance is 
below expectations. Formulating such plans early on in the planning process will contribute to the overall 
likelihood of success of the COM, which is what we are all ultimately after. 

Sincerely, 

Nolan Miller 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 
Tel:+ 1-217-819-8964 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis Wis 
Thursday, October 30, 2014 2:20 PM 
Wise Phyllis 

Subject: Fwd: insight on thinking from budget folks 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Normand Paquin < 
Date: October 29 2014 at 10: 11:28 PM CDT 
To: Phyllis Wis 
Subject: insight on 

Phyllis, 

To add to discussion this evening, copying text that was sent to us after Vicky, Molly, and I met 
with Nolan Miller and Mike Sandretto. 

Normand 

Mike, 

Please see the letter below dealing with the lack of attention to risk management in the BP and 
feasibility study. I suspect you agree with much of it. I wanted to run it by you fi rst. I believe 
we should send it to Normand and Vicky before our meeting today. If you agree with it, we 
should possibly send it to Roy as well to give him a sense of where we're heading. I only had 
about 20 minutes to write it, so excuse any lack of eloquence. I need to teach in a few minutes 
and I wanted to get this out in time for them to review before our meeting. Hopeful ly, they can 
provide a response, at least in principle. 

If you would like to edit it and send it as a joint letter, I'm happy to go that route as we ll. I don't 
want to present it as the opinion of the whole SBC, though, obviously. 

Best, 

nm 

In my opinion, the fundamental issue with the business plan as it now stands is that there is 
almost no attention paid to risk management. The only risk that the consultants identify in 
either the feasibility study or the business plan is the risk of not moving fast enough. There is 
some sensitivity analysis on page 85 of the business plan, but it is not explained anywhere in 
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the business plan that I could find. Interestingly, it shows cumulative losses over the planning 
horizon of between $62M and $100M. (In my opinion, someone should be prepared to explain 
these numbers, as well as the $80M cumulative loss in the baseline case.) 

Broadly speaking, the major revenue streams for the COM include tuition and fees, research 
grants, clinical practice revenue and fundraising. The numbers in the financials are point 
estimates. Actually numbers could be higher or lower. In particular, there is significant 
likelihood that tuition revenue and fund raising revenue could fall below these targets. In the 
case of tuition revenue, there is significant uncertainty about whether we will be able to attract 
enough students at the proposed tuition rates. In the case of fund raising, the fund raising 
targets are extremely ambitious. Fund raising must come from either existing sources (e.g., 
donors to other colleges) or new sources. If the former, have we accounted for 
cannibalization? If the latter, how certain are we of our ability to raise funds from donors who 
have never given to the university before? The contribution of fund raising to revenues 
depends on earning a return of 5.5%. What happens if returns on investments are lower? 

In the case of research grants, the primary source of grants is likely to be NIH. In recent years, 
NIH funding has been cut. What happens if there are further cuts to NIH funding in the 
future? What happens if we are not as successful in getting grants as we had hoped? 

For clinical practice, presumably Carle has reasonably good information. Of the revenue 
sources, I have the most confidence in the clinical practice revenue. But, Carle is a major 
provider of health benefits to state employees. What happens of Health Alliance gets left out 
of the state insurance options again? 

In short, there is a non-zero, possibly significant chance that revenues will fall significantly 
below projections. 

On the cost side, there are also risks. Here, however, we at least have information on relevant 
costs from the college of engineering to go by. Given what we know about financial 
management at the university (e.g., Uni High), there are questions about how accurate our cost 
numbers are. But, I believe the risk here is less than in the case of, say, fundraising. 

One of the main features of the cost side of the equation is that we are making long-term 
commitments to hire faculty and staff. In particular, the salaries of tenured faculty must be 
paid for the foreseeable future. These are costs that will be difficult to avoid. 

In short, we face significant risk on the revenue side, and expenses that are difficult to 
avoid. This raises the question of what we will do in the case where revenues are not large 
enough to support the activities of the COM. Where is the money going to come from? Since 
we can't avoid the costs, it is going to have to come from somewhere. 

The charge to the SBC asks us to weigh in on three questions: 

1) Is the attached Business Plan thorough in identifying projected expense items and 
potential sources of revenue for the proposed new College of Medicine? 
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2) Is the financial plan consistent with commitments made to (i) not request any new 
General Revenue Funds be directed to the operation of the new College of Medicine, 
and (ii) not require the diversion of resources from other colleges? 

3) Understanding that a final budget will be developed by the founding dean of the 
college and the initial college faculty and understanding that this budget will be subject 
to appropriate reviews at that time, does the financial plan provide for reasonable and 
sufficient revenues and investments to address the expenses that can be anticipated for 
the College? 

With respect to (1), I am inclined to answer that the Plan does a reasonably thorough job of 
identifying expense items and potential revenue sources in the sense that it lists them. The 
particular estimates that are used deserve more scrutiny and justification, but they are 
probably reasonably good estimates of averages, given that we are operating in "unknown 
territory." However, there is significant risk that financial performance will fall short of 
expectations, and the BP does not sufficiently address how these risks will be managed should 
they arise. 

With respect to (2i). The "plan" is consistent with these commitments. However, it is unclear 
how credible we can be on this point. If the COM is successful, the state may respond by 
reducing GRF in other areas (similar to the clawbacks of cash balances that have occurred at 
other institutions). This is a potential risk. 

With respect to (2ii), while the plan as written does not take resources from other colleges, the 
plan as written does not address what will happen if revenue falls short of projections. In this 
case, unavoidable costs will have to be paid, and this money is going to have to come from 
somewhere. I don't see how this cannot involve the diversion of resources from other parts of 
the campus. 

With respect to (3), while the BP, on average, seems reasonable, it does not provide sufficient 
discussion of risk management in the event that revenues fall short of projections or costs 
exceed projections. 

I want to be clear that, while I believe the BP does not contain sufficient attention to risk 
management in its current form, that should not be interpreted as saying I do not believe there 
is any way to manage the risks associated with this venture. I am broadly supportive of the idea 
of a COM on this campus. However, we need to do it with our eyes open, and with real plans in 
place for what we will do if financial performance is below expectations. Formulating such 
plans early on in the planning process will contribute to the overall likelihood of success of the 
COM, which is what we are all ultimately after. 

Sincerely, 

Nolan Miller 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 
Tel: +1-217-819-8964 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nonnand, 

Phyllis Wis 
Saturday, November 01, 2014 5:09 PM 
Normand Paquin 
Re: Budget questions 

All the clinical revenue stuff is too complicated for my small brain .. .I hope they won't go into this level of questioning. 

Of course you can jump in and add to the discussion at the meeting whenever you want to. 

thanks for this and all of the other changes you suggested in your other emails. 

Phyllis 

On Saturday, November 1, 2014 12:48 PM, Normand Paquin 

Phyllis, 

The tuit ion for the 2017 is in fact 45,000*(1.02)"2 or $46,818 for in-state. 

For our of state it is $62,424. 

People, I must say, have not harped on this point too much but of course it looked like Ed McMillan had 
noticed. 

The budget applies the inflation factor from next year, year 1 in the budget. 

For the clinica l revenue: lines 76 to 83 of the long operating statement are key. 

The budget starts with the following assumptions: 
Clinical faculty will spend 20% teaching, 20% on research, and 60% on clinical service. 
Science faculty will spend 60% teaching [really should be 50%], 20% research [really should be 30%) and 20% 
clinical [not sure how that was arr ived at]. 
The clinical revenue is then computed from the following: 

Clinical Practice Gross Charges/Faculty Member on 100% basis is $1,151,866 
The net collection rate from this amount is (27.2%-6.5%) 
SO the clinical practice revenue/faculty member on a 100% basis is $238,436. 

Thus, 
the practice revenue that goes to the college for clinical faculty is 60%*$238,436. 
and 
the practice revenue that goes to the college for science faculty is 20%*$238,436. 
All adjusted for 2% inflation each year. 
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So Carle gives us the NET clinical revenue for faculty time on clinical practice. So they are not absorbing the 
cost of the salaries as well. 

Some additional points to note: 
I) We did not give campus 5% of the tuition as called for a professional degree. I did not know about this until 
Mike Sandretto pointed it out 
2) Our budget also does not take out 8% of the ICR for UA in years 0-6 but that is a non-factor in that we used 
an effective overhead rate of only 25% when the UIC effective rate is 28.8%. Removing 8% from 28.8% gives 
you 26.5% - our 25% rate is thus still conservative and understates our net revenues. 

Of course, I will be there to support you. Can I simply jump in to help you respond to a questions? 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

That's interesting to know. Thanks. 

on behalf of 
Monday, November 03, 2014 7:11 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Resolution 

With that said, would it be appropriate for me to try to set up editorial board meetings for you with the Trib and/or 
Crain's for next Monday since you're in Chicago? I don't want to put you in a position where you are proactively speaking 
about the College of Medicine before the Board meeting, unless that's allowed. 

Hope you get some rest at some point today. 

You are a t rooper. 

r 

Burbules Nie 
Sent: Monday, November 3, 2014 5:00:21 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central 
Subject: Resolution 

All, 

, "Adesida llesanmi" 

Susan Kies texted me that CK made the changes to the resolution 5 minutes before the board meeting started; bless his 
heart. Probably not for the general public to know. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Of course! 

on behalf of 
Tuesday, Nov 
Phyllis Wise 

I ,, I ' 

Re: Did you send me an email 

Sent: Tuesday, November 4, 2014 1:41:30 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central 
Subject: Re: Did you send me an email 

thanks for sending the Trib art icle in my ot her email. 

On Tuesday, November 4, 2014 10:36 AM 

That was my concern too. 

We'll hold off. 

----- Original Message-----
> 

To: "Robin Kaler"< 
Sent: Tuesday, Novem er , GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central 
Subject: Re: Did you send me an email 

Robin, 

wrote: 

I don't think it is appropriate to talk with the press now. The BOT and Bob were decidedly non-committal. CK putting all 
t hose things into the resolut ion makes me think that all of them are going to make any decision get delayed for a long 
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t ime. We will fight it. But I don't know how successful we will be. It's too early to be talking to the press. Greg Lykins sent 
me an email with a Trib article but I cannot open it so I don't know what it says. A lot depends on the election and the 
new prez ... 

Phyllis 

On Tuesday, November 4, 2014 6:40 AM, Robin Kaler< wrote: 

I think I texted. Would you feel comfortable doing editorial board visits Monday with either Crain's or the Trib or both? 

Would that cause problems with the Board if you speak to media proact ively about the med school before they meet? 

Sent from my iPhone 

>On Nov 4, 2014, at 1:58 AM, Phyllis M Wise 
> 

wrote: 

>About talking to Crains? I thought I saw an email earlier today but can't find it. 
> 
> 
> 
>Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FYI 
Roy Campbell 

Campbell, RH 
Tuesday, November 04, 2014 3:21 PM 
Joyce Tolliver 
FW: Commentary on proposed UI-Carle Medical Center partnership 
Carle letter to editor Nov 2 2014.doc 

Sohaib and Sara Abbasi Professor of Computer Science 
Siebel Center 
201 N Goodwin Av, Urbana, IL 61801-2302 
Tel 217-333-0215 Email rhc@illinois.edu 

From: Martha Weinberg 
Date: Tuesday, November 4, 2014 at 2:05 PM 
To: Roy Campbell <rhc@illinois.edu>, Gay Miller <gymiller@ill inois.edu> 
Cc: "Weinberg, Martha Wagner" <mww@ill inois.edu>, 'Martha Weinberg' 
Subject: Commentary on proposed Ul-Carle Medical Center partnership 

Dear Professors Campbell and Miller, 
I am writing to you in your capacities as Chair of the Senate Executive Committee and Chair of the Educational Policy 
Committee at the suggestion of several of my Urbana neighbors who are also senior faculty members at Illinois and who 
are concerned about UIUC's proposed partnership with Carle Medical Center. When I consulted several of them about an 
op-ed piece (attached) I have prepared for submission to several newspapers, they told me that the Faculty Senate will be 
discussing the proposal for a Medical School on November 1 ih and urged me to send my letter on to you and your 
committees in the chance that it has not been published by that time. 

I consider myself well-qualified to suggest that Illinois should not settle for a partnership with any medical center that is 
anything less than fi rst rate. First, two generations of my family have lived in Urbana and, with great pride, have been 
associated with the University for more than 50 years. While I lived in Boston, I served as Vice President for Project 
Management of Partners Healthcare System, the "parent" of Massachusetts General Hospital and Brigham and Women's 
Hospital, and the largest employer in Massachusetts. As the principal and manager of my own consulting fi rm, I provide 
strategic planning advice to very large non-profit organizations which include universities and academic medical centers 
such as MIT, Tufts University and the Beth Israel/Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. I have also worked at the 
University of Illinois and, in 2005, as Visiting Associate Chancellor, coordinated the first-ever strategic planning process 
for the UIUC campus. I have also taught at MIT, Harvard Business School and Brown University and am famil iar with the 
importance of "shared governance" between faculty and administrators in deciding future directions and priorities. It is for 
this reason that I write to you and your committees to suggest that Carle Medical Center may fall short as the best 
possible partner in undertaking one of Illinois' major initiatives, one that will shape the University's prospects for years to 
come. 

As you will see, my major argument in the piece I have attached is that Carle, unlike most great medical centers in this 
country, has been a very poor partner to its home community of Urbana and has provided minimal support for city 
services, parks, libraries and schools which are so important in fostering and maintaining a healthy community. Not only 
does this violate the spirit of the University's Land Grant mission of public engagement and cooperative partnership with 
the citizens of Illinois, but it also puts the University at a huge competitive disadvantage in attracting national and 
international talent who want to live and work in Carie's and the University's hometown and who will be drawn to Urbana 
by great schools, parks, libraries, public services and neighborhoods. As you will see from my article, many great medical 
centers around the United States have already recognized how important it is to establish, support and maintain strong 
partnerships with their home communities. The University of Illinois prides itself on articulating and maintaining high 
standards to encourage diversity in management, to enhance its broad reach to and public engagement with all of its 
publics, and to support the citizenry its serves. Carle Medical Center has not lived up to these standards. 
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Also, as a professional whose work in strategic planning and development of initiatives designed to position entities 
favorably against their competition, I am very surprised that a great University like Illinois would consider partnering on 
one of its most important initiatives with a medical center that is anything less than renowned as first rate in its research, 
education and delivery of care. Carle is ranked by US News and World Report only 141h among medical centers in Illinois 
and not even mentioned on the "Honor Roll" of best hospitals in the country, entities with which it will be competing for 
funding and patients. Though one of the rationales for establishing a medical school at Illinois is to boost Illinois into the 
star rankings among universities receiving NIH funding, it is hard to imagine how this partnership with Carle Hospital will 
boost the University of Illinois (the whole University, not just the Urbana campus) from its current ranking as 38th among 
recipients of NIH funding to the top of the list. Especially in times of a shrinking NIH budget which tends to favor already-
well-established and already very competitive institutions, it is hard to imagine Carle Hospital as able to attract the number 
of talented physician/researchers it would take to move the needle dramatically on NIH funding and/or to attract the top 
candidates for medical school in the country. 

I have followed closely both the proposals and justifications for the new medical school, and though I have heard much 
discussion of the strength of Illinois' bioengineering excellence, have seen and heard little mention of Carle's strength as a 
first rate partner. I hope that as the faculty and administration continue their discussions and deliberations, there will also 
be a considered discussion of Carie's unique qualifications and, also, of its shortcomings as a community partner and as a 
source of competitive advantage. It is in the spirit of fostering this discussion that I have written you. Please let me know 
if I can provide further information about what I have written or aid in advancing your discussions. 

Sincerely, 

11. l . t I. l. 11 • I • 1 I 
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Great Medical Centers Support Their Communities 
Martha Wagner Weinberg 

It is with great interest that I have read the proposal for a new College of Medicine at 
UIUC, designed to be a partnership between the University and Carle Medical Center. 
Though analysts may disagree about many of the suggestions in the proposal (such as the 
assumption that this partnership will increase the future ability of the University to 
compete for scarce NIH dollars), I think everyone agrees that a great University like 
Illinois should not settle for a partnership with a medical center that is anything less than 
first rate. Carle Medical Center does not fall in this category and comes up especially 
short in supporting its hometown of Urbana. 

Ranked by US News and World Report only 141
h among medical centers in Illinois, and 

not even mentioned on the "Honor Roll" of best hospitals in the country, when compared 
with the national medical centers with which it will be competing for funding and 
patients, it falls woefully short in its contributions to the fiscal health of its home 
community. Carle Medical Center currently uses its self-determined amount of charity 
care delivered to patients from more than 40 counties in two states as an excuse to avoid 
paying its fair share of Urbana property taxes, and, as a result, in this year alone Urbana 
residents have been hit with a I 0-11 % increase in property taxes. 

Great medical centers around the US do not use "charity care" as an excuse to refuse to 
make tax payments in lieu of taxes, known as "PILOTs." For example, all major medical 
centers in Boston and Cambridge, MA, including all Harvard teaching hospitals, 
supplement "charity care" with generous PILOTs and millions of dollars in "community 
benefits" programs and services. During the last decade, at least 218 localities in 28 
states have received PILOTs from medical centers and universities. PILOTs are common 
in small and large communities alike, including areas of comparable size to Urbana 
where non-profit medical centers are major employers and major property owners. For 
example, the University oflowa Medical Center pays Iowa City and Coralville $2.76 
million each year. Dartmouth Mary Hitchcock Medical Center has a 20 year PILOT 
agreement with Lebanon, NH and Lancaster County (PA' s) General Healthcare System 
(the County's largest employer) makes a $1.6 million PILOT in addition to paying taxes 
on many of its properties. Lancaster's CEO has described the importance of these 
payments to building "a healthy community" and has described Lancaster as "fortunate 
that our financial performance enables us to support local governments and school 
districts." 

The financial plan for the new Medical School is based on the hugely-profitable Carle 
Medical Center's willingness to provide $100 million over I 0 years to support and grow 
the Medical School, a plan that Carle' s CEO James Leonard describes as a "good 
investment." But, unlike the leaders of its national competitors, the top management of 
Carle has steadfastly refused to make the equally important investment in schools, parks 
and public services in its (and the University's) hometown of Urbana by paying its fair 
share of taxes or PILOTs. Yet it is just these services that make communities an 
attractive lure to the talent pool on which Carle and the University depend, and that have 
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made it the hometown of choice for the majority of the University's Nobel laureates and 
many of the other highly skilled people who have chosen Urbana as the place they want 
to live and raise their families. 

Great medical centers and great universities recognize the importance of partnering with 
and investing in their communities, not only as part of their obligation to the citizens they 
serve, but also as giving them a competitive advantage in recruiting and retaining talent 
and, in turn, competing at the national and global level. The University of Illinois 
officials charged with considering a partnership with Carle must take into account not 
only Carle' s potential to become a true national center of excellence in medicine and 
source of improved healthcare for the citizens of Illinois, but also its willingness to 
support the public services, schools, parks and libraries that are essential to maintaining a 
strong civic fabric in its hometown. At this time, Carle Medical Center falls short on both 
counts, and discussion of the possibility of this proposed partnership must include a 
tough-minded assessment of whether Carle can live up to the high standards in education, 
research and community support that distinguish the country's great medical enterprises. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Dear Phyllis, 

Jennifer Woodard 
Wednesday, November 05, 2014 5:39 AM 
Phyllis Wise 

Thinking of you this morning in Illinois - a new day. Hope it has given you a much needed morale boost after 
our dreadful Monday. The prospects for our COM are now exponentially better. Indeed, a healthier U of I is on 
the horizon under our future Chairman. 

Do travel safely. I look forward to seeing you next week and celebrate in person. 

Hugs-

Jennifer 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Wednesday, November 05, 2014 7:03 AM 
Phyllis Wise 

Subject: Re: Election impact 

Will do. 

On Nov 5, 2014 6:55 AM, "Phyllis Wise 
Normand, 

wrote: 

Tell her you are the one who should be weary, not her. You've had to work through a lot more committees than 
she has. Tell her to remember this is a marathon, not a sprint (I have to tell myself that sometimes too). The 
bottom line is that a few faculty on the EPOL committee won't be able to stop this when the BOT gets fully 
behind it. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 5, 2014, at 9:51 PM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

OK Gay left me voicemail late yesterday. Didn't go into details but she sounded weary. 

On Nov 5, 2014 6:47 AM, "Phyllis Wise" 
Normand, 

wrote: 

We can talk more when I get back. But I am not worried about CK anymore. I think the rest of 
the board will not allow him to do any damage. In fact, I wonder whether Ny of them will try to 
change the resolution back to what it was before. 

I am eager to learn about Roy's perspective and will try to measure Nick's to see whether he 
thinks it is good to go for December. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 5, 2014, at 9:26 PM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

Phyllis, 

Question becomes whether we now want to make sure President cannot go back 
to CK and the BOT in January. The resolution could allow CK to damage COM 
before he heads out I don't know enough about dynamics at that level to advise, 
but there is value in considering this. 

Spoke to Roy last night to convey our conversation and my concerns about Ed Pol 
meeting. He seemed more positive about moving forward but he will consult with 
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Gay. He has concerns about giving more time to opponents who are getting 
organized. It will be worth touching base on this with Roy. 

Also concerned about Dec 12 University Senates Conference. I thought Bob 
made some remark about how the COM was going to be discussed at this 
meeting. It will be worthwhile for you to talk to Nlck. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky e: normand a uin 
Tel: 
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From: Phyllis Wis 
Sent: Thursday, .... - .- .... ··-" 
To: 
Subject: 

Michael Delorenzo 
Re: COM 

Thanks for your email. I agree that the outlook is much brighter now. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 7, 2014, at 3:33 AM. Michael Delorenzo wrote: 

Phyllis, 

Mike D. here. I just had to tell you that previously when I was over at UA 
the intimation I would get was that the COM was a longshot at 
best. Yesterday when I was there for the Governmental Affairs meeting that 
intimation had changed because of the election of Rauner. The feeling was 
with Rauner as Governor, and Ed most likely as chair, the COM was now 
going to be a done deal. Good news. Still many hurdles to go but as I had 
suggested we wait for the election and that has turned out positive for the 
the COM. 

They spent a good deal of time talking about the transition (that is why I 
sent that note) and I am sure their feathers will be ruffled that you are on 
the transition team but we will have to manage through that. For UIUC it is 
fantastic you are on the transition team, I think it allows us to put our 
agenda out there front and center as the flagship and that is good! 

Mike 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Phyllis, 

Normand Paquin ••••••••••• 
Sunday, November 09, 2014 9:20 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Ahead of Sunday 
Draft time line 2014-11-09.pptx 

Sounds good. Attached is perhaps more realistic overall time line at this point. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 
Tel: 

On Sat, Nov 8, 2014 at 9:01 PM, Phyllis Wis 
Normand, 

wrote: 

Thanks for the heads up. Nick has been tmbelievably involved and we have had so many email and phone exchanges. No other faculty member has 
done this. So he and I decided that we should meet and add whoever else was available. I will try to make amends tomorrow. 

Phyllis 

Phyllis, 

I didn't realize you would be arriving so late. I'm about to spend an evening with my family and I'd rather let 
you relax and recover from the trip anyway! 

So let me just write what I was going to say. I'll assume you'll adjust regarding how written words can make 
something seem more dramatic than intended. 

I believe you inadvertently upset Roy in the manner you wrote your invitation to the Sunday meeting. It came 
across from his perspective as if you felt you only felt the need to talk to Nick and if others could not take part, 
so be it. My sense is that Roy feels he's the one that went out on the limb to ask the committees to respond to 
his request for feedback on an extremely short turnaround and he certainly feels it should have been viewed as 
important to include him. When I was talking to him on Thursday, I also expressed concern that neither you or 
Ade was scheduled to be in town for the Nov 17 Academic Senate meeting (I will also be out of town - in 
D.C.). He jumped on that as justification for not addressing the COM at the Nov. 17 meeting. 
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The delay is good. Folks at the Friday morning 9 AM COM meeting emphasized the need to get the faculty on 
board. I need the time. They also felt it was imperative to shift gears and not even think about January 17th. 

Look forward to the discussion tomorrow. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 
Te 

On Fri, Nov 7, 2014 at 10:29 AM. Phyllis Wis 
Ok. I'll call when I get home. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 7, 2014, at 10:49 PM, Normand Paquin 

This will be brief and helpful. 

wrote: 

wrote: 

On Nov 7, 2014 7: 16 AM, "Phyllis Wise" wrote: 
I'll try to call you on Saturday after I get home. But to be honest I have to work on three talks 
thY I have to give next week and one is in front of 700 alums. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 7, 2014, at 10:03 PM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

Safe travels Phyllis, 
If at all possible, it would be good to talk briefly ahead of Sunday's meeting. I 
think it would help you manage the dynamics of the meeting. 
Normand 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I hope that you can meet 
She can be reached at I I I 

Re: Rauner. 

I .. A I .. I .. • I 

Republicans don't do a great job of figuring out well qualified women for important posts. You can help them 
with this. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Phyllis 
To: amarkneu 
Sent: Thu, Nov 13, 2014 10:58 pm 
Subject: Re: Rauner. 

Mark, 

••m> 

I talked with Ed McMillan and then sent him infonnation on- googled her first and was able lo get details tlmt I was able to include in my 
email to him .. 

Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Ade, 

Sunday, November 16, 2014 5:17 PM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
Re: Thanks 

It's great meeting you again. I am doing my best to set you up with the right contacts for our little project... 
Take care and have a great weekend. Look forward to hosting you and your "boss" in Taipei. 
Best-

: llesanmi Adesida 
B lf:I : 2014/11/15 J::.'9=- 11:11:28 CST ±.=-
Thanks for taking time out of your busy schedule to attend to us and give us a great dinner two weeks ago. It is always a 
pleasure to see you . I would like to thank you also for your great generosity and support to your alma mater. Alumni like 
you challenge us to be the best with your support and we do take up the challenge and hope to measure up or even 
exceed the goals that we aim for. The College of Engineering and, in particular, the Department of Mechanical Science 
and Engineering is sky high on what your recent gift will mean for them in terms of student and faculty excellence for the 
future. The campus is very happy because we derive a lot of our reputation from Engineering. The new building addition 
will be a catalyst for greater achievements. 

We will keep talking to - and see how we can all collaborate. I saw the plans for the Cancer Center. It is really 
amazing and will definitely exceed $500M by the time it is completed. It is awe-inspiring. If we are 
able to realize our ambition of having an Engineering-Driven College of Medicine, this is a natural platform for 
collaborations with NTU Medicine, especially the Cancer Center. We are excited at the prospects. As you always say, let's 
make it happen! 

Greetings from my wife to you and your family. She is very excited about making a trip to Taipei and Taiwan in general 
next year. She is looking forward to it. It may be in June or July. We will try to fix the dates way in advance so we can 
meet you in Taiwan. 

Greetings to all. 
Ade 

PS: Again, thanks for the iPhone. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Normand Paquin 
Monday, November 17, 2014 9:17 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Peterson Dan 
Re: Fundraising 

Quick note of clarification for Dan: Molly to let you know about the LC:ME statement. I did not email 
you directly as I was on my way to -

Normand 

On Mon, Nov 17, 2014 at 9:15 AM, Normand Paquin 
Phyllis, 

wrote: 

I assume this may lead to changes in fundraising strategy and objectives once we get going. 

The budget assumes we will have secured - $115.8 million for the endowment in the first six years. However, 
this corresponds to a contribution towards operations of" only" - $10 .1 million during those first six years. In 
other words, getting some funds to apply directly to operations (that we have in our budget) in the early going 
would probably go a long way to removing concerns on this one. I'll defer to Dan on this matter. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

On Mon, Nov 17, 2014 at 8:32 AM, Phyllis Wis rote: 
Thanks, Normand, for letting me know. Please remind me what we have promised for the first 6 years. I know it 
is $135m over 8, but I don't know the breakdown for the first 6. When do we actually go to LCME formally? 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 17, 2014, at 6:15 AM, Normand Paquin < rote: 

Phyllis, 
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On Friday, Laura took part in a call with the LCME to discuss risk assessments. She shared this 
with Molly, Vicky and I: 

We had a call with LCME today. They talked at length about the financial stability needed to 
achieve accreditation, wh ich includes the need fo r revenue to be secured. If the new COM pro 
forma is rel iant on fundra ising support, that funding must be " in the bank" before accreditation 
for likely at least the first 6 years of operation. It could be formal commitment agreement, but 
they prefer that it to be in an endowment or escrow account. Just wanted to make sure you are 
aware of this timing implication beyond the Carle support. 
I forwarded the message to Dan. This likely changes the fundraising time line and objectives. I 
assume Dan will talk to you about this if he hasn't already done so. 

I am in DC today for meetings with NIST on material genomics and big data. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sk e: normand a uin 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

- and Dan Peterso 
Monday, November 17, 2014 9:47 AM 
Dan Peterson 

Subject: Fwd: Fund raising 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Normand Paquin 
Date: November 17, 2014 at 9:17:14 AM CST 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Cc: Peterson Da 
Subject: Re: Fundraising 

Quick note of clarification for Dan: I asked Molly to let you know about the LCME statement. I 
did not email you directly as I was on my way to D.C. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 

Tet:........i 

On Mon, Nov 17, 2014 at 9: 15 AM, Normand Paquin 
Phyllis, 

wrote: 

I assume this may lead to changes in fundraising strategy and objectives once we get going. 

The budget assumes we will have secured -$115.8 million for the endowment in the first six 
years. However, this corresponds to a contribution towards operations of "only" - $10.1 million 
during those first six years. In other words, getting some funds to apply directly to operations 
(that we have in our budget) in the early going would probably go a long way to removing 
concerns on this one. I'll defer to Dan on this matter. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky e: normand 
Tel 

On Mon, Nov 17, 2014 at 8:32 AM, Phyllis Wise••••••••9.n> wrote: 
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Thanks, Normand, for letting me know. Please remind me what we have promised for the first 6 
years. I know it is $135m over 8, but I don't know the breakdown for the first 6. When do we 
actually go to LCME formally? 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 17, 2014, at 6 : 15 AM, Normand Paquin 

Phyllis, 

On Friday, Laura took part in a call with the LCME to discuss risk 
assessments. She shared this with Molly, Vicky and I: 

wrote: 

We had a call with LCME today. They talked at length about the f inancial stability 
needed to achieve accreditation, which includes the need for revenue to be 
secured. If the new COM proforma is reliant on fund raising support, that 
funding must be "in the bank" before accred itation for likely at least the first 6 
years of operation. It could be formal commitment agreement, but they prefer 
that it to be in an endowment or escrow account. Just wanted to make sure you 
are aware of this t iming implication beyond the Carle support. 
I forwarded the message to Dan. This likely changes the fundraising time line 
and objectives. I assume Dan will talk to you about this if he hasn't already done 
so. 

I am in DC today for meetings with NIST on material genomics and big data. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand _paquin 

Tel: image.png> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wise > 
Tuesday, November 18, 2014 11:15 AM 
Douglas Beck 
Re: Roundup of med school gossip 

I had a brief cordial conversation with Prez yesterday. 

From: Douglas B 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Tuesday, ovem er 
Subject: Re: Roundup of med school gossip 

Thanks for the informat ion Phyllis--! guess -ppeared recently under your name in some 
advancement data-base, and had been/is being courted by CoM--now by rule I guess they are not supposed to 
proceed. I probably have this muddled. 

See you tomorrow--hope you have a chance to talk to the new president (today?). Nice to see Dick briefly at 
the Dial talk last night. I hope you can get a little sleep. 

Best, 
Doug 

On Tue, Nov 18, 2014 at 8:33 AM, Phyllis Wise < 
Dear Doug, 

wrote: 

Thanks for tellit- 1t the negative conversations. I have had several lunches witl- he used to be my neighbor on d 
was a practicing 1ho I tl10ught practiced out o. that's how little I know about his professional affiliations). He took an interest in my 
research in estrogens nettroprotective effects, but other an mt we have talked mostly about just neighborly things. He has always called me to find 
time to meet for ltmch, I have not contacted him, mainly because he does it so frequently tltat I have not had to contact him. 

I am not aware of comments tltat Andreas may have made. It is true that students without some background in engineering writ large will have a hard 
time in the new COM (I certainly would). But they will still have the option of applying to the UIC COM and request to be at the UIUC site. We 
have always included continuing the regional COM in our plans, assuming that Dimitri wants us to continue to serve the UIC Ml and MD/PhD 
program. A contract to do so would need to be written to allow that We have not considered any of the revenues or expenditures from that program 
in our fitmncial planning, since we assmne that they would be the same as presently so they do not represent new revenues or eJqxmditttres. 

I know you did not ask for answers to these criticisms, but I thought you might want to have this information in your back pocket. 

Thanks for looking for tl1e email. It was so long ago that I doubted you or Nora would have kept it When the new COM gets its final approval, we 
will try to contact ahuns of the me COM who got their Plills in Urbana to let them know. I am aware that many of them count themselves as UIUC 
al mus .. I remember that the person from Philadelphia considered herself a UIUC ahuu, but I don't remember whether she was an MD/PhD. 

Best, 
Phyllis 

From: Douglas 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2014 7:36 AM 
Subject: Roundup of med school gossip 
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Dear Phyllis, 

Just in case you don't already know--a couple of recent examples of negative conversations 

1) contacts about gifts you may had with local physicians (Provena) and who are technically 
grads of UIC (pre-1982?)--a retired -erhaps? 
2) some comment Andreas Cangellans may or may not have made that suggested students for the new medical 
school with other than engineering backgrounds would not be welcome--here the optics w.r.t. humanities and 
social sciences are obviously difficult 

Always happy to talk if helpful. 

Best, 
Doug 

P.S. Nora and I both looked for an email with the comment of the MSP alum we discussed in the car on the way 
back from Chicago last Thursday--to no avail--must have been deleted--sorry. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thanks, Roy. 
So, no official USC advice. 

Joyce Tolliver 
Thursday, November 20, 2014 9:30 PM 
Campbell, R H 
Re: CoM 

We could I suppose give BE comments. 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:22 PM, Campbell, RH <rhc@illinois.edu> wrote: 
Norman Paquin wrote to me saying that any further action on COM would have to wait until the first meeting in the New Vear 
- February. 
The answers to the committees questions have not been completed. 
Roy Campbell 
Sohaib and Sara Abbasi Professor of Computer Science 
Siebel Center 
201 N Goodwin Av, Urbana, IL 61801-2302 
Tel 217-333-0215 Email rhc@illinois.edu 

Office Manager for Appointments: gwygwon@illinois.edu, phone 217-300-1264 

Glad to hear it. I am shifting time table to correspond to lead to March 12 BOT meeting. 

Normand 

Normand Paquin, PhD, MBA 
Associate Director for Research 
243 Coordinated Science Laboratory, MC-228 
1308 West Main Street 
Urbana, IL 61801 
Tel: 217-244-6813 
Fax: 217-244-1764 
Ema ii: 

From: Campbell, RH 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2014 3:54 PM 
To: Paquin, Normand 
Subject: Re: COM 

Yes thanks Roy 

Roy Campbell 
Sohaib and Sara Abbasi Professor of Computer Science 
Siebel Center 
201 N Goodwin Av, Urbana, IL 61801-2302 
Tel 217-333-0215 Email 

Office Manager for Appointments: gwygwon@illinois.edu, phone 217-300-1264 
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From: <Paquin>, Normand Paquin <paquin@illinois.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, November 18, 2014 at 3:51 PM 
To: Roy Campbell <rhc@illinois.edu> 
Subject: RE: COM 

Hi Roy, 

I'm currently looking at the Feb. 9 Academic Senate meeting as the one that will address the COM. 

I'm working with Gay on Dec. 1 Ed Pol meeting to set up a panel to discuss the cross-campus benefits of COM but there 
is more to do with this committee. 

I have engaged Mike and Nolan from the budget committee to work in tandem to develop a risk assessment 
document. They have a meeting Dec. 8 but I don't necessarily expect to have the risk assessment piece ready by 
then. They are open to have a special meeting ahead of the Feb 2 SEC meeting. 

I will also need to get the risk assessment piece to Ed Pol. I see that coming to them ahead of their January 26 meeting 
for discussion then. 

I don't think we need to meet with the USSP again but I have promised to keep Bill Maher apprised of development on 
the definitive agreements. 

Is this helpful? 

Normand 

Normand Paquin, PhD, MBA 
Associate Director for Research 
243 Coordinated Science Laboratory, MC-228 
1308 West Main Street 
Urbana, IL 61801 
Tel: 217-244-6813 
Fax: 217-244-1764 
Ema ii: 

From: Campbell, RH 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2014 3:44 PM 
To: Paquin, Normand 
Subject: COM 

Norman: 
Do you have any updates on what you would expect the Senate agenda on this item would be? If so, and if the deadline is 
December, 
are you going to handle the questions from the committees and do these answers need to be sent back to the committees? 

I'll try to find out when the next meetings of the committees will be and let you know. 

Roy 

Roy Campbell 
Sohaib and Sara Abbasi Professor of Computer Science 
Siebel Center 
201 N Goodwin Av, Urbana, IL 61801-2302 
Tel 217-333-0215 Email rhc@illinois.edu 
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Office Manager for Appointments: gwvgwon@illinois.edu, phone 217-300-1264 

• - ... - I I _ • 
From: Nick Burbule 
Date: Thursday, N 
To: Roy Campbell 
Subject: CoM 

Hi folks, 

09PM 
, Joyce Tolliver 

If we are hoping t o have a Normand 2.0 statement or resolution reviewed/approved by t he th ree 
subcommittees and ready for senate review, we need to start thinking about it. 

I'm in Ecuador all next week. 

Nick 

Joyce Tolliver 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Jtolliver 
Thursday, November 20, 2014 10:22 PM 
Nick Bu rbules 

Subject: Re: CoM 

Yep. 
But--well, you know what I think about the Board resolution. 

Joyce Tolliver 

On Nov 20, 2014, at 22:00, Nick Burbule rote: 

This is going to cause a problem with Bob. But I'll let Roy explain it to him. 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:59 PM, Nick Burbule 
Sigh yes. 

>wrote: 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:48 PM, Joyce Tolliver 
Looks like Roy's note settles it. 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:25 PM, NickBurbules 

wrote: 

wrote: 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9: 19 PM, Joyce wrote: 
I think we could put a placeholder on the agenda, oor---' 
Yes, I thought we discussed that. (Though in other contexts I have said I don't like 
placeholders.) 

But even so, if there is to be something for the senate to vote on, Jenny would need it by I think 
that Tuesday 5pm or Wednesday morning. 
Could we say by then that the committees supported establishment of the college? 

The wording would have to be delicate. They have some serious questions, I gather, and 
they haven't all been answered yet. So they probably wouldn't sign on to a statement that 
says, simply, "We support the establishment ... " 

The fact is, there just might not be any way to do it, from a time standpoint or a 
gaining support standpoint. And I don't have any insights about what wording might 
square the circle: 
"While we have some questions of detail and expect 
more information, we 
••• we what?" 
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On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:16 PM, Nick Burbules 
Oh oh 

wrote: 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:11 PM, Joyce Tolliver-wrote: 
Oh no--do we have to have something ready for afternoon? 

On Thu, Nov 20, 2014 at 9:09 PM, Nick Burbule 
Hi fo lks, 

wrote: 

Ifwe are hoping to have a Normand 2.0 statement or resolution reviewed/approved by the three 
subcommittees and ready for senate review, we need to start thinking about it. 

I'm in Ecuador all next week. 

Nick 

Joyce Tolliver 

Joyce Tolliver 

Joyce Tolliver 
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Message 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject : 

Paul, 

PhyllisWise -
11/23/2014 3:47:16 PM 
Paul Umbach [PUmbach@trippumbach.com) 
Re: Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 2015 

I just tried to call. I am free for the rest of the day and evening. Please give me a cal l when you have time. 

Looking forward to catching up, 
Phyllis 

From: Paul Umbach <PUmbach@trippumbach.com> 
To: 'Phyllis Wise' 
Se nt: Sunday, November 23, 2014 9:02 AM 
Subject: RE: Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 2015 

Hi friend, 

I know you are completely crazy and overwhelmed - but remember you have the best team on the planet (and 
some friends in Pittsburgh}. My (overly formal) email was just to get the ball started so that we can continue to 
be available as you need us. The realities of contractual relationships forces such emails from time to time. 

Beyond all of this, I value our friendship and see you and me having a long and fun partnership beyond the 
craziness of today. © 

So, please call if you get a free second tonight as I am home alone with my dog waiting for o 
arrive late. We are doing a visit n Wednesday - so calling me 
while doing the 1 O hour drive would work great for me. 

Thanks friend. 

© 

Paul 0. Umbach 
Founder and President 
Tripp Umbach 
2359 Railroad St. #3701 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 
Corporate 
Cell Number:.__.. 
Fax Number: 412.281 .9946 
www.trippumbach.com 

"Turning ideas into action for 25 years" 
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From: Phyllis W ise [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2014 6:06 PM 
To: Paul Umbach 
Cc: Normand Paquin ; Beth Paul; Laura Frerichs ; Ha Pham 
Subject: Re : Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 2015 

Paul, 

I have been meaning to call you to give you an update on where we are and our next steps. It's been an absolutely crazy time. 
promise I will call tomorrow. 

Phyllis 

Fro 
To: 

I• .. Ill .. I• Ill .. tftf II Ill. 1 Ill 

Cc: "Normand Paqui 
<BPaul@trippumbach.com>; "Laura Frerichs ( 
<HPham@trippumbach.com> 
Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2014 4:24 PM 

----

Subject: Interested in Continu ing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 2015 

Dear Phyllis: 

Ha Pham 

First, we have enjoyed our partnership and friendship with your team this year. As we get closer to the 
completion of our business plan assignment, I want to offer our assistance as you move forward in the 
uncertain waters in January through March when the President (who knows who) will be developing a report 
for the Chair of the Board (again, who knows who) . 

What we DO know is that you have a great plan for a game changing College of Medicine that will transform 
your university and the state. I am confident that Tripp Umbach's continued assistance through a contract 
extension will be valuable as you receive additional requests for information and analysis during this critical 
period. 

I chose to email you on your personal email because I want to "test the waters" with my proposal 
privately. Please understand that we are 100% open and excited to also help Carle Health System during this 
period, but I would like the idea of continuing to use our services (if you feel this way of course) to come from 
you Phyllis. I do not believe that the other consulting firm can alone meet your collective needs. 

I see Tripp Umbach as being able to provide the UIUC with horsepower and expertise in accreditation, 
curriculum refinement, business model sensitivity analysis, interface with System level consultants who the 
President will hire, interface with proposals from UIC and their consultants, further financial and fundraising 
analysis, preliminary search process for a founding dean, etc. My reading of the Nov 13th board resolution is 
that things are likely to get very busy by the end of March as many new questions about your plans will be 
raised. 

Thank you Phyllis of your consideration of my request to discuss and develop a potential contract extension for 
the period January 1, 2015 through March 31, 2015. Beth, Ha and I are very committed to the ultimate 
success of your school and as such want to continue as members of your team. I copied your team and mine 
on this email to keep everyone in the loop. 
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Sincerely yours, 

Paul 

Paul 0. Umbach 
Founder and President 
Tripp Umbach 
2359 Railroad St. #3701 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 
Corporate Headquarters: 412.281 .2313 
Cell Number: 
Fax Number: 412.281.9946 
www.trippumbach.com 

"Turning ideas into action for 25 years" 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ed McMillan 
Monday, November 24, 2014 8:13 AM 
Phyllis Wise 

Subject: Re: a few unrelated items 

Yes, we need to seriously discuss it. How much will it take to fully endow it! Another idea would be to endow 
the An Sci dept chair. 

Ed McMillan 
McMillan LLC 

On Nov 23, 2014, at 11:51 PM, Phyllis Wise 

Dear Ed, 

wrote: 

ctually I suspect that all the names I have heard about.._. 
nd numerous others being presented by the UlAA --

, the name I hear most ofien), I don't think will be competitive. 

Second, I have a meeting with Bob tomorrow. I plan to talk about nexi steps in the COM and how to handle the resolution. I will 
let you know how that goes. I understand that they (but I don't know who the they is) want Bob to take care of this before Tim 
comes takes over. I think that is good. But I think Bob should seek advice from you as to how to expedite this. 

Third, I would love to find a time to talk with you in more detail about the possibility ofraising funds to endow the Deanship of 
ACES in Bob's name. We only had a little time to touch briefly on this. While I would love to do this by meeting with you, I 
think we would like to get an idea of how feasible you think this is, whether you would like to invest in this, who else we should 
approach so that we can hopefully announce something by July 1 "'11en he transitions out. I will ask Phyllis to check on your 
calendar and mine to see whether we can find a time to meet in the next 2-3 weeks and if not, whether we can touch base by 
phone. 

Finally, I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving with all of your family. Thanksgiving is always a lot of work, but hopefully 
so much ftm that the work is worth it. We have a lot to be grateful for. I am so eager to have the opporttmity to work with you! 
Please give my best wishes to Judy. 

Best, 
Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Monday, November 24, 2014 10:03 AM 
Phyllis Wise 
Notes on process from Nick 

This is an extract from exchange I had with Nick. It does appear that Bob could ask for informal input from 
USC but not official input if proposals have not gone through the respective senates. 

I hope that is helpfu l in your discussions. 

Nick's input is in bold . 

... , the USC is meant to simply pass through such a resolution via the President to the BOT. 

With its "advice." Strictly speaking, the USC cannot consider a proposal UNTIL it comes to it via the 
senates. 

(And by the way, there IS no proposal at this stage that has passed the UIC senate.) 

Here, it appears we have a situation where Don Chambers could ask USC subcommittees to examine t he 
consequences of t he resolution in order to give "USC's advice" to the President. 

I think that is unlikely. The President needs to give his input by March. USC can't sit on it. Plus, it isn't up to 
Don how the USC handles this. The full Conference would have to consider how to handle it. 

In the end, it is a matter of what kind of "advice" Bob asks for, and when. I thought this would be at the Dec 
12 USC mtg. But if the senates don't pass anything it would more likely to be the Feb mtg. 

The question I have fo r you is t he following: if the proposal becomes part of the forma l submission process by 
formally being submit ted to the Ed Pol Commit tee, can Bob East er proactively ask t he USC to being their 
evaluation of it? 

Well , I think he can ask for whatever kind of input he wants to ask for, and USC will give it, 
even if informally. But if our committees are still dealing with it, I don't see how USC can do 
anything FORMALLY with a proposal that isn't in their hands yet (vote, refer to committee, etc) 
- that would be premature. 

What if it is put formally on the Feb 8 Senate agenda by t he UIUC SEC, can Bob make the request to t he USC 
before the USC has it on hand? 

Yes, I think he can. (Joyce might disagree.) But any USC advice under those circumstances would be 
preliminary and informal. 

Normand 
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Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 5:58 AM 
Rick Ste hens 

im Leonard; Chris Meyer; Greg Lykins 
Re: Meeting with Dr Easter 

The carle uiuc efforts suffered due to poor leadership chosen by both entities Seems that is fixed now 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter B. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I C: eterf@fox-companies.comwww.fox-companies.com 

>On Nov 24, 2014, at 11:07 PM, Rick Stephens <rick@investres.net> wrote: 
> 
> Fellow Dreamers, 
> 
>We recently discussed that since Dr Killeen has been announced, it might be good for our group to have another 
meeting with Dr. Easter similar to the meeting in his office last July. The purpose was to get a better understanding of 
his intentions RE the COM during the time between now and when Dr. Killeen takes office. As it turns out, Greg had a 
meeting scheduled with Dr. Easter this morning and they allowed me to join them, so we had a chance to talk with him 
about it. 
> 
> In summary, I would say that he remains positive toward the idea and is moving the process along as quickly as he can. 
From what I understand, he has been asked to present his findings to the Trustees at the March meeting and he intends 
to stay on that schedule. However, the correct process must be followed and he is dependent on others for many of the 
steps. He indicated he is looking t oward Huron Consulting for more assistance in answering the questions given him by 
the Trustees and proving the worthiness of UIUC having its own accredited COM; the Faculty Senate needs to be fully 
apprised of the new COM plans and officially sign off; likewise for the Senate Conference; and he believes must have a 
plan for the Ml students at UIUC to be served elsewhere either by the start of new COM or to be phased out in the not 
too distant future (he does not believe it is realistic to have 2 "medical schools" at the same campus). This is in addition 
to all the work Phyllis and her team are doing to show why this is the right way to go vs at UIC or some other plan. In 
other words, all the processes required for a new college to be established must be buttoned up before March. And the 
process can't be short -cut. For example the Faculty Senate must receive everything it needs to make a decision in plenty 
of time to make a good decision - if given the plan in February it's not reasonable to expect them to sign off on it in time 
to present at March Trustee meeting. 
> 
>Greg and I got the impression that Dr. Easter is moving forward and will likely not be the one to slow it down. But he 
understandably believes the process shou ld be fully followed w ith the plan fully vetted and communicated. I didn't 
understand all that's required but of course Phyll is knows. If all is completed in good time for the different stakeholders 
at the University to approve the COM in time to prepare for the March meeting, then Dr. Easter seems to be on board. 
Of course that is a lot of work to be done very quickly. I think Normand and Stephanie are working on a timetable that 
will make this possible but we need to make sure that every piece of the puzzle along with an appropriate t imeline is on 
that schedu le they are using. In particular, we need to give groups t hat need to approve, enough time to not rush them 
too much or it will appear we're ramming it through the University. 
> 
>Dr. Easter mentioned that UIC Rockford medical school is vibrant and a critical element of that economy. They are not 
expected to create any political hurdle necessarily since the new COM would not be hindrance to them. However, 
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anything threatening to them would become an issue and on the other side, anything from the new COM that would 
help them would be a plus. He does not expect any particular pushback from Peoria either. UIC Chicago is threatened of 
course but there is hope that a new chancellor and a new Vice Chancellor of Health Affairs, in time, could create a more 
forward looking situation there, resulting in a wonderful model of cooperation and synergy between UIUC and UIC Med 
Schools. Their unique DNA's (our biomedical/engineering/big data innovative research and their large, diverse client 
base) would fit like a glove. 
> 
>Also Dr Easter recently received some negative feedback from Glen Poshard, former President of Southern Illinois 
University, indicating there might be a sensitive relationship for him to navigate there. And lastly, Dr Easter expressed 
that he was not confident the COM would be the significant economic force in the community we anticipate. It hasn't 
always worked as planned in other cities and Urbana/Champaign/Carle/University efforts like this in the past have not 
been successful. The success desired requires excellent execution of the plan and there are a number of things that 
could go wrong. 
> 
> Either Greg or I would be happy to answer any questions you might have. 
> 
> I have invited Dr Killeen to a small dinner at our home with the intention of you all and spouses/partners attending. 
The purpose is for our group to have the chance to get to know Dr Killeen and his wife, as well as for him to learn about 
our hopes and dreams for the community. And I believe Peter is trying to arrange a meeting with Ed McMillan for those 
of us who can attend to bring him up to date with where we are. Peter is also scheduling a meeting with David Donnini 
who was Bruce Rauner's partner at GTCR. 
> 
>Thanks fellow citizens, 
> 
>Rick 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thank you rick very thorough 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 6:30 AM 
Rick Stephens; Jim Leonard; Chris Meyer 
Greg Lykins 
RE: Meeting with Dr Easter 

I believe lunch with david will be dee 19 I will reached today 

Peter B. Fox 
Chairman 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
O: 217-351-1430 ext. lS IC 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rick Stephens [mailto:rick@investres.net] 
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2014 10:08 PM 
To:•••••••••; Jim Leonard; Chris Meyer; Peter B. Fox 
Cc: Greg Lykins 
Subject: Meeting with Dr Easter 

Fellow Dreamers, 

We recently discussed that since Dr Killeen has been announced, it might be good for our group to have another 
meeting with Dr. Easter similar to the meeting in his office last July. The purpose was to get a better understanding of 
his intentions RE the COM during the time between now and when Dr. Killeen takes office. As it turns out, Greg had a 
meeting scheduled with Dr. Easter this morning and they allowed me to join them, so we had a chance to talk with him 
about it. 

In summary, I would say that he remains positive toward the idea and is moving the process along as quickly as he can. 
From what I understand, he has been asked to present his findings t o the Trustees at the March meeting and he intends 
to stay on that schedule. However, the correct process must be followed and he is dependent on others for many of the 
steps. He indicated he is looking toward Huron Consulting for more assistance in answering the questions given him by 
the Trustees and proving t he worthiness of UIUC having its own accredited COM; the Faculty Senate needs to be fully 
apprised of the new COM plans and officially sign off; likewise for the Senate Conference; and he believes must have a 
plan for the Ml students at UIUC to be served elsewhere either by the start of new COM or to be phased out in the not 
too distant future (he does not believe it is realistic to have 2 "medical schools" at the same campus). This is in addition 
to all the work Phyllis and her team are doing to show why this is the right way to go vs at UIC or some other plan. In 
other words, all the processes required for a new college to be established must be buttoned up before March. And the 
process can't be short-cut . For example the Faculty Senate must receive everything it needs to make a decision in plenty 
of t ime to make a good decision - if given the plan in February it's not reasonable to expect them to sign off on it in time 
to present at March Trustee meeting. 

Greg and I got the impression that Dr. Easter is moving forward and will likely not be the one to slow it down. But he 
understandably believes the process should be fully followed w ith the plan fully vetted and communicated. I didn't 
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understand all that's required but of course Phyllis knows. If all is completed in good time for the different stakeholders 
at the University to approve the COM in time to prepare for the March meeting, then Dr. Easter seems to be on board. 
Of course that is a lot of work to be done very quickly. I think Normand and Stephanie are working on a timetable that 
will make this possible but we need to make sure that every piece of the puzzle along with an appropriate timeline is on 
that schedule they are using. In particular, we need to give groups that need to approve, enough time to not rush them 
too much or it will appear we're ramming it through the University. 

Dr. Easter mentioned that U IC Rockford medical school is vibrant and a critical element of that economy. They are not 
expected to create any political hurdle necessarily since the new COM would not be hindrance to them. However, 
anything threatening to them would become an issue and on the other side, anything from the new COM that would 
help them would be a plus. He does not expect any particular pushback from Peoria either. UIC Chicago is threatened of 
course but there is hope that a new chancellor and a new Vice Chancellor of Health Affairs, in time, could create a more 
forward looking situation there, resulting in a wonderful model of cooperation and synergy between UIUC and UIC Med 
Schools. Their unique DNA's (our biomedical/engineering/big data innovative research and their large, diverse client 
base) would fit like a glove. 

Also Dr Easter recently received some negative feedback from Glen Poshard, former President of Southern Illinois 
University, indicating there might be a sensitive relationship for him to navigate there. And lastly, Dr Easter expressed 
that he was not confident the COM would be the significant economic force in the community we anticipate. It hasn't 
always worked as planned in other cities and Urbana/Champaign/Carle/University efforts like this in the past have not 
been successful. The success desired requires excellent execution of the plan and there are a number of things that 
could go wrong. 

Either Greg or I would be happy to answer any questions you might have. 

I have invited Dr Killeen to a small dinner at our home with the intention of you all and spouses/partners attending. The 
purpose is for our group to have the chance to get to know Dr Killeen and his wife, as well as for him to learn about our 
hopes and dreams for the community. And I believe Peter is trying to arrange a meeting with Ed McMillan for those of 
us who can attend to bring him up to date with where we are. Peter is also scheduling a meeting with David Donnini 
who was Bruce Rauner's partner at GTCR. 

Thanks fellow citizens, 

Rick 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 9:48 AM 
Phyllis M Wise 

Subject: Fwd: Happy Thanksgiving! 

f yi 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ed McMillan 
Date: November 25, 2014 at 9:46:21 AM CST 
To: '"Lykins, Greg"' <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Subject: RE: Happy Thanksgiving! 

Thanks Greg ... you are very KIND! !! Speaking of doing lots for the U of 
I... you are also to be complemented for your past, current, and anticipated 
future commitments ... THANK YOU !! ! 

BTW, I never assume responsibility for controlling 
especially at Thanksgiving !!! 

Ed 

Ed McMillan 
McMillan L.L.C. 
105 North Third Street, Suite 204 
Greenville, IL 62246 
Office 618-664-9600 

II 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 9:24 AM 
To: Ed McMillan 
Subject: Happy Thanksgiving ! 

Good Morning Ed, 

ctivities, 

It was a delight seeing and visiting with you last night. I just want to 
thank you again for all you do for all of us. Your commitment to the 
university is phenomenal. It is not as though you couldn't find something 
else more fun to do. 

Ifl can ever be of assistance through all of your activities, please let me 
know. 
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All the best and Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family! 

Greg 

PS. Make sure youmioesn't eat too much turkey 

Sent from my iPad 
The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. 
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended 
only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www. busey,. com. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious 
from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com > 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 7:36 PM 

Subject: 
Phyllis M Wise; James Leonard; Rick Stephens; Peter Fox 
Fwd: Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Easter, Robert A" <reaster@uillinois.edu> 
Date: November 25, 2014 at 6:55:56 PM CST 
To: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Cc: "Stephens, Rick L." <rick@investres.net>, "Clements, Vicki" <vclement@uillinois.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thank you! 

Greg, I very much appreciated the opportunity to meet but more than that I appreciate the work 
that you, Rick and other leaders do to make our community and economically vibrant place to 
live. Never hesitate to call ifl can ever be of help. 

Hope I didn't take too much of your time. 

Bob 

Sent from my iPad 
Robert A Easter, Ph.D. 
President, University of Illinois 

506 S.Wright Street 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
(217)333-3070 
FAX (217)333-3072 
E-mail: reaster@uillinois.edu 

1737 West Polk Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 

(312)413-8301 
FAX (312)413-8301 

On Nov 25, 2014, at 9:46 AM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Good Morning President Bob, 

Thank you again for taking your very valuable time to visit with Rick and 
me. Please be assured that we appreciate your role and responsibility of 
allocating the tremendously valuable and scarce resources of the University. 

As we mentioned, in addition to the natural research and educational aspects of 
the medical school, we sincerely believe the potential nimbleness and 
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entrepreneurial opportunities can be huge for the future of the university and its 
many constituencies. 

Please know we are available in any way to assist you in any of your efforts .. 
related to the medical school or any other activities. 

Happy Thanksgiving and all the best, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 
The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless 
otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http ://www.busey.com. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious 
from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http ://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 11:27 PM 
Phyllis M Wise 

Subject: Re: Call from Karla Vandivier in Dean Michele Mariscalco's office at the College of 
Medicine 

Phyllis, 

I don't know Karla. I am not sure what she could be looking for. I know that the faculty and staff there have 
been put in an uncomfortable position. They are not to talk to us because of conflict of interest. The only 
problem is that many of them would like to move into NewCOM if it does happen. The best thing is for Greg to 
meet with Karla and find out what she wants. 

Ade 

On Tue, Nov 25, 2014 at 6:57 PM, Phyllis M Wise 
Interesting. Any advice? 

wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Peter Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>, 
eonar ar e.com>, 1ck Stephens" <rick@investres.net> 

Subject: Fwd: Call from Karla Vandivier in Dean Michele Mariscalco's office at the 
College of Medicine 

Any counsel? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Greg, 

From: "Marsh, Teresa" <Teresa.Marsh@busey.com> 
Date: November 25, 2014 at 2:25:52 PM CST 
To: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
Subject: Call from Karla Vandivier in Dean Michele Mariscalco's office at 
the College of Medicine 

She met with Robert Easter recent ly and he suggested that he have a 
discussion with you regarding matters involving various interests and that you 
would be a good resource. 
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Following are three dates and t imes that would work for her to come over 
here for a 45-60 minute visit: 

Wednesday, December 3 at 4:00 pm 

Tuesday, December 9 at 10:30 am 

Tuesday, December 16 at 3 :30 pm 

Your calendar appears open at all of these times. Do you have a 
preference? Thanks. Once I know I will also book a conference room on 4 th 
floor. 

Teresa 

Teresa Marsh 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise 
indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. 
Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 

18 .. : . . '· Wf:A?.l . 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Tuesday, November 25, 2014 11:41 PM 
Phyllis M Wise 
Re: Meeting with Dr Easter 

Thanks for the info. There is a lot of work to be done. Normand and Stephanie must be working on a time line 
for all the processes to be in place before March. As identified, even within the constrained time limits, we need 
to accommodate the various steps along the process so that we don't get delayed. I can see folks up North 
dragging so we don't meet the deadlines. I know that you are!ill!riefin some BoT members this week up in 
Chicago. we should talk briefly before your trip to Chicago; told me that they are having 
dinner with you on Friday or so. We need to see how we can get t em to become fund raisers for the NewCOM. 
Not their own money since they do give to CS, but working with us to bring some well-off folks to the table for 
theNewCOM. 

Ade 

On Tue, Nov 25, 20 14 at 10:55 AM, Phyllis M Wise > wrote: 
I really don't know whether Bob has even asked him yet because he is not sure whether the ceiling of our 
contract with them does not allow him to contract this latest request with them. Bob said that if we cannot then 
he would have to contract with Accenture. This wouldn't be good because it would take them a while to get up 
to speed. I asked whether there is a way get "get around " this limit (e.g. Having the UIF fund it). He said he 
would check. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2014, at 6:36 AM, "Peter B.Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

I have continue my dialogue with j im roth/huron 

Is he aware of a t imetable 

<image001.png> 

Peter B. Fox 

Chairman 

1909 Fox Drive 

Champaign, IL 61820 

O: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 IC: •••• 

peterf@fox-companies.com 
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www.fox-companies.com 

From: Phyllis Wise [mailt o 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 6:31 AM 
To: Rick Stephens; Jim Leonard; Chris Meyer; Peter B. Fox 
Cc: Greg Lykins 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Dr Easter 

Thanks, Rick and Greg, for taking the time to meet with Bob and for writing such a detailed summary of your meeting. 
We, the whole Carle and campus team are working as diligently and intensively as we can to meet the timetable that 
will allow Bob to have all the information that he needs by March. The resolution is onerous, and Bob believes that 
Huron must do many aspects of that. I hope that part can be completed on time. 

Ed w ill be a strong advocate. It's great that Peter wi ll be meeting w ith him. 

Best wishes to all of you for a great Thanksgiving. 

Phyllis 

F · estres.net> 
T Jim Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com>; Chris Meyer 
<cmeyer@oktocom.com>; Peter Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Cc: Greg Lykins <Greq.Lykins@busey.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2014 10:07 PM 
Subject: Meeting with Dr Easter 

Fellow Dreamers, 

We recently discussed that since Dr Killeen has been announced, it might be good for 
our group to have another meeting with Dr. Easter similar to the meeting in his office 
last July. The purpose was to get a better understanding of his intentions RE the COM 
during the time between now and when Dr. Killeen takes office. As it turns out, Greg 
had a meeting scheduled with Dr. Easter this morning and they allowed me to join them, 
so we had a chance to talk with him about it. 

In summary, I would say that he remains positive toward the idea and is moving the 
process along as quickly as he can. From what I understand, he has been asked to 
present his findings to the Trustees at the March meeting and he intends to stay on that 
schedule. However, the correct process must be followed and he is dependent on 
others for many of the steps. He indicated he is looking toward Huron Consulting for 
more assistance in answering the questions given him by the Trustees and proving the 
worthiness of UIUC having its own accredited COM; the Faculty Senate needs to be 
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fully apprised of the new COM plans and officially sign off; likewise for the Senate 
Conference; and he believes must have a plan for the M1 students at UIUC to be 
served elsewhere either by the start of new COM or to be phased out in the not too 
distant future (he does not believe it is realistic to have 2 "medical schools" at the same 
campus). This is in addition to all the work Phyllis and her team are doing to show why 
this is the right way to go vs at UIC or some other plan. In other words, all the 
processes required for a new college to be established must be buttoned up before 
March. And the process can't be short-cut. For example the Faculty Senate must 
receive everything it needs to make a decision in plenty of time to make a good decision 
- if given the plan in February it's not reasonable to expect them to sign off on it in time 
to present at March Trustee meeting. 

Greg and I got the impression that Dr. Easter is moving forward and will likely not be the 
one to slow it down. But he understandably believes the process should be fully 
followed with the plan fully vetted and communicated. I didn't understand all that's 
required but of course Phyllis knows. If all is completed in good time for the different 
stakeholders at the University to approve the COM in time to prepare for the March 
meeting, then Dr. Easter seems to be on board. Of course that is a lot of work to be 
done very quickly. I think Normand and Stephanie are working on a timetable that will 
make this possible but we need to make sure that every piece of the puzzle along with 
an appropriate timeline is on that schedule they are using. In particular, we need to give 
groups that need to approve, enough time to not rush them too much or it will appear 
we're ramming it through the University. 

Dr. Easter mentioned that UIC Rockford medical school is vibrant and a critical element 
of that economy. They are not expected to create any political hurdle necessarily since 
the new COM would not be hindrance to them. However, anything threatening to them 
would become an issue and on the other side, anything from the new COM that would 
help them would be a plus. He does not expect any particular pushback from Peoria 
either. UIC Chicago is threatened of course but there is hope that a new chancellor and 
a new Vice Chancellor of Health Affairs, in time, could create a more forward looking 
situation there, resulting in a wonderful model of cooperation and synergy between 
UIUC and UIC Med Schools. Their unique DNA's (our biomedical/engineering/big data 
innovative research and their large, diverse client base) would fit like a glove. 

Also Dr Easter recently received some negative feedback from Glen Poshard, former 
President of Southern Illinois University, indicating there might be a sensitive 
relationship for him to navigate there. And lastly, Dr Easter expressed that he was not 
confident the COM would be the significant economic force in the community we 
anticipate. It hasn't always worked as planned in other cities and 
Urbana/Champaign/Carle/University efforts like this in the past have not been 
successful. The success desired requires excellent execution of the plan and there are 
a number of things that could go wrong. 

Either Greg or I would be happy to answer any questions you might have. 

I have invited Dr Killeen to a small dinner at our home with the intention of you all and 
spouses/partners attending. The purpose is for our group to have the chance to get to 
know Dr Killeen and his wife, as well as for him to learn about our hopes and dreams for 
the community. And I believe Peter is trying to arrange a meeting with Ed McMillan for 
those of us who can attend to bring him up to date with where we are. Peter is also 
scheduling a meeting with David Donnini who was Bruce Rauner's partner at GTCR. 
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Thanks fellow citizens, 

Rick 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Wednesday, November 26, 2014 7:33 AM 
Peter B. Fox 
Lykins, Greg; James Leonard; Rick Stephens 

Subject: Re: Call from Karla Vandivier in Dean Michele Mariscalco's office at the College of 
Medicine 

Greg, 

I checked with Ade because I don't know Dr. Mariscalco well at all. I will be meeting with members of the UIC COM next 
month. Ade agrees with Peter that it is worthwhile meeting with her. She has been put in a difficult position because 
Dean Azar has told her to have nothing to do with our efforts to establish a COM and in fact not to allow her faculty to 
participate in any of the working groups. 

It will be important for you to point out t hat our plans calls for us to continue to teach the Ml and the MD/PhD students 
who are enrolled in the UIC COM uninterrupted. We would continue to teach their curricu lum as desired by their COM. 
Our COM would only impact the UIC COM if Azar wants to make it that way. 

Hope your meeting with her is fruitful. 
Phyllis 

She has been put 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2014, at 4:45 PM, "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

I don't know her 
Always worth listening to 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter B. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I C: 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 

On Nov 25, 2014, at 5:24 PM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Any counsel? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Marsh, Teresa" <Teresa.Marsh@busey.com> 
Date: November 25, 2014 at 2:25:52 PM CST 
To: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
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Greg, 

Subject: Call from Karla Vandivier in Dean Michele Mariscalco's office 
at the College of Medicine 

She met with Robert Easter recently and he suggested that he 
have a discussion with you regarding matters involving various 
interests and that you would be a good resource. 

Following are three dates and times that would work for her to 
come over here for a 45-60 minute visit: 

Wednesday, December 3 at 4 :00 pm 
Tuesday, December 9 at 10:30 am 
Tuesday, December 16 at 3:30 pm 

Your calendar appears open at all of these times. Do you have 
a preference? Thanks. Once I know I will also book a 
conference room on 4 th floor. 

Teresa 

Teresa Marsh 
Assistant Vice President I Corporate Secretary 
100 W. University Ave. 
Champaign, IL 61820 

217.351.6506 I Ext:56506 

F: 217.365.4878 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless 
otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
<imageOO 1.jpg> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dan, 

Phyllis Wise 
• • I • • • Wednesday, , 

- nd Dan Peterso 
today 

Please excuse my delay in getting back to you. Normand and I talked about our meeting and compared notes as we were being driven back to 
Champaign. I got home and went directly to the grocery store to start preparing for 1lmnksgiving. Enough excuses ... 

Your presentation was fantastic and totally reassured them. Our presentation was just as fine and they had no questions that we could not answer 
relative to any of the revenues and expenses. But we spent at least an hour and a half on hovv we could do this and not hurt UIC. And there was little 
way that we could say anything that could assuage their feelings that any hann to them would be too much hrum. Close to the end, Pat said what 
would be ideal is if Dimitri could say that having a second medical school would be fine with him because it would help UJC in X, Y and Z ways. I 
told both of them that to wish that he would say this is wishful thinking. I told them that Dimitri had told me that when the BOT says that a new 
COM would be approved he would work with us. So the BOT has to act first Estrada met with him a few days ago and apparently Dimitri said the 
same thing to him: that if a new COM were established he would work with us, but that he would be seen as a weak dean. Pat is supposed to meet 
with him in a week or so. 

So all in all, tl1e three of us did as much as we could. If the criteria is that we can do no harm, including emotional harm, to UIC, tlus will be very 
difficult. We really need Ed McMillan to help us out on this. Bob seems to be getting some backbone, but he is wobbly. 

Than.ks again for being on the phone. 

Happy 1llauksgiving! 
Phyllis 
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From: Phyllis M Wis 
Sent: - • - - ·- - - • I 1412:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: today 

Dan, 

I will be talking with Ed McM on December 3 by phone (we just could not find a time to meet before the 
Christmas holidays). When I broached the topic of endowed deanship, he said he would think about other 
people who could do this. I need to find a way to focus the discussion back on him. But I thought that I should 
also know about the other people on your list so that I can demonstrate that we have already thought about this. 
Can you remind me who these are. I remembe ring one, but I thought we were hoping she 
would do a substantial gift to Barbara Fiese's program. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2014, at 10:10 PM, rote: 

Phyllis, 
Thanks for the update. It's good to know the lay of the land. 

Now go enjoy Thanksgiving! 
Dan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 20 14, at 7:58 PM, Phyllis Wise 

Dan, 

wrote: 

Please excuse my delay in getting back to you. Normand and I talked about our meeting and compared notes 
as we were being driven back to Champaign. I got home and went directly to the grocery store to start 
preparing for l11anksgiving. Enough excuses ... 

Your presentation was fantastic and totally reassured them. Our presentation was just as fine and they had no 
questions that we could not answer relative to any of the revenues and expenses. But we spent at least an 
hour and a half on how we could do this and not hurt IBC. And t11ere was little way that we could say 
anything that could assuage their feelings that any hann to them would be too much harm. Close to t11e end, 
Pat said what would be ideal is if Dimitri could say that having a second medical school would be fine wit11 
him because it would help IBC in X, Y and Z ways. I told both of them that to wish that he would say this is 
wishfol thinking. I told t11e111 that Dimitri had told me that when the BOT says t11at a new COM would be 
approved he would work with us. So the BOT has to act first. Estrada met with hin1 a fow days ago and 
apparently Dimitri said the same thing to hinl: that if a new COM were established he would work with us, 
but that he would be seen as a weak dean. Pat is supposed to meet with him in a week or so. 

So all in all, the three of us did as much as we could. If the criteria is that we can do no hann, including 
emotional hanu, to IBC, this be very difficult We really need Ed McMillan to help us out on this. Bob 
seems to be getting some backbone, but he is wobbly. 

Thanks again for being on the phone. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 
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Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Normand 

Phyllis M Wis 
Tuesday, December 02, 2014 9:47 AM 
Normand Paquin 
Adesida, Ilesanmi 
Re: Impressions from yesterday 

Thanks for your summary. I am out of town on Friday so won't feat the COM meeting. Please talk with Gay and let me 
know what I can do. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

>On Dec 2, 2014, at 8:29 AM, Normand Paquin 
> 
> Phyllis, Ade, 
> 

rote: 

>Our faculty panel presented and briefly answered questions at the Ed Pol Committee meeting yesterday. While some 
positive points were made, I was far from pleased with the tone the Q&A session. I am concerned about remarks from 
the most vocal that seemed deliberately worded to support making tweaks to the current system as if that would solve 
everything and naturally lead to success for everyone. Not a single Ed Pol Committee member spoke in favor of the 
project. There are supporters but they seemed unwilling to engage at this point. 
> 
> I took overnight to reflect on the discussion. I'm going to talk to Gay as soon as I can. In my opinion, unless Gay 
knows about her members different from than was reflected yesterday, there is major work to do and t ime is really 
short. I see a real possibility of the need to have you meet with a number of Ed Pol members one-on-one. 
> 
>Are either of you planning to be at Friday's 9 AM COM meeting? 
> 
> Normand 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Dr. Normand Paquin 
>Skype: normand_paquin 
>Tel 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, December 02, 2014 2:31 PM 
Normand Paquin 

Subject: Re: Impressions from yesterday 

I am just about to take off for Chicago. I am on a conference call starting at 4pm. I can call you anytime before 
that. It will be too late to call by the time I get to CA. 

You should talk with Mike D. He told me some not good stuff about Prussing and what she is doing. 

The dynamic at the SEC meeting yesterday was not good. People are in a weird place right now. Hope it doesn't 
bleed into the COM. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 2, 2014, at 2:21 PM, Normand Paquin rote: 

Phyllis, 
Just spent an hour on the phone with Gay. When might be a good time to talk? I'd prefer later 
rather than sooner. 
Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 

Tel: 
• • 11.11 1.1 I 

On Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 10:02 AM, Phyllis M Wise 
Normand, 

wrote: 

It's too late to do anything about it, but I wonder whether I should have been there yesterday. I 
asked Gay, while we were at the SEC mtg how the EdPol mtg went and she motioned so-so. 
Now I understand. She asked me to attend the next meeting when a vote is supposed to be taken. 
If you want me to talk with members of the committee, we need to figure out, with Gay, how to 
facilitate that. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 2, 2014, at 8:29 AM, Normand Paquin 
> 
> Phyllis, Ade, 
> 

rote: 

> Our faculty panel presented and briefly answered questions at the Ed Pol Committee meeting 
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yesterday. While some positive points were made, I was far from pleased with the tone the 
Q&A session. I am concerned about remarks from the most vocal that seemed deliberately 
worded to support making tweaks to the current system as if that would solve everything and 
naturally lead to success for everyone. Not a single Ed Pol Committee member spoke in favor of 
the project. There are supporters but they seemed unwilling to engage at this point. 
> 
> I took overnight to reflect on the discussion. I'm going to talk to Gay as soon as I can. In my 
opinion, unless Gay knows about her members different from than was reflected yesterday, there 
is major work to do and time is really short. I see a real possibility of the need to have you meet 
with a number of Ed Pol members one-on-one. 
> 
> Are either of you planning to be at Friday's 9 AM COM meeting? 
> 
> Normand 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Dr. Normand Paquin 
> SkYi 
> Tel 

t "' 1a 11., II t.I I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Wednesday, December 03, 2014 1:17 AM 
Nick Burbules 
Phyllis Wise; Robin Kaler 
Re: You know this already, but great to see in Business Insider 

Thanks, Nick. There is a companion article coming out of Engineering being pushed which women alumni who 
are also tech visionaries. I envisage more tech visionariesin the future if we can stand up the New COM . .Many 
health issues lend themselves to technological solutions and I see a plethora of advances that our institution will 
make in this sphere. Let's hope that we have visionaries who are ready to assist in getting the COM started. I am 
sure that the statement in the future would be -- why did we not so this earlier! I am convinced of that. Pre-
eminence demands visionaries! 

Ade 

On Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 10:28 AM, Nick Burbules wrote: 
http://www. businessinsider. com/uiuc-amazing-tech-visionaries-w ho-went-to-school-there-20 l 4-
l 2?op= l #ixzz3 KkiuxdQc 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Rick Stephens < rick@investres.net > 
Friday, December 05, 2014 2:47 PM 
Phyllis Wise 

Subject: Re: possible dates for a dinner with Tim Ki lleen 

Sounds good. We'll decide based on Dr Johnson. Peter and Greg have said yes. Haven't heard yet from Jim. But 
we have a core group anyway. Can talk later about other possibilities. 

On Dec 5, 2014, at 1 :52 PM, Phyllis Wis wrote: 

Rick, 

It's wonderful that you are available. In tenns of individuals or couples, I would be happy to inquire as to whether his wife, 
Roberta Johnson will be accompanying him on this trip. If she is, it would probably be good to make this couples, when possible. 
But if she is not, then it would probably be better to make it just the members of the external economic development advisory 
group. But I am totally open to your ideas. After all you are being kind enough to host this. 

Phyllis 

From: Rick Steph 
To: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Friday, December 5, 2014 1 :07 PM 
Subject: Re: possible dates for a dinner with Tim Killeen 

Hi Phyllis, 

Jan 22nd is perfect for us. If you and we can make, I say let's book it There are several 
people/couples we could fill out the table with starting with the list we have down. Would you 
prefer couples or individuals? 

On Dec 5, 2014, at 9:39 AM, Phyllis Wis wrote: 

Rick, 

President Killeen told me that he will be on campus on Wednesday-Friday, January 21-23. I wonder whether 
you will be in town and whether you would like to offer to have dilll1er with him during his visit. I cannot be 
there on January 21, but my presence is not essential. I don't know whether he will be here through the 
evening of January 23 - but would be happy to find out. This leaves January 22 as a sure evening that he will 
be here. Please let me know if you would like to propose that evening for a dim1er for the group. If you are 
available, I am sure you will want to poll the group's availability. He has asked me to develop an itinerary for 
him. I will keep this evening open until I hear from you. 

Although he has not said so, I suspect that he will be back in the spring for another visit They are still 
negotiating on when he will actually take over. 

Many thanks, 
Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

It will dee 16 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Friday, December 05, 2014 5:43 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
RE: Fwd: Re: 

I have mtg with gov rauner 12/ 15 and will review open issues 

FCIC_ 
F-ox DovclopmoJJt CbrpcratJon 
Peter B. Fox 
Chairman 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0 : 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www .fox-companies.com 

To: Peter B. Fox 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: 

thanks so much for reaching out I hope one of these dates works. 

From: Peter B. Fo 
To: Phyllis M Wise 

----:r.:"•- ................... .. 

Sent: Thursday, December 4, 2014 7:10 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Fyi 

Sent from my iPhone 
PeterB. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0 : 217-351-1430 ext. 15 IC: 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ed McMillan 
Date: December 4, 2014 at 6:56:20 PM EST 
To: "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Subject: Re: 
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First, Thanks for your recent note ... It is an honor to try to assist Bruce Rauner in his efforts to 
"right the ship" in Illinois .. . no easy task!! ! 
67Second, I am in NY attending a corporate board meeting on 12/17-18, actually traveling there 
on the 16th. I am coming back thru Chicago to attend a Rauner transition meeting on the 19th. I 
have not made my travel plans as the Rauner meeting schedule has not been finalized. One 
option would be to drive to Chicago on the 16th and fly to NY, returning on the night of the 18th, 
for the meeting on the 19th. If that happens, I might be able to meet you and Rick in Champaign 
on my way to Chicago. I hope to have my travel plans final ized this weekend .. . can we hold the 
AM of the 16th for a possible get together in or near Champaign? 

Ed McMillan 
McMillan L.L.C. 
I 05 North 3rd St., Suite 204 
Greenville, IL 62246 
618-
Cel 

On Dec 4, 2014, at 5:15 PM, Peter B.Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

Ed I was wondering if you might have time for lunch dee 16 17 or 18 
Rick Stephens and I could meet you in your area 
Sent from my iPhone 
PeterB. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0 : 217-351-1430 ext. 15 IC: 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

-
I 1• l::il 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, D 
Ilesanmi Adesida 

Subject: Re: Comment on support 

Ade, 

I think a conversation between you and Jeff would be very helpful. He's got to understand that the train has left 
the station and it does not help to be such a naysayer. It just is not helpful. Maybe when he sees the risk 
management document he will feel better. But it might just make him more intransigent. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 7, 2014, at 12:23 PM, Ilesanmi Adesid rote: 

Did Mike Sandretto change his tune? 

I will need to talk with Jeff Brown to see what his whole beef is about. 

Ade 

On Sun, Dec 7, 2014 at 12:09 PM, Phyllis Wis 
Normand, 

wrote: 

You probably know that Jeff Brown read the business plan and was quite critical. I am not sure 
we have done anything to allay his fears. I am not sure whether there are others who might be a 
fresh set of eyes. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 7, 2014, at 12:41 PM, Normand Paquin 

Will do. Thank you Ade. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky e: normand 
Tel: 

rote: 

On Sun, Dec 7, 2014 at 11: 40 AM, Ilesanmi Adesida •••••••In> 
wrote: 
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Normand, 

I have not talked to him lately about CO but I am sure that he supports the 
NewCOM. You can send him an email and copy me that you want to see him 
about the NewCOM. 
Thanks. 

Ade 

, Normand Paquin 
wrote: 

Can you comment on the support you have received from Larry DeBrock for the 
College of Medicine? If the support has been strong, I would be willing to 
approach him (I know him reasonably well from my days in the College of 
Business) to identify one or two highly respected faculty members who could 
review, strengthen and validate the Risk Analysis and Management Plan. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Phyllis Wis 
Tuesday, December 09, 2014 2:48 PM 
Peter B. Fox 

Subject: 
Lykins, Greg; James Leonard; Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com); Rick Stephens 
Re: Just letting you know .. 

I'd love to know as well. I am meeting with the UIC COM faculty who are in Urbana later this week. I'll let you know how 
t hat goes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 12:28 PM, "Peter B. Fox" <peterf@fox-companies.com> wrote: 

How did it go 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter B. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
O: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I C: 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 10:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 
10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/ news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently 
suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let 
you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless 
otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual( s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com > 
Tuesday, December 09, 2014 7:51 PM 
Rick Stephens; Phyllis M Wise; Habeeb Habeeb; James Leonard; Peter Fox 
Crain's -- fyi ... 

http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20141209/BLOGS11/141209746?template=printart 

Sent from my iPad 
The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the 
message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Tuesday, December 09, 2014 8:28 PM 

-

k. G 
James Leonard; Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com); 

Meyer, Chris; Rick Stephens 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter B. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
0: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I C: 
peterf@fox-companies.com 
www.fox-companies.com 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 8:41 PM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met t oday with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a few informal reflect ions from 
that visit. Rick can add or correct w ith his thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in Urbana. She has only been 
wit h t he U of I for about t en months. She is an academic physician and has had a long career in her 
academic specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out t o us after we met w ith him a few weeks 
ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She indicat ed that she did not have 
an agenda but t hen proceeded to reflect on her percept ions of the idea of a new medical school at 
Urbana-Champaign. She int imated that she is not so confident that a new separate medical school 
would meet the expressed expectat ions. She indicated t hat there is al ready a significant amount of 
collaboration bet ween t he existing medical school and the engineering department. She referenced 
that what is going on wit hin the existing medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based medical school has not been 
embraced by t he local community, especially Carle. She also referenced t hat because of the size of t he 
community, it is quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions " it's all about the campus", 
meaning, I think, that the issue is largely political. She referenced t hat if a new medical school is 
opened, t he existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred without saying it, 
that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it is unfortu nate that the separate campuses 
don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago campus is saying to him ... that we 
already have a medical school and it is working well, so why start another? 
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Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely disagreed on several items. We 
departed on a positive note hoping whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the University of 
Illinois as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 
10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently 
suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let 
you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise 
indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. 
Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Habeeb Habeeb <habeeb@bpcinc.com> 
Tuesday, December 09, 2014 10:49 PM 

-

'Lk. G 'J L nard 

Subject: 
; Peter B. Fox; Meyer, Chris; Rick Stephens 

RE: Report on our visit 

Thank you for taking the t ime to speak with her and for your report 

Habeeb Habeeb 
www.bpcinc.com 

From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 9:34 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Cc: · Peter B. Fox; Habeeb Habeeb; Meyer, Chris; Rick Stephens 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Dr. L, 

We concur with you .. of course. 

She really is a "newbie" ... 

GBL 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:11 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> w rote: 

Interesting- thanks for meeting with her and spending the time. She is a little/lot off in her history 
but I understand her dilemma. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 19:41, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met t oday with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a few informal 
reflections from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in Urbana. She 
has only been with the U of I for about ten months. She is an academic physician and 
has had a long career in her academic specialt y. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out 
t o us after we met with him a few weeks ago. I suspect the purpose was to further 
share objections to the new medical school. 
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Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She indicated that 
she did not have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on her perceptions of the idea 
of a new medical school at Urbana-Champaign. She intimated that she is not so 
confident that a new separate medical school would meet the expressed 
expectations. She indicated that there is already a significant amount of collaboration 
between the existing medical school and the engineering department. She referenced 
that what is going on within the existing medical school is not well known and is under 
appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based medical school has 
not been embraced by the local community, especially Carle. She also referenced that 
because of the size of the community, it is quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions "it's all about the 
campus", meaning, I think, that the issue is largely political. She referenced that if a new 
medical school is opened, the existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be 
closed (and inferred without saying it, that she would be out of a job). She also 
lamented that it is unfortunate that the separate campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago campus is saying to 
him ... that we already have a medical school and it is working well, so why start 
another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely disagreed on 
several items. We departed on a positive note hoping whatever will happen will be in 
the best interests of the University of Illinois as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, please let us 
know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with 
this lady at 10: 30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele 
mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter 
apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us 
know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 
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The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless 
otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http ://www.busey.com. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious 
from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http ://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 6:11 AM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 

Subject: Fw: Report on our visit 

Number#2 

< ; Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>; "Habeeb 
<habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com>; Rick Stephens 

<rick@investres.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 9:11 PM 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Interesting- thanks for meeting with her and spending the time. She is a little/lot off in her history 
but I understand her di lemma. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 19:41, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a few informal 
reflections from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in Urbana. She 
has only been with the U of I for about ten months. She is an academic physician and 
has had a long career in her academic specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach 
out to us after we met with him a few weeks ago. I suspect the purpose was to further 
share objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She indicated that 
she did not have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on her perceptions of the idea 
of a new medical school at Urbana-Champaign. She intimated that she is not so 
confident that a new separate medical school would meet the expressed 
expectations. She indicated that there is already a significant amount of collaboration 
between the existing medical school and the engineering department. She referenced 
that what is going on within the existing medical school is not well known and is under 
appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based medical school has 
not been embraced by the local community, especially Carle. She also referenced that 
because of the size of the community, it is quite difficult to support a medical school. 
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After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions "it's all about 
the campus", meaning, I think, that the issue is largely political. She referenced that if a 
new medical school is opened, the existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be 
closed (and inferred without saying it, that she would be out of a job). She also 
lamented that it is unfortunate that the separate campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago campus is saying 
to him ... that we already have a medical school and it is working well, so why start 
another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely disagreed on 
several items. We departed on a positive note hoping whatever will happen will be in 
the best interests of the University of Illinois as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, please let us 
know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 6:12 AM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 

Subject: Fw: Report on our visit 

Last 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregorv.Lykins@busey.com> 
To: nard Carle.com> 
Cc: !!!!!l!!!!!!l!!!!!!I!•; Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>; "Habeeb 
Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com)" <habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com>; Rick Stephens 
<rick@investres.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 9:34 PM 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Dr. L, 

We concur with you .. of course. 

She really is a "newbie" .. . 

GBL 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:11 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Interesting- thanks for meeting with her and spending the time. She is a little/lot off in 
her history 
but I understand her dilemma. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 19:41, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a 
few informal reflections from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his 
thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in 
Urbana. She has only been with the U of I for about ten months. She is 
an academic physician and has had a long career in her academic 
specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out to us after we met with 
him a few weeks ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share 
objections to the new medical school. 
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Hello Folks, 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She 
indicated that she did not have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on 
her perceptions of the idea of a new medical school at Urbana-
Champaign. She intimated that she is not so confident that a new 
separate medical school would meet the expressed expectations. She 
indicated that there is already a significant amount of collaboration 
between the existing medical school and the engineering 
department. She referenced that what is going on within the existing 
medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based 
medical school has not been embraced by the local community, especially 
Carle. She also referenced that because of the size of the community, it is 
quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions 
"it's all about the campus", meaning, I think, that the issue is largely 
political. She referenced that if a new medical school is opened, the 
existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred 
without saying it, that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it 
is unfortunate that the separate campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago 
campus is saying to him ... that we already have a medical school and it is 
working well, so why start another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely 
disagreed on several items. We departed on a positive note hoping 
whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the University of Illinois 
as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, 
please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
wrote: 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 
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Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and 
confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, I • I I ' • • '11 

Lykins, Greg; James. Leonard 

Subject: 
Peter B. Fox; Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com); Meyer, Chris; Rick Stephens 
Re: Report on our visit 

Greg and Rick, 

Thanks so much for taking the time to visit and for your report. Ade and I will be ready for our visit with her and her faculty. 

Phyllis 

eter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>; "Habeeb 
<habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com>; Rick Stephens 

<rick@investres.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 9:34 PM 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Dr. L, 

We concur with you .. of course. 

She really is a "newbie" .. . 

GBL 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:11 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Interesting- thanks for meeting with her and spending the time. She is a little/lot off in 
her history 
but I understand her dilemma. 
Jim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 19:41, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All , 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a 
few informal reflections from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his 
thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in 
Urbana. She has only been with the U of I for about ten months. She is 
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Hello Folks, 

an academic physician and has had a long career in her academic 
specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out to us after we met with 
him a few weeks ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share 
objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She 
indicated that she did not have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on 
her perceptions of the idea of a new medical school at Urbana-
Champaign. She intimated that she is not so confident that a new 
separate medical school would meet the expressed expectations. She 
indicated that there is already a significant amount of collaboration 
between the existing medical school and the engineering 
department. She referenced that what is going on within the existing 
medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based 
medical school has not been embraced by the local community, especially 
Carle. She also referenced that because of the size of the community, it is 
quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions 
"it's all about the campus", meaning, I think, that the issue is largely 
political. She referenced that if a new medical school is opened, the 
existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred 
without saying it, that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it 
is unfortunate that the separate campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago 
campus is saying to him ... that we already have a medical school and it is 
working well, so why start another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely 
disagreed on several items. We departed on a positive note hoping 
whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the University of Illinois 
as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, 
please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
wrote: 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 
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Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and 
confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended only for the 
individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Another email. 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 12:34 PM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
Fw: Report on our visit 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Rick Stephens <rick@investres.net> 
To:" · " · 
Cc: Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>; James 
Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com>; "Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com)" <habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, 
Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 8:20 AM 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Greg paints the picture well. It was very enlightening although I do get slightly frustrated when faced 
with 1 track vs free thinkers. Greg of course was the perfect gentleman and I restrained myself such 
that she may even have left thinking she scored meaningful points toward helping us understand her 
point of view. She is spunky. I like her personality. Fun meeting actually in spite of differences. 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 7:41 PM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregorv.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a few informal reflections 
from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in Urbana. She has only been 
with the U of I for about ten months. She is an academic physician and has had a long career in her 
academic specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out to us after we met with him a few weeks 
ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She indicated that she did not 
have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on her perceptions of the idea of a new medical school 
at Urbana-Champaign. She intimated that she is not so confident that a new separate medical school 
would meet the expressed expectations. She indicated that there is already a significant amount of 
collaboration between the existing medical school and the engineering department. She referenced 
that what is going on within the existing medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based medical school has not been 
embraced by the local community, especially Carle. She also referenced that because of the size of 
the community, it is quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions "it's all about the campus", 
meaning, I think, that the issue is largely political. She referenced that if a new medical school is 
opened, the existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred without saying 
it, that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it is unfortunate that the separate 
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campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago campus is saying to him ... that 
we already have a medical school and it is working well, so why start another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely disagreed on several items 
. We departed on a positive note hoping whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the 
University of Illinois as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wis 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 12:45 PM 
Ilesanmi Adesida 
Fw: Report on our visit 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: James. Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> 
To ki I 'fill " Ill 

Cc ; 'Peter B. Fox' <peterf@fox-companies.com>; '"Habeeb 
Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com)"' <habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "'Meyer, Chris"' <cmeyer@oktocom.com>; 'Rick Stephens' 
<rick@investres.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 8:42 AM 
Subject: RE: Report on our visit 

I should add so everyone knows- we have met with her numerous times since her arrival and Matt 
Gibb has regular meetings with her and I attend periodically. The last joint meeting was in November. 
I met with her predecessor monthly during his 2+ year interim service and as most of you know he 
was one of our MDs (Dr. Oliphant- one our trauma surgeons) who now is on the Carle Board of 
Trustees. 
Jim 

From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 9:34 PM 
To: - .. .. ... . . . 

' Cc: Peter B. Fox; Habeeb Habeeb (habeeb@bpcinc.com) ; Meyer, Chris; Rick Stephens 
Subject: Re: Report on our visit 

Dr. L, 

We concur with you .. of course. 

She really is a "newbie" ... 

GBL 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:11 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Interesting- thanks for meeting with her and spending the time. She is a little/lot off in 
her history 
but I understand her dilemma. 
Jim 
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Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 19:41, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a 
few informal reflections from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his 
thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in 
Urbana. She has only been with the U of I for about ten months. She is 
an academic physician and has had a long career in her academic 
specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out to us after we met with 
him a few weeks ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share 
objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She 
indicated that she did not have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on 
her perceptions of the idea of a new medical school at Urbana-
Champaign. She intimated that she is not so confident that a new 
separate medical school would meet the expressed expectations. She 
indicated that there is already a significant amount of collaboration 
between the existing medical school and the engineering 
department. She referenced that what is going on within the existing 
medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based 
medical school has not been embraced by the local community, especially 
Carle. She also referenced that because of the size of the community, it is 
quite difficult to support a medical school. 

After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions 
"it's all about the campus", meaning, I think, that the issue is largely 
political. She referenced that if a new medical school is opened, the 
existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred 
without saying it, that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it 
is unfortunate that the separate campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago 
campus is saying to him ... that we already have a medical school and it is 
working well, so why start another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely 
disagreed on several items. We departed on a positive note hoping 
whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the University of Illinois 
as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, 
please let us know. 
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Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> 
wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 
10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently 
suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will 
let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. 
Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the message, this is intended 
only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www. busey. com. 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Rick, 

Phyllis Wise 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 3:55 PM 
Rick Stephens 
Peter B. Fox; Jim Leonard; Greg Lykins; Habeeb Habeeb; -
Re: Dinner with Dr. Killeen 

Thank you again for your gracious offer to host a dinner, which I am sure will be fun and a great start to relationship 
building between the great leaders of our community and the new president. And just remember t hat the designation of 
"Dr." doesn't insure being smart, particularly PhD is thought to be the acronym for "piled higher and deeper". 

Looking forward to a great evening, 
Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Dec 10, 2014, at 3:11 PM, Rick Stephens <rick@invest res.net> wrote: 
> 
> Dr. Killeen has confirmed he will be able to attend the dinner on January 22nd so I think we're pretty well set . Phyllis 

•

ude it on Dr. Killeen's itinerary for his visit and coordinate on the University end. Chris and ill be i 
o they will not be able to make it unfortunately. But it appears the rest of us can make it. General details at this 

point are: 
> 
> Dinner at the Stephens January 22, 2015 
> 
> Tentat ively 6 PM although Phyllis' schedule for him will dictate the t ime in the end 
> 
> Attending w ill be: Dr. Timothy Killeen (his wife Dr. Roberta Johnson will be arriving too late that evening to make it) 
> Dr. Phyllis Wise . Richard Meisenger 
> Dr. Jim Leonard w ill be out of town) 
> Peter Fo,may or may not be in town) 
> Greg an Lykins 
> Habeeb an Habeeb 
> - an Ric 
> 
> (Lot of doctors here - I apologize to any named who have a doctorate but are not so recognized) (I love being around 
smart people!) 
> 
>One thought is to invite Lau ra Frerichs to join us since she's heavily involved in U of I Research Park and t he evolving 
COM. What do you all think? 
> 
>We are planning it to be a business casual, relaxing time for us to get to know each other and give Dr. Killeen some 
background on the community. As we get closer to the event we will t weak the details as need I are 
open to suggestions to make the event most enjoyable and helpful. 
> 
>Thanks for joining us! I think it will be great fun. 
> 
>Rick 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rick, 

Phyllis Wise 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 3:57 PM 
Rick Stephens 
Re: Dinner with Dr. Killeen 

How can I ask you for one more thing, when you have offered so much, but I wonder whether you would like to add 
Laura Frerichs. It is totally up to you - Peter had offered it as a suggestion and I thought I wou ld raise it as a possibility. 

Best, 
Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Dec 10, 2014, at 3:11 PM, Rick Stephens <rick@investres.net> wrote: 
> 
> Dr. Killeen has confirmed he will be able to attend the dinner on January 22nd so I think we're pretty well set . Ph.lis 
will include it on Dr. Killeen's itinerary for his visit and coordinate on the University end. Chris and --ill be in 

- so they will not be able to make it unfortunately. But it appears the rest of us can make it. General details at this 
point are: 
> 
> Dinner at the Stephens January 22, 2015 
> 
> Tentatively 6 PM although Phyllis' schedule for him will dictate the t ime in the end 
> 
> Attending will be: Dr. Timothy Killeen (his w ife Dr. Roberta Johnson will be arriving too late that evening to make it) 
> Dr. Phyllis Wise and Dr. Richard Meisenger 
> Dr. Jim Leonard be out of town) 
> Peter Fox may or may not be in town) 
> Greg and Lykins 
> Habeeb and .Habeeb 
> - ndRick 
> 
> (Lot of doctors here - I apologize to any named who have a doctorate but are not so recognized) (I love being around 
smart people!) 
> 
>One thought is to invite Laura Frerichs to join us since she's heavily involved in U of I Research Park and the evolving 
COM. What do you all think? 
> 
>We are planning it to be a business casual, relaxing time for us to get to know each other and give Dr. Killeen some 
background on the community. As we get closer to the event we will tweak the details as need be.-nd I are 
open to suggestions to make the event most enjoyable and helpful. 
> 
>Thanks for joining us! I think it w ill be great fun. 
> 
>Rick 
> 
> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

I have high regard for andreas 

Sent from my iPhone 
Peter B. Fox 
1909 Fox Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com> 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 4:11 PM 
Phyllis Wise 
Lykins, Greg; James Leonard 
Re: Effort to communicate 

0: 217-351-1430 ext. 15 I C peterf@fox-companies.comwww.fox-companies.com 

>On Dec 10, 2014, at 4:47 PM, Phyllis Wis wrote: 
> 
>Dear Greg, 
> 
>Sounds like a great group to have for dinner. I am sure you will have a wonderful t ime. 
> 
>Best, 
> Phyllis 
> 
>Sent from my iPad 
> 
»On Dec 10, 2014, at 1:30 PM, "Lykins, Greg" <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 
>> 
» Hi Folks, 
>> 
>>Just to keep you informed ... 
>> 
»Coincidently, Donna Green and I had previously scheduled a "Busey Relationship" di 
and Engineering Dean Andreas and m=angellaris. As it turns out, I invited Rick and 

this dinner. I thought it would be good for Rick to know and communicate wit 
Andreas and is a graduate of the U of I College in Engineering. 
>> 

· Friday with our spouses 
Stephens and-

reas and Paul knows 

» I just thought I would mention this t o you to keep you all informed and t o solicit any counsel for items to discuss w ith 
Andreas. 
>> 
>> Let me know if you have any suggestions. 
>> 
>>Thanks, 
>> 
>>Greg 
>> 
>> 
»Sent from my iPad 
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»The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from 
the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hey Greg 

James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com > 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 4:45 PM 
'Lykins, Greg'; 'Phyllis M Wise'; 'Peter Fox' 
RE: Effort to communicate 

You guys will have a great time and he will be very engaged around the COM here. 
Jim 

-----Original Message-----
From: Lykins, Greg [mailto:Gregory.Lykins@busey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 1:30 PM 
To: Phyllis M Wise; James.Leonard; Peter Fox 
Subject: Effort to communicate 

Hi Folks, 

Just to keep you informed ... 

Coincidently, Donna Green and I ha-reviously scheduled a "Busey Relationship" dinner this Friday with ours-
_ ineering Dean Andreas and angellaris. As it turns out, I invited Rick an-ephens and 

o this dinner. I thought it would be good for Rick to know and communicate and Paul knows 
Andreas and is a graduate of the U of I College in Engineering. 

I just thought I would mention this to you to keep you all informed and to solicit any counsel for items to discuss with 
Andreas. 

Let me know if you have any suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 
The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the 
message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our Privacy Notices at 
http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Habeeb Habeeb < habeeb@bpcinc.com > 
Wednesday, December 10, 2014 7:21 PM 
Habeeb Habeeb; Phyllis M Wise; Greg Lykins; Jim Leonard; Rick Stephens; Peter B. Fox 
Re: odneyDavis named chairman of Subcommittee on Biotechnology, Horticulture, 
and Research 

Sorry hit snd too quickly as they were calling my flight. He is becoming more influential and he mentions the Uofl in his 
quote. We will keep working to make sure he keeps viewing the university in a very favorable light 

Sent wirelessly 

On Dec 10, 2014, at 7:08 PM, Habeeb Habeeb <habeeb@bpcinc.com<mailto:habeeb@bpcinc.com» wrote: 

This is good for the COM 

[https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/3087862338/4fc4c9aca6ff76b965392bb88b677e70_normal.jpeg] US Rep 
Rodney Davis (@RodneyDavis<https://twitter.com/rodneydavis ?refsrc=email&s=ll>) 
12/10/14, 7:02 PM<https://twitter.com/rodneydavis/status/542846952132841473?refsrc=email&s=ll> 
Proud to be named Chairman of the Subcommittee on Biotechnology, Horticulture, and Research for the 114th 
Congress. rodneydavis.house.gov/news/documents ... <http://t.co/rEKVfwwDpO> 

Download the official Twitter app here<https://twitter.com/download?ref src=MailTweet-iOS> 

Sent wirelessly 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Ilesanmi Adesid 
Thursday, Dece 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Fw: Report on our visit 

Thanks. I know that she objects to the NewCOM. The problem is that she is some of the meetings at COD and I 
bet she goes to Chicago to tell them what is going on here. 

Ade 

On Wed, Dec 10, 2014 at 6: 10 AM, Phyllis Wise wrote: 
Ade, 

I am going to forward a few emails to you so that we are both prepared for our COM meet ing on Thursday. 

Phyllis 

; Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-
companies.com>; James Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com>; "Habeeb Habeeb 
(habeeb@bpcinc.com)" <habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com> 
Cc: Rick Stephens <rick@investres.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 9, 2014 7:41 PM 
Subject: Report on our visit 

Hi All, 

Rick and I met today with Michele Mariscalo for about an hour. Here are a few informal reflections 
from that visit. Rick can add or correct with his thoughts. 

As you know, Michele is the Regional Dean of the College of Medicine in Urbana. She has only been 
with the U of I for about ten months. She is an academic physician and has had a long career in her 
academic specialty. Bob Easter had asked her to reach out to us after we met with him a few weeks 
ago. I suspect the purpose was to further share objections to the new medical school. 

Michele was a very pleasant respectful individual with lots of spunk. She indicated that she did not 
have an agenda but then proceeded to reflect on her perceptions of the idea of a new medical school 
at Urbana-Champaign. She intimated that she is not so confident that a new separate medical school 
would meet the expressed expectations. She indicated that there is already a significant amount of 
collaboration between the existing medical school and the engineering department. She referenced 
that what is going on within the existing medical school is not well known and is under appreciated. 

She referenced that unlike Peoria and Rockford, the Urbana based medical school has not been 
embraced by the local community, especially Carle. She also referenced that because of the size of 
the community, it is quite difficult to support a medical school. 
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After a considerable amount of dialogue, she said on several occasions "it's all about the campus", 
meaning, I think, that the issue is largely political. She referenced that if a new medical school is 
opened, the existing medical school in Urbana-Champaign will be closed (and inferred without saying 
it, that she would be out of a job). She also lamented that it is unfortunate that the separate 
campuses don't cooperate better. 

I think President Easter wanted us to hear exactly what the Chicago campus is saying to him ... that 
we already have a medical school and it is working well, so why start another? 

Rick and I did our best to counter about every argument. She politely disagreed on several items 
. We departed on a positive note hoping whatever will happen will be in the best interests of the 
University of Illinois as a whole. 

Rick, please add any thoughts you have if any of you have any questions, please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 9, 2014, at 9:22 AM, Lykins, Greg <Gregory.Lykins@busey.com> wrote: 

Hello Folks, 

As I have previously mentioned, Rick and I are meeting with this lady at 10:30 am today at the bank. 

http://www.medicine.uic.edu/news/appointments/dr michele mariscalo 

Not sure the purpose for the meeting other than Bob Easter apparently suggested she meet with us. 

If you have any last minute thoughts on the subject, let us know. We will let you know if we learn anything. 

Thanks, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

Ilesanmi Adesida 
Sunday, December 1 
Phyllis Wise 
Re: Fw: Dinner with Dean Andreas Cangallaris 

I • I • I .. I A .. 8 • eing wooed by John H...2£.kins ar and his wife 
Andreas has talked to • nd he is putting a plan together to retain them. The major 

problem is that John Hopkins promised to pay all the tuition of their lchildren! That amount can run a 
reasonable department here for a year! Well, we will put something together. They are both in the bio areas and 
we don't want to lose prople any more. 

I am not surprised that UIC is already talking to Tim Killeen. We will have to counter that. UIC is not talking 
about how to strengthen themselves but how they are threatened by UIUC ! I do like like what you said that our 
campus is threatened more by the financial condition of the State rather than the financial condition of Carle. I 
hope that Tim will have an open mind. I also hope that Bob will have an open mind and make sure that the 
future ofUIUC is very bright. 

Cheers, 

Ade 

On Sat, Dec 13, 2014 at 11 :55 AM, Phyllis Wis 
FYI. 

----- Forwarded Mess;e -----
From: Phyllis Wise < l!!I 

rote: 

To: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregorv.Lykins@busey.com>; Peter B. Fox <peterf@fox-companies.com>; Rick 
Stephens <rick@investres.net>; James Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com>; Habeeb Habeeb 
<habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com> 
Sent: Saturday, December 13, 2014 11 :54 AM 
Subject: Re: Dinner with Dean Andreas Cangallaris 

Thanks Greg, for your report. I am sure you had a great dinner. Andreas is one of our finest deans, if not the finest. He is such a strong 
academic and administrative leader for the College of Engineering and has the future of the whole campus always on his radar screen. 
I am glad you got to know him And yes, the competition for our best faculty is fierce. Private universities have an 
inherent advantage because their financial resources seem limitless. What we have to offer is an incredibly collaborative and 
interdisciplinary culture and a real density of great faculty. We just need to continue to recruit and retain the very best. It is key to the 
future of the university. 

Best, 
Phyllis 

P.S. I just met President-designate Killeen for the first time. He is really drinking out of a fire hose. Everyone is telling him about how 
important their part of the mission is. The UIC folks have already filled him with their perspective on the COM and why we do not need 
one and how it w ill weaken them. It apparently came up in the interviews for the Chancellor for UIC, which he and Bob Easter were 
involved with. He asked what would happen if something happened to Carle. I explained that Carle is not only on a great financial 
foundation, but that the MOU outlines that their commitment to our partnership stands even if they acquire another entity or are 
acquired. I told him that I actually fear for our financial stability if the state cuts our budget as has been proposed, more than I fear for 
Carie's financial stability. There will be a lot to talk about on January 22nd at our dinner. 
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From: "Lykins, Greg" <Gregorv.Lykins@busey.com> 
To: Peter B. Fox < eterf fox-com anies.com>; Rick Stephens <rick@investres.net>; Phyllis M Wise 

>; James Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com>; Habeeb Habeeb 
<habeeb@bpcinc.com>; "Meyer, Chris" <cmeyer@oktocom.com> 
Sent: Saturday, December 13, 2014 9:26 AM 
Subject: Dinner with Dean Andreas Cangallaris 

Just reporting in .. 

Rick and I and our wives had dinner last evening with Dean Andreas Cangallaris (llering) and 
his wife- Donna Greene (Chairman of Carle Foundation) and her husband, lso joined 
us . . . had a great time and there was lots of conversation a out the 
COM. Obviously, Andreas is very enthusiastic about the need and importance of the medical 
school. He recounted a conversation that he had yesterday with professors who is 
being highly recruited by Johns Hopkins who is offering to pay for hi-hildren's college 
education anywhere they might attend. That is an example of the competitive environment this 
extraordinary college is being subjected to. 

Have a great weekend, 

Greg 

The information contained in this e-mail is privileged and confidential. Unless otherwise indicated or 
obvious from the message, this is intended only for the individual(s) listed above. Please see our 
Privacy Notices at http://www.busey.com. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Tuesday, December 16, 2014 11:50 AM 
Normand Paquin 

Subject: Re: Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 
2015 

Normand 

I already spoke with him and told him that we would not be pursuing anything with them. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 16, 2014, at 7:55 AM, Normand Paquin < wrote: 

Phyllis, 

Do I need to send Paul a formal reply or have you spoken to him about this? As we 
discussed, we will not pursue a supplemental engagement at this time all the while wishing to 
keep the door open to such an engagement if we determine it is worthwhile. I spoke to Beth. She 
concurs. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Te 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Phyllis Wise > 
Date: Sat, Nov 22, 2014 at 5:05 PM 
Subject: Re: Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 2015 
To: Paul Umbach <PUmbach@trippumbach.com> 
Cc: "Normand Paquin ( Beth Paul 
<BPaul@trippumbach.com>, "Laura Frerichs ( 
<I Ha Pham <HPham@trippumbach.com> 

Paul, 

I have been meaning to call you to give you an update on where we are and our next steps. It's been an absolutely 
crazy time. I promise I will call tomorrow. 

Phyllis 
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Cc: "Normand Paquin )" 
Beth Paul <BPaul@trippumbach.com>; "Laura Frerichs (••••••••• 
•••••••••• Ha Pham <HPham@trippumbach.com> 
Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2014 4:24 PM 
Subject: Interested in Continuing our Assistance to UIUC from January through March 
2015 

Dear Phyllis: 

First, we have enjoyed our partnership and friendship with your team this year. As we 
get closer to the completion of our business plan assignment, I want to offer our 
assistance as you move forward in the uncertain waters in January through March when 
the President (who knows who) will be developing a report for the Chair of the Board 
(again, who knows who). 

What we DO know is that you have a great plan for a game changing College of 
Medicine that will transform your university and the state. I am confident that Tripp 
Umbach's continued assistance through a contract extension will be valuable as you 
receive additional requests for information and analysis during this critical period. 

I chose to email you on your personal email because I want to "test the waters" with my 
proposal privately. Please understand that we are 100% open and excited to also help 
Carle Health System during this period, but I would like the idea of continuing to use our 
services (if you feel this way of course) to come from you Phyllis. I do not bel ieve that 
the other consulting firm can alone meet your collective needs. 

I see Tripp Umbach as being able to provide the UIUC with horsepower and expertise 
in accreditation, curriculum refinement, business model sensitivity analysis, interface 
with System level consultants who the President will hire, interface with proposals from 
UIC and their consultants, further financial and fundraising analysis, preliminary search 
process for a founding dean, etc. My reading of the Nov 13th board resolution is that 
things are likely to get very busy by the end of March as many new questions about 
your plans will be raised. 

Thank you Phyllis of your consideration of my request to discuss and develop a 
potential contract extension for the period January 1, 2015 through March 31 , 
2015. Beth, Ha and I are very committed to the ultimate success of your school and as 
such want to continue as members of your team. I copied your team and mine on this 
email to keep everyone in the loop. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul 

Paul 0. Umbach 
Founder and President 
Tripp Umbach 
2359 Railroad St. #3701 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 
Corporate Headquarters: 412.281.2313 
Cell Number: 
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Fax Number: 412.281.9946 
www.trippumbach.com 

"Turning ideas into action for 25 years" 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phyllis M Wis 
Tuesday, December 16, 2014 5:33 PM 
James.Leonard 

Subject: Re: Urbana 

Thanks, Jim. I'm eager to learn more when you have the info Mayo and Rochester. 

I/we are so excited that your board has given the green light. I am sure that our faculty will get there. Right now 
the COM is getting a bit mixed up with the unionization issue, the Saleita issue and the state budget issue. But 
the leaders of the committee are handling things well. 

We are sending in a proposal to the Beckman Fdn. Ade visited th ast week and we will prepare a 
proposal for them. I visited a potential donor in NY last week and one to ay. e'll see .. .I hope we will have 
something in writing by the March BOT. They cannot turn down your $1 OOM and any progress we make 
toward funding on our part. 

I think the momentum is really building. Prussing and a few of the faculty (and UIC) are just distractions. 

Best, 
Phyllis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 16, 2014, at 4:14 PM, James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com> wrote: 

Phyllis 
Hope that things are going well. Really appreciate the route that you took with the Mayor. I was so 
excited to pass on my board's decisions- they are "all in". Out of curiosity I checked out the Mayor's 
comments about Mayo and the city of Rochester. As is typical it is inaccurate. I have an article that 
explains the situation and they actually do the same thing we do © 
In addition apparently the state and community made a major capital pledge for infrastructure in the 
last 3 years- I am getting more information. 
Anyhow just wanted to touch base. 
Best 
Jim 

From: Phyllis Wise [ . . ------- -------
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Re: Urbana 

Jim, 

Mike Delorenzo and I met with Mayor Prussing today. It was basically a non-meeting. She knew that I would not 
participate in any public forum. So she did not even really demand/ask me to do it. She re-iterated that Urbana is 
seriously disadvantaged from a tax perspective because Carle does not pay taxes - we did not comment. We went 
into the airport and the high school basketball tournament and how she could not contribute to either because Urbana 
did not have the tax base. We did not comment. She apparently has asked Mayo to buy Carle because she thinks 
they would be willing to pay local taxes (she said they do to Rochester, MN). I did not comment. Clearly she believes 
that all of her problems would be solved if Carle would pay taxers. It was a bit of a meandering conversation ... 
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We gave her no ammunition to continue her criticism of Carle with any support from us. But because stories can get 
twisted, I just wanted you to know that we made it clear that we would not participate in any conversation about Carle 
and the city of Urbana. 

Phyllis 

Thanks Phyllis. 
We would be happy to meet with her. Please go ahead and make the introduction and we will 
follow-up. 
Jim 

From: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 12:45 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Re: Urbana 

Jim, 

Don't worry - I know exactly where she is coming from and that she does not have the leadership qualities or the 
vision to understand how partnering with you would enhance the future of Urbana. Mike Delorenzo and I will be 
meeting with her. We intend to listen and not to comment or endorse her resolution, but instead to encourage her to 
work with you. 

On a slightly different front ame up to me after our Transformational Leadership meeting. She told 
me that she would really like to understand the other side of the argument about Carle and Urbana. You probably 
remember that she was the person who we thought about putting on our External Economic Development advisory 
committee. I haven't done it because I felt that the group was working so well together that I did not want to introduce 
another person to the group. But I really think it would be worthwhile for you and Steph to meet with her. She is a 
sane and open mind. If you are willing, I will do an e-introduction and let you schedule a time to meet I would be 
happy to be there so that I can learn as well. 

But to your original point, you do not need to be concerned at all. 
Phyllis 

Fro · 
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 
Subject: Urbana 

Phyllis 
I am aware that you are meeting with the mayor of Urbana per the newspaper report of 
the city council meeting. I k · · 

lliiiiiilllesponses but 

Thank you. 
Jim 
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From: . 
Sent: • I : 

To: 
Subject: 

Phyllis, 

I wish we could get over $25M from- know that he wants to build wonder whether we could 
present a proposal $40M to him; build a for $25M and $10M endowment to run it as part 
of the NewCOM and $5M contribution directly to NewCOM operation. He has the capacity and we could let 
him do this over 5 years. I have thought about this. 

Ade 

On Tue, Dec 16, 2014 at 9:43 PM, Phyllis Wise••••••••mn> wrote: 
Dear Dan, Leanne, and Molly and Ade, 

This report is long. 

The best part of my day was that I met with t his place. He showed me around and told me about his business (i.e. he 
does best when there is volatility - he must ave a a good day today). I am amazed that he started this in -- less than 20 years 
ago. He is global. He pointed out that the facility at the Research Park is the first time that he is setting up a faci lity as a site to basically 
interview students who could become his employees as well as a site where they actually do trading. 

I told all about the COM, gave him the TU report, the support letters with the cover summaries, and the FAQs. I had a chance to go 
over in detail why it is unique, why Andreas and we believe that we have to do this for the future of the COE, the campus, Chicago, the 
state, why is complements UIC in every way, how UIC COM at why Carle was the best partner, but that we 
would be partnering with OSF, the VA, etc (he clearly had heard from--that Carle was not an appropriate partner). He 
asked about UIC COM at Peoria - and I reassured him that we plan to continue to teach the M1 year - so no impact on UIC COM 
Peoria. Interestingly he was reading the UIC counter proposal on his monitor when I got there. And he had an amazing organizational 
chart on his white board that he had drawn for his person who will head up the Research Park. It was 
amazingly accurate. It had UIUC, UIC, Peoria, UA (including Tim Killeen's So I could use his white 
board to explain what we were doing with our COM and why it was unique, how Carle had committed $100M (he was impressed). I told 
him that I was starting to raise $200M for the COM and that we were putting in proposals to foundations and were beginning to 
approach individual donors. 

After all this, he said that he has to talk more with 
needs to make sure that it complements what is in 

like the o 

Bottom line is that he would like to make a gift to build s part of our COM. I said that part of the funds would need 
to go to build out the facility and that part of it should go into an endowment for the operations of the center. I told him that it would be 
critical that his gift be to the UIUC COM, and not transferrable to UIC, just like the Carle $100M is not transferrable. I pointed out that 
his gift to Peoris is attributed to UIC, but I did not want to go into too much detail on this. We just need to pay attention to this. I told him 
that it would be wonderful if we could get an agreement before the March BOT meeting to demonstrate that our goal of raising $200M is 
not unreasonable. He said that was reasonable. I told him that I would let Molly know and that she could work with him on writing a 
proposal that could hopefully be signed before March. 

I also met with the co-founder o- healthcare start-up. He is an Illinois alum and has hired several Illinois 
alums. They invest in health-related researchers. Interestingly, part of their company is funded by BC-BS's umbrella HCHS. They know 
people in the health arena and he said that he would be happy to introduce me to them. I don't know where this might lead to, but it is 
worth following up. I told him that I would let him know the next time I am in Chicago. 
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I also met with e is still 
probed why, it is basically because he is not warm and fuzzy. I am convinced that 
said that he had gotten a list of people from Travis, but did not really understand the context. He said he would call him and find out. He 
asked whether we had thought about the advisory group that Dan and I had talked about. I told him that I was counting on Dan to come 
up with a list of Chicago people/influencers who would make up a good advisory group. We talked about a campaign and what it would 
really need: multiple $100-200M donors - he said that we don't have those kinds of people in Chicago, Two important things: (1) He re-
iterated that he would get a luncheon wit said that he would check with - to see whether he thought 
that we should do them together. (2) He sa1 a e wou e appy o organize a TL luncheon (12-15 people). He said that he thought 
a lunch would be better than a dinner because people are already in town. He said that people don't like to give up their evenings. 
Please share this part of the report with Travis. 

Phyllis 
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From: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 5:56 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ade, 

All of this is great info. I don't know how much money and where we would put but I did say that part of it would need to 
go into an endowment to help to operate it - he did not flinch. 

I've met----keeps on saying his son is the one with the money. The son is the one who really wanted us to 
apply White helped to write with us, UIC and his company. But I don't know what came of it. 

Phyllis 

>; Molly Tracy 

Dear Phyllis, 

Thanks for the comprehensiv ming around. I bel ieve that 
the continued success of the is crucial to 
in Champaign and to support e ew 1scusse w1 w 1le back about the possibility of 
a Champaign, albeit smaller that the one in Peoria, he did not fl inch at all. At that 
t ime, we had not hired Kesh, the Engineering lead of the collaborations with Peoria but now that he is 
on board and movement in the projects are visible, I bel ieve that - ill be supportive. He is an 
adjunct faculty in BioE here. We may get Kesh, Rashid, and Andreas to start thinking that 

I entary to what is going on in Peoria. No matter what we do though, both 
nd Sarah Rusch will fell threatened by We have to eep reassuring 
are in the game for the long-term even Provost, and Dean are 

long gone! 

-ompany is international already, he has offices in nd nd I think he wants 
to expand to South America. I visited his office in st year even before he went there! I 
hope he showed you the Green Room in his Chicago Office. This is the recovery (sleeping) room for 
his workers with migraines! I suppose you get this after spending days glued to a screen. He does 
have excellent workers, eager kids from the top schools. 

I spoke with couple of days ago in my office. We talked about his son's new company 
in Chicago. He was excited about the NewCOM and he said that it is something that they would like 
to contribute to. We need to work with him somehow. His son sold his previous company in-

or over a $100M. So there is something there. His son is grad 
Need some exploration. 

Thanks. 
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Ade 

On Tue, Dec 16, 2014 at 9:43 PM, Phyllis Wise 
Dear Dan, Leanne, and Molly and Ade, 

This report is long. 

rote: 

The best part of my day was that I met his place. He showed me around and told me about his business (i.e. he 
does best when there is volatility - he must have had a good day today). I am amazed that he started this in - less than 20 years 
ago. He is global. He pointed out that the facility at the Research Park is the first time that he is setting up a facility as a site to basically 
interview students who could become his employees as well as a site where they actually do trading. 

I told all about the COM, gave him the TU report, the support letters with the cover summaries, and the FAQs. I had a chance to go 
over in detail why it is unique, why Andreas and we believe that we have to do this for the future of the COE, the campus, Chicago, the 
state, why is complements UIC in every way, how UIC COM at Peoria will be fine with this, why Carle was the best partner, but that we 
would be partnering with OSF, the VA, etc (he clearly had heard from hat Carle was not an appropriate partner). He 
asked about UIC COM at Peoria - and I reassured him that we plant the M1 year - so no impact on UIC COM 
Peoria. Interestingly he was reading the UIC counter proposal on his monitor w e had an amazing organizational 
chart on his white board that he had drawn for his person who will head up the in the Research Park. It was 
amazingly accurate. It had UIUC, UIC, Peoria, UA (including Tim Killeen's name) - I was really impressed. So I could use his white 
board to explain what we were doing with our COM and why it was unique, how Carle had committed $100M (he was impressed). I told 
him that I was starting to raise $200M for the COM and that we were putting in proposals to foundations and were beginning to 
approach individual donors. 

After all this, he said that he has to talk more wit. at he wants to start a part of our COM. He said that ...._ 
· ents what is in d does not compete about the fact that the one in --

of the future an e prototype for other centers. He said that it does not need to be a full building 
but would have to be a few thousand square feet. He exp at they are always worried that 

if we had that it would compete for our attention with the one i - which is clearly where he has 
e sa1 a e sees this as a place that will synergize with the I reassured him that we 

wou never with raw our attention from the 1 - he will want to put this in any future gift since he said that 
Chancellors, Provosts, and Deans come and go. 

Bottom line is that he would like to make a gift to build as part of our COM. I said that part of the funds would need 
to go to build out the facility and that part of it should g t for the operations of the center. I told him that it would be . . .. . . '' 
critical that his gift be to the UIUC COM, and not transferrable to UIC, just like the Carle $100M is not transferrable. I pointed out that 
his gift to Peoris is attributed to UIC, but I did not want to go into too much detail on this. We just need to pay attention to this. I told him 
that it would be wonderful if we could get an agreement before the March BOT meeting to demonstrate that our goal of raising $200M is 
not unreasonable. He said that was reasonable. I told him that I would let Molly know and that she could work with him on writing a 
proposal that could hopefully be signed before March. 

I also met with --the co-founder of - healthcare start-up. He is an Illinois alum and has hired several Illinois 
alums. They invest in health-related researchers. Interestingly, part of their company is funded by BC-BS's umbrella HCHS. They know 
people in the health arena and he said that he would be happy to introduce me to them. I don't know where this might lead to, but it is 
worth following up. I told him that I would let him know the next time I am in Chicago. 

I also met wit- He is still 
probed why, he is not warm and fuzzy. I am convinced tha 
said that he had gotten a list of people from Travis, but did not really understand e con e . e sa1 e wou ca 1m an in out. He 
asked whether we had thought about the advisory group that Dan and I had talked about. I told him that I was counting on Dan to come 
up with a list of Chicago people/influencers who would make up a good advisory group. We talked about a campaign and what it would 
really need: multiple $100-200M donors - he said that we don't have those kinds of people in Chicago, Two important things: (1) He re-
iterated that he would get a luncheon wit said that he would check see whether he thought 
that we should do them together. (2) He said that he would be happy to organize a TL luncheon (12-1 5pe0p'1e ). He said that he thought 
a lunch would be better than a dinner because people are already in town. He said that people don't like to give up their evenings. 
Please share this part of the report with Travis. 

Phyllis 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com > 
Wednesday, December 17, 2014 1:27 PM 

FW: Mayo expansion project with local and state tax support 
About Destination Medical Center.docx 

Here is the " investment" announcement- nice cooperation. I will send you the tax document in next mailing. 
Jim 

From: Mike.Billimack 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 12:57 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Mayo expansion project with local and state tax support 

Summary of Mayo's Destination Medical Center project, which will receive up to $455 million in local/state tax-
generated support. 

Web Site for DMC governance: http://www.dmccorporation.org/ 
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About Destination Medical Center 

The 20-year Destination Medical Center (DMC) public-private partnership is aimed at securing 
Minnesota's competitive position as an international hub for health care and medical 
advancement, and making the Rochester region an economic center for job growth and business 
development. The state's $455 million investment in the project over the next two decades will 
leverage an estimated $5. 6 billion in local and private investment, and create tens of thousands of 
new jobs. 

Over the last 150 years, Mayo Clinic has earned an international reputation for excellence in 
health care and medical advancement, treating more than half a million patients in its Rochester 
facilities every year. Today, Mayo Clinic is Minnesota's largest employer, providing good-
paying jobs for more than 40,600 Minnesotans, including over 33,000 in Rochester, and 
generating a $9.6 billion annual economic impact to the State of Minnesota - roughly 4 percent 
of the state's total GDP. And each year, Mayo Clinic contributes approximately $1. 5 billion in 
tax revenue to the State of Minnesota and local governments. 

With the new DMC initiative, Mayo Clinic is poised to expand dramatically, making targeted 
investments in the Rochester community that will secure the region's position as one of the most 
elite medical destinations in the world. As a result of this initiative, Mayo Clinic will add another 
25,000 to 30,000 Minnesota jobs over the next 20 years. Economic development generated by 
DMC will also result in the creation of thousands of more jobs in the region - including 
construction jobs. 

State funding for DMC will be supplemented by an additional $3.5 billion from Mayo Clinic, 
$128 million from the City of Rochester and Olmsted County, and an estimated $2 billion from 
private investors. The initiative will also generate an estimated $3 .2 billion in state tax revenue 
over the next 20 years. In total, the project will leverage an estimated 22 to 1 return on the state's 
investment. 

State funding for the DMC initiative will be used to fund projects for public infrastructure, 
including the acquisition of property, demolition or repair of buildings, land remediation, and site 
improvement. State funds will also be used for the construction of buildings, parks, roads, transit 
facilities, parking facilities, and other cultural and recreational amenities that will enhance the 
region's quality of life and encourage additional growth by making Rochester an even more 
desirable place to live, work, and raise a family. 

These infrastructure improvements are crucial to support and sustain economic growth in the 
region and Rochester's downtown center. To date, infrastructure repair and construction have not 
kept pace with the rapidly growing Mayo Clinic - putting a strain on the city's resources, and 
limiting the possibilities for future growth. Right now there is an eight-year waiting list for 
parking spots at Mayo Clinic; current projections show hospitality businesses in Rochester will 
need 1, 100 more hotel rooms in the coming years just to serve the families, friends, and guests of 
Mayo Clinic patients. 
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Mayo Clinic celebrates state funding approval, but 
questions remain on expansion details 
Business Elizabeth Baier· ROCHESTER, Minn.· May 23, 2013 

Mayo Clinic's proposed 20-year, $5 billion investment plan to make its flagship campus a 
"destination medical center" is closer to becoming reality. 

The tax bill awaits Gov. Mark Dayton's signature to become law, but Mayo Clinic, local and state 
officials are celebrating the legislative victory, which commits $327 million in state aid for Rochester, 
Minn. 

Amid the celebration, questions remain about how exactly the clinic plans to expand and how local 
taxpayers will contribute to the growth in Rochester. 

Hundreds of Mayo employees, local and state officials, even former Vice President Walter Mondale 
filled the lobby of the Mayo Clinic building in Rochester Wednesday, to celebrate what Mayo and 
government officials say is the largest economic development initiative in Minnesota's history. 

Dayton described the passage of Mayo's expansion legislation as "almost unprecedented." 

Destination Medical Center Alex Kolyer for MPR 

"If this expansion and leap forward were not happening in Rochester, Minnesota, it'd happen 
somewhere else in the country," Dayton said. "We'd be the big losers and they'd be the big winners. 
We're very grateful that it's here in Minnesota." 

He said the most promising aspect of Mayo Clinic's proposal is the number of jobs it is expected to 
create over the next two decades. Mayo Clinic officials estimate the expansion will add up to 15,000 
highly-paid medical positions -- doctors, researchers and support staff -- and another 25,000 spinoff 
jobs in southeastern Minnesota. 

Currently, Mayo Clinic employs roughly 32,000 people in Minnesota, and is the largest private 
employer in the state. About a third of Rochester's residents work at the clinic. 

"People will work on this for 10, 20 years. I mean those are careers," Dayton said. "So to put all the 
people to work -- all the people will be working professionally, in the expanded facilities, and the 
transformation of downtown Rochester -- is just tremendously exciting. 

What Rochester's transformation will look like is still unclear. State funds won't kick in until the Mayo 
Clinic invests least $200 million in the city. 

Mayo President and CEO Dr. John Noseworthy says the clinic already has teams in place mapping 
out the project's next steps but declined to give details about those plans on Wednesday. 

Destination Medical Center Alex Kolyer for MPR 
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"We now have the opportunity to plan in a very specific way what happens," Noseworthy said. "It 
won't be random, first to the table, let's do something over here. It'll be all knitted together in an 
integrated way for the city, the county and the state." 

In all, Mayo Clinic plans to invest $3.5 billion in capital improvements. That could include adding new 
space to the clinic's existing facilities, upgrading patient rooms or building research or administrative 
buildings on existing parking lots. Mayo currently owns nearly 500 acres in Rochester to support its 
growth plans, as of Mayo Clinic's 2011 Five-Year Plan Update. Mayo Clinic also expects an 
estimated $2 billion in additional private investment. 

Once the governor signs the bill into law, Mayo will have 60 days to put together an eight-member 
nonprofit oversight board. The bill will also authorize the city of Rochester and Olmsted County to 
raise $128 million in local taxes to help with the expansion. 

City Council President Randy Staver said the legislation allows Rochester officials to raise those 
taxes by increasing the local sales tax, adding a food and beverage tax, and taxing certain 
entertainment events. 

"What we're very happy to see is the Legislature gave us a number of tools in the legislation, and 
that's noteworthy because now we've got some flexibility," Staver said. 

He said the city still has to determine how it will make its obligation for Mayo Clinic's expansion plan 
work. 

"I think we'll want to choose tools that have the least amount of burden on taxpayers in general. We 
don't want the taxpayers of Rochester to bear the burden of all of this," Staver said. "We'll look do to 
things that are equitable, and across a number of citizens and structures." 

Olmsted County Board Chair Jim Bier says the county's $40 million share of the project will likely 
come from an increase in county taxes. 

"I would anticipate we'll have the wheelage tax, I would think, and maybe the sales tax. I don't know," 
Bier said. "We've got to talk about that. We've got to have some meetings with the other 
commissioners. But I think we'll do one for sure and maybe both." 

Bier anticipates the Olmsted County Board will make those decisions by the end of the year. Mayo 
Clinic officials say they will release more information on their expansion plans later this summer. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

James.Leonard <James.Leonard@Carle.com > 
Wednesda December 17 2014 3:47 PM 

Actual Mayo Tax situation 
Scanned from a Xerox multifunction deviceOOl.pdf 

Here is the other article as promised. 
Have a great evening. 
Jim 

-----Original Message-----
From: u41f@carle.com [mailto:u41f@carle.com) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 3:41 PM 
To: James.Leonard 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox multifunction device 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox mult ifunction device. 

Attachment File Type: pdf 

multifunction device Location: Adm inistrat ion NC8 - B1914 
Device Name: U41F 

For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http://www.xerox.com 
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Mayo Clinic provided $2.5 billion In 'community benefit' 

Mayo Clinic, by far Olmsted County's largest property owner and taxpayer, pays millions of 
dollars in property truces because of its tax-exempt status than if it were entirely a for-
profit operation. 

However, the clinic gives much more back to the community through charitable care and 
other contributions, according to Information provided by the Olmsted County Property 
Records and Licensing Department and Mayo Clinic. Charitable care frequently is used to 
justify hospital's nonprofit and true-exempt status. 

The estimated market value of Mayo's many properties in Olmsted County is approximately 
$820 million, including both nonprofit and for-profit But Mayo pays property 
taxes on just over half of that amount. 

Mayo's total 2014 property tax bill, including city, county and school district property taxes, 
of about $16.6 million relates to approximately $451 million in market value, said 
Property Records and Licensing Director Mark Krupski. 

Buildings housing education and research operations, of which Mayo has many, are not 
trucable. Each year, Krupski together with Mayo officials, who tell him what 
percentage of the clinic's property is taxable. 

building, say, is being used for education or research," he said. 
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In addition, Mayo pays property on buildings it O'Wlls for its other businesses, such as 
Mayo Medical Transport's Gold Cross ambulance the Charter House senior housing 
complex and Mayo Employees Federal Credit Union. 

Mayo does not pay taxes on another $369 million worth of property it o'Wlls in Olmsted 
County. For that amount, the total 2014 tax bill would be about $13.6 million. Mayo, like 
other tax-exempt entities, also saves money in other state and federal taxes. 

Nonprofit around nation have come under increased scrutiny in recent years 
regarding the billions of dollars they save in tax breaks versus how much they contribute to 
their local communities. 

In some it appears that nonprofit hospitals are providing few charitable benefits to 
the communities in which they save millions for their tax-exempt status. The New England 
Journal of Medicine learned that 2009, hospitals spent an average of 7.5 percent of 
their operating costs on charity care and community benefit and that some spent 
percent, according to a Jan. 18 New York Times article. 

than 1 

That article also highlighted the City of Pittsburgh's lawsuit against the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center. The city contends that the "$10 billion global health enterprise" 
is taking advantage of its tax-exempt status by providing very little care for the poor and a 
comparably small amount of charity to communities. 

While some people in Olmsted County might consider it a disadvantage to have the largest 
commercial property owner in to'Wll be exempt of about half of its property taxes, Krupski 
said he wouldn't agree with that. 

11Because everything else wouldn't be here ifit wasn't for them," he 

Olmsted County and Rochester officials probably wouldn't that they could find good 
use for the nearly $14 million in additional tax revenue, but the community benefits from 
many more millions in charitable care and other contributions Mayo makes here, said Mayo 
Public Affairs Specialist Bryan Anderson. 
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He didn1t have a breakdown of what the clinic contributes to Rochester and Olmsted County 
specifically, but he said the entire Mayo enterprise, including its Arizona and Florida 
operations, provided $2.5 billion in "community benefit" in 2012. 

Of this amount, $885 million was the direct cost of Mayo education and research programs, 
and $2.5 million was the cost of in-kind donations, un-billed service, and cash donations," 
Anderson said. 

11Mayo Clinic is dedicated to serving all patients who need our care. Approximately half of 
our medical services are for Medicare patients and patients in other government programs," 
he added. 

In 2012, $i.6 billion of Mayo's services went unpaid through Medicare, Medicaid and other 
senior and indigent care programs, and the clinic provided another $83.4 million in charity 
care "to patients in significant financial need," Anderson said. 

Mayo invested more than $2.5 million in 2012 in local communities' health and wellness, 
education, youth enrichment, workforce development and human services programs, he 
said. 

Rochester City Council President Randy Staver, who is a Mayo employee, said that as far as 
he knows, Mayo has always followed the rules with regard to its tax-exempt status. 

"In terms of the amounts that they contribute to their respective communities, I've always 
felt that Mayo contributes significantly to the city of Rochester. I've never had any reason to 
question that. But again, as far as whatever that is, whether it meets an acceptable level for a 
community, that's an open topic for the community and the contributors to decide," Staver 
said. 
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From: Phyllis Wise 
Sent: Thursday, Ja ry I: I :. • 

To: 
Subject: 

Normand Paquin 
Re: For discussion 

Thanks for sending this. It's a good framework for our conversation. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 8, 2015, at 3:05 PM, Normand Paquin 

Here are talking points: 

Point-by-point 

March 12 BOT resolution 
• Not a resolution as such but a proposal to go through Academic Senate and USC. 
• Most important: get strong Academic Senate support on Feb 9th 

o Key: getting strong support from key faculty senate committees 
o Willing to secure that even if it creates headaches later on 

• USSP - will contact Bill Maher (copying you?) to request special USSP meeting 
o Will point out t iming, especially with respect to Ed Pol 
o Will include proposal and point out footnote committing us to continued engagement 

with key committees 
o Will ask for preferred interaction: USSP member embedded in Definitive Agreements 

team or regular consu ltation (in addition to SEC involvement ) 
• Budget committee 

o Vicky has developed new budget analyses base don committee lead requests 
o I need to review and put together in a short document 

• Will make sure draft meets their expectations/needs 
o Will request a special meeting for strong endorsement 

• Ed Pol 
o Gay Miller has encouraged Ade and I to meet with key Ed Pol starting with sub-

committee leads 
• Has wavered back and forth a bit on whether this is a good idea or not (not 

usually done but not every day we t ry for a new College support under such 
tight t ime window) 

• Ade volunteered to meet with Ed Pol members but his schedule looks very 
difficult 

• Members of faculty panel willing t o support me anyway they can 
o My incl ination is that 

• We need to meet not just with those who challenged concept but others to 
make sure support is strong and ready to be vocal 

• We need to get as much buy-in from those who were vocal as possible 
• Might not get unanimous support but should be strong by the end of the effort 

o Mike Sandretto has offered to speak to Ed Pol but I think that is risky. 
• Perhaps allow it if Jeff Brown can come as well and Gay thinks it is a good idea 

o IHIS will provide a letter of support 
• Deans 
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o Ade needs to secure letters of support from remaining deans as well as key departments 
• February gtn Academic senate meeting 

o Consultation with Roy? Gay? 
o Urbana city council member? 
o Carle physician speaking rights? 

President's charge 
• Huron presumably working on response for the President 
• Developing our answers that represent our perspective. 

o Asked Laura to creatively address "concerns of stakeholders." 
o Asked Robin Kaler to gather info that address the rest of the President's charge 
o Suggested time line 

• Middle of next week (Wed. January 14th) for their drafts 
• Circulate revised draft early following week 
• Submit to President Easter by Friday, January 23'd. 

Definitive Agreements 

Outcomes of Monday meeting with Scott Rice, Lisa Power, Dan Peterson and 
Mike Delorenzo 

• Aim to first develop "term sheet" before tackling legal language 
o Consensus that Carle may attempt to be very prescriptive 
o Statement of basic principles we agree on may be better 

• Approach: small core team of negotiators spanning all areas including legal representation 
• Core team supported by subject matter experts for sub-topics: i.e. philanthropy, IP, finance, etc. 
• Recruiting expert advisor to make sure agreement is appropriate and covers w hat it needs to 

cover and not more 
o Thinking that such an advisor might be recommended by LCME 

• Suggestion that Phyllis, Jim, key advisors on each side define "four corners" of the definitive 
agreements in order to get these done "quickly." 

o Three to six months 
o Leave aside but keep in mind possibility of working on modifying MOU for signature 

• So we don't upset USSP Committee 
• So we can start recruiting dean (if that looks at all plausible)- not su re Carle 

Board wou ld OK that 

Outcomes of Tuesday meeting with broad set of UA and UIUC admin folks 
• Risk management, HR, UA Business and Finance, Research, 
• Generally speaking went well 

o Sticky points likely to be at HR level - conflict of management; retreat rights 

Friday Carle - UIUC project leadership meeting 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Skype: normand_paquin 

Tel. image.png> 
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From: nd Dan Peterso 
Sent: Fri ay, January 09, 2015 8:21 PM 
To: 
Subject: 

Beth Painter 
Fwd: CR for 

Fyi re follow up visit or call Leanne about entering the er. thx. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Phyllis Wis 
Date: January 9, 2015 at 5:38:12 PM CST . . 

All, 

I don't have Karen Bender's personal email. Please pass this to her since she was supposed to 
staff me and had made all the arrangements for this visit-d I had lunch in Rosemont 
on 1/9/15. We had a wonderful time and talked about a variety of topics. The following is a 
summary of the major points. 

I . She said she was disappointed at the rapid departure can't remember his last 
name and it has been removed from my calendar - I might be able to get it from Adam or 
Phyllis). He had been the for a short time arranged for 
him to meet me. He was transferred to the n SF promptly put on 
a plane on Monday. This is a promotion for him. She hopes that his replacement will be as 
strategic and that she will be able to introduce her to me when the time is appropriate. 

2. She told me about her transition to management through a series of coincidences. We 
compared notes on our career progression. She explained the differences between hepatitis A, B 
and C and how treatments to one were not effective in combating another because the only thing 
they share in common is that they affect the liver. Fascinating discussion. 

3. She asked about the status of the COM. We went into some detail on what we had 
accomplished and the next steps. I told her about the need to raise funds. She was very interested 
in all of this and asked whether we would be starting this next year. .. 

4. She told me that she has been doing some financial planning and reminded me that her 
endowed chair in immunology and infectious diseases was in her estate. She said she would like 
to see the impact of the endowment before she dies. I told her there were ways to allow her to 
give the equivalent of the pay out on an annual basis and then have the corpus be activated when 
the estate was activated. I told her that Dan was a lawyer and knew a lot about estate planning. I 
told her that you, Dan, would contact her to explain her options. She seemed pleased and will be 
waiting for your contact. She said she would be pleased if the faculty who holds the chair had a 
joint appointment with the COM if possible. 
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Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Phyllis Wise 
Sunday, January 11, 2015 9:54 AM 
Leanne Courson 
Peterson Dan; Smith T-avis· Trac Molly 
Re: Contact report for 

Thanks. I just texted her and asked for her private email so I cou ld send this and the one on 

Sent from my iPad 

>On Jan 11, 2015, at 9:21 AM, Leanne Courson < 
> 
>All, I j ust forwarded this t o Karen. Leanne 
> 
>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>wrote: 

»On Jan 11, 2015, at 9:17 AM, Phyllis Wise•••••••••lln> wrote: 
>> 
» Please send this to Karen Bender. She was supposed to staff me for this meeting and helped wit h all the 
arrangements. 
>> 
» I met wit 
Here is the summary? 
>> 

ere not there. It was a very good meeting. 

» 1mias a very large framed print of the "welcoming gate" to t he campus, which is now at the corner of the Alumni 
Center building hung very prominently in his office. He said that he is a proud alum of Illinois, but a bad one - his words -
because he does not give. I said we could fix that. He said that if we could make it easy to get the match from-
t hat would make his life easy. He said the University if Chicago takes care of the match for him, but that other 
organizations make him do all the work. I said I was certain that we took care of t hat. He said he was not certain of the 
amount tha-would match. But he did not give me the impression that he would only give as much as would be 
matched. 
>> 
» 2. Said he wants Illinois to be the premier research organization. I grand challenge grant with Abbott 
Nutrition. He seemed interested in developing a similar relationship said their areas of 
expertise/strengths/interest s were drug discovery - small and large molecule antibody development, particularly bi-focal 
w here a drug can be attached to an antibody to target drug delivery, medicinal chemistry, immunology, oncology, 
virology, neuroscience, diseases of aging. This is very broad. I suggested that we gather a group of our researcher and 
visit with their appropriate people to explore areas of overlap. I think that t he next best step for this is to contact Peter 
Schiffer and ask him to identify our people and arrange a meeting. Pradeep should be involved. We did this with 

- couple of years ago, and although they were not ready for a grand challenge like proposal, it was a 
worthwhile meeting. 
>> 
» 3. I t old him about our new COM. He was excited and said that it was absolutely the right t hing t o do. 
>> 
» 4. We discussed their new presence in the Research Park. He said that they recruit predominantly from Illinois and 
Indiana and that he was using the presence in the park to attract students. I told him we were excited about that. 
>> 
» 5. He ended by re-iterating how important Illinois was for his career, and that he would be willing to be a resource for 
the COB or the COM. 
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>> 
>> 
»Phyllis 
>> 
»Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Karen, 

Here's the contact report on my meeting with 

Phyllis 

----- Forwarded Messa 
From: Phyllis Wise 
To: Smith Travis 
Peterson Da 
Sent: Friday, 
Subject: CR f 

All , 

I don't have Karen Bender's personal email. Please-her since she was supposed to staff 
me and had made all the arrangements for this visit nd I had lunch in Rosemont on 
1 /9/15. We had a wonderful time and talked about a vane y o epics. The following is a summary of 
the major points. 

1. She said she was disappointed at the rapid departure of I can't remember his last name 
and it has been removed from m calendar - I might be able to get 1t from Adam or Phyl lis). He had 
been th or a short time and. had arranged for him to meet me. He was 
transferr n SF and was promptly put on a plane on Monday. This is a 
promotion for him. he hopes that his replacement will be as strategic and that she will be able to 
introduce her to me when the time is appropriate. 

2. She told me about her transition to management through a series of coincidences. We compared 
notes on our career progression. She explained the differences between hepatitis A, B and C and 
how treatments to one were not effective in combating another because the only thing they share in 
common is that they affect the liver. Fascinating discussion. 

3. She asked about the status of the COM. We went into some detail on what we had accomplished 
and the next steps. I told her about the need to raise funds. She was very interested in all of this and 
asked whether we would be starting this next year ... 

4. She told me that she has been doing some f inancial planning and reminded me that her endowed 
chair in immunology and infectious diseases was in her estate. She said she would like to see the 
impact of the endowment before she dies. I told her there were ways to allow her to give the 
equivalent of the pay out on an annual basis and then have the corpus be activated when the estate 
was activated. I told her that Dan was a lawyer and knew a lot about estate planning. I told her that 
you, Dan, would contact her to explain her options. She seemed pleased and will be waiting for your 
contact. She said she would be pleased if the faculty who holds the chair had a joint appointment with 
the COM if possible. 
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Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Karen, 

Here's the contact report f 

phyllis 

Tracy Molly 

Please send this to Karen Bender. She was supposed to staff me for this meeting and helped with all 
the arrangements. 

I met wit_t_ headquarters. 
good the summary? 

were not there. It was a very 

1-as a very large framed print of the "welcoming gate" to the campus, which is now at the corner 
of the Alumni Center building hung very prominently in his office. He said that he is a proud alum of 
Illinois, but a bad one - his words - because he does not give. I said we could fix that. He said that if 
we could make it easy to get the match from-that would make his life easy. He said the 
University if Chicago takes care of the match for him, but that other organizations make him do all the 
work. I said I was certain that we took care of that. He said he was not certain of the amount that 

match. But he did not give me the impression that he would only give as much as 
would be matched. 

2. Said he wants Illinois to be the premier research organization. I described our grand ch.llen e 
grant with Abbott Nutrition. He seemed interested in developing a similar relationship with e 
said their areas of expertise/strengths/interests were drug discovery - small and large molecu e 
antibody development, particularly bi-focal where a drug can be attached to an antibody to target drug 
delivery, medicinal chemistry, immunology, oncology, virology, neuroscience, diseases of aging. This 
is very broad. I suggested that we gather a group of our researcher and visit with their appropriate 
people to explore areas of overlap. I think that the next best step for this is to contact Peter Schiffer 
and · identify our people and arrange a meeting. Pradeep should be involved. We did this 
wit couple of years ago, and although they were not ready for a grand challenge like 

was a worthwhile meeting. 

3. I told him about our new COM. He was excited and said that it was absolutely the right thing to do. 

4. We discussed their new presence in the Research Park. He said that they recruit predominantly 
from Illinois and Indiana and that he was using the presence in the park to attract students. I told him 
we were excited about that. 
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5. He ended by re-iterating how important Illinois was for his career, and that he would be willing to be 
a resource for the COB or the COM. 

Phyllis 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Normand Paquin •••••••••• 
Tuesday, January 13, 2015 6:00 PM 
Phyllis M Wise 

Subject: Re: Names 

Hi Phyllis, 

That is correct but what emerged was that comparison was not worth that much since UIC COM/UIH 
combination was not a very good. That's why I have pushed for U of C comparison where Carle does quite 
well. 

Just spoke to Mike Devocelle (I know him from his Beckman days). I asked him if he was the lead on putting 
this together and he answered he was staffing the effort for the President but that there were a few individuals 
contributing. He indicated he would welcome any inputs I might have. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
SkYi 
Tel I 

IA II .. II 1 .. 1 I 

On Mon, Jan 12, 2015 at 8:05 PM, Phyllis M Wise > wrote: 
And I thought Thanatos they do more clinical trials than UIC - or that's what Jennifer E said at one time. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2015, at 7:51 PM, Normand Paquin < 1rote: 

There are about 15 voting members. We should be more than fine based on Gay's assessment 
but I want to do all I can to be sure. She counts McCarthy in the yes camp despite his 
questions. I plan to meet with him. Carle compares not only favorably to UIC but also U of C in 
terms of patient flow. 

Normand 

On Jan 12, 20 15 6:39 PM, "Phyllis Wise" > wrote: 
Thanks for this info. How many people total are there on this committee? Are the majority 
supportive even if these do not support it or do we have to get some of them. McCarthy does not 
seem to understand their existing strengths and their commitment to this project, including the 
$1 OOm commitment. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 12, 2015, at 10:41 AM, Normand Paquin wrote: 

Phyllis, 
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You asked me to let you know who had been vocal in Ed Pol. Here are the four 
names. 

Pradeep Dhillon - asked if humanities was considered; has connection with Neal 
Cohen - likely will actually be positive in the end. 

Randy McCarthy (Mathematics) - has questioned Carle as a suitable partner and 
suggested that delaying three-five years might be better (so that Carle can be 
evaluated). Hopefully can turn around. Not sure we will be able to. 

Steve Michel (Business) - very aggressive. Gay thinks he will actually be 
supportive if we argue our case well. I am not so sure. Always seems ready to 
pull out another argument if the first is handled well. 

Eric Meyer (Media) - sounded like a mouthpiece for Dimitri last time. 

Normand 

Dr. Normand Paquin 
Sky n ............ 
Tel 
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